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AN ANALYTICAL STUDY ON THE 
ROLE OF MICROFINANCE FOR 

EMPOWERING WOMEN IN INDIA 
 

Raj Srivatsava* 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper I have discussed the structuring of microfinance and how microfinance deals with the empowering of microfinance. 

NGOs play a vital role in microfinance to empower poor and needy people’s especially women in rural areas. It is one of the crucial 
factors which are dominated by many programs, schemes, and mainly self-help group. This paper also finds to examine the poverty 
alleviation, socio-economic, and empowerment of its beneficiaries. 

This the paper is a humble attempt to address the issue for poverty, why only women face a lot of problems in rural areas more 
than urban areas, there were limited access of women to housing, their dependency land. This paper also examined the initiative taken by 
the microfinance institution and some of the steps are taken through social, economic empowerment which results in their own role in rural 
areas. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In India, more than 325 million people live below the poverty line, and 70 

percent of the world’s poor are women. Many don’t have access to financial services due to this 
they used to have trouble saving money and they were looking for a way to build up their 
savings, so in this situation, microfinance plays a major role to help out those needy peoples.  

In the field of microfinance, there were surveys going on but according to the 
Global Findex survey, there was only 5 per cent of women’s who receive bank loans in their 
account as compared to 11 percent in China and also according to the sixth economic census 
only 98 per cent of women work in the informal sector out of which they prefer 
entrepreneurship in India1. 

Microfinance is the basic structure of financial services to the poor. These 
financial services may take the form of micro-savings, microcredit, and micro insurance. 
Microfinance also refers to microcredit2. Microfinance is commonly used in consigning issues 
related to poverty alleviation, financial support to micro-entrepreneurs, gender development, etc. 
It is one of the most management present in emerging countries and developing countries 
(mainly in India and Africa). Microfinance plays a vital role in increasing women’s participation 
in economic activities and decision making in which poor women who have the opportunities to 
access credit or avail loans to get rid of poverty by creating job opportunities other than their 
traditional households responsibilities but this time women have something for themselves and 
their children without too much becoming depending on their husband’s salary or income. 

According to Merriam Webster, it states, “The act or action of empowering 
someone or something which granting of the power, right, or authority to perform variously acts 
or duties”. Hashemi, Schuler, and Riley (1996) added that empowerment strengthens the innate 
by way of acquiring knowledge, power, and experience while Baltiwala (1994) stated that it also 
includes control over resources that are physical, human intellectual, and financial and over the 
ideology that is beliefs, values, and attitudes. Nevertheless, Mayoux (2000) gave three common 
notions in empowerment that is change, choice, and power. 

                                                             
1 H.P Singh, Microfinance and Women Empowerment, Financial Express (Jan. 23, 2019, 5:58 PM), 

https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/why-micro-finance-and-women-empowerment-go-hand-in-
hand/1452759/ 

2Microfinance,https://www.ada-microfinance.org/en/about-ada/definition-of-
microfinance#:~:text=Definition%20of%20microfinance%20%3A,having%20little%20or%20no%20income. 

https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/why-micro-finance-and-women-empowerment-go-hand-in-hand/1452759/
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/why-micro-finance-and-women-empowerment-go-hand-in-hand/1452759/
https://www.ada-microfinance.org/en/about-ada/definition-of-microfinance#:~:text=Definition%20of%20microfinance%20%3A,having%20little%20or%20no%20income.
https://www.ada-microfinance.org/en/about-ada/definition-of-microfinance#:~:text=Definition%20of%20microfinance%20%3A,having%20little%20or%20no%20income.
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II. ORIGIN OF MICROFINANCE 
In 1976, Dr.MohammedYunus who is the Godfather of the microloan small 

amounts of credit given to entrepreneurs too poor to qualify for traditional bank loans and also 
the winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 20006, also a Professor of Economics at Chittagong 
University Bangladesh came up with the new concept of lending to groups of poor needy 
women. He gave loans to them without any collateral but on a higher interest rate. On the basis 
of the success of this pilot project, Grameen Bank was set up. Dr. Mohammed Yunus also called 
the “banker of the poor” has been the founder of the first micro-credit institution. The members 
of the Grameen bank are also the owner of the bank. The group normally consists of five 
members and the liability to repay the loan lies with the individuals. Obviously, the loan is given 
on the basis of trust only; this success of Grameen Bank proved that poor needed access to 
financial service. Microfinance in India evolved to fill the gaps created by formal banking 
institutions. It started in 1970. Shri Mahila SEWA (Self Employed Women’s Association) 
Sahakari Bank in Ahmadabad and working women’s forum in Tamil Nadu were the pioneers3. 

A. Clients of Microfinance 
 Landless laborers engaged in agriculture, mining, and 

construction. 

 Small and marginal farmers 

 Rural artisans and weavers 

 Self-employed in 
i) Urban informal sector 
ii) Non-farm activities 

 And women 

III. MICROFINANCE INSTITUTION 
Microfinance institutions are those institutions which help needy peoples 

especially poor women’s through financial and non-financial products. There are so 
microfinance institutions which are registered in India. Microfinance institution was established 
in December 2009 as a society under the Andhra Pradesh Societies Registration Act, 2001. Their 

                                                             
3 Hemant Singh, Microfinance Institution in India: Salient features, Jagran Josh (May 30, 2019, 18:22 IST), 

https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/microfinance-institutions-in-india-1448530197-1 

https://www.jagranjosh.com/general-knowledge/microfinance-institutions-in-india-1448530197-1
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main purpose to increase the income level of poor peoples. MFIS are basically run by two 
institutions that are Self-help group (SHG) and Non- Governmental Organizations (NGO’s). 

NGOs are a significant player in the microfinance sector. It is a voluntary 
organization established to social intermediation. Mysore Resettlement and Development 
Agency (MYRADA) were the pioneers to promote self-help groups. 

An SHG is a registered or unregistered group of 15-20 members who have a 
relatively and homogenous social and economic background and have voluntarily come together 
to save a small amount to a common fund and they meet their basic needs on the basis of 
mutual help. They basically meet women in villages by MFI; they serve their best skills to help 
women. Microfinance is used by SHGs to meet the survival needs, diversify their source of 
income, meeting fay to day requirement of funds, and setting up of micro-enterprise. 

Micro Finance Institutions primary objective is to work towards the vigorous 
development of the microfinance sector by promoting4: 

 Responsible Lending 

 Client Protection 

 Good Governance 

 A supportive regulatory environment 

Some other microfinance institutions are: 

 Self –help group: It is a democratic body formed by SHGs, 
belonging to a certain geographical area to represent their common cause to 
policymaking bodies and facilitate a linkage between SHGs and other agencies. 

 Apex Microfinance Institutions: Basically, they are indirect 
services to MFIs. 

 Association of MFIs: This is one of the most interesting one 
because in this Sadhan is the designated national associations of community 
development finance institutions5. 

Empowering Women through Microfinance is one of the best ideas which are 
merely stood by some institutions. For example, Mann DeshiMahilaSahakari Bank is a rural 
cooperative bank that specifically helps women. 

                                                             
4 MFIN, Powering responsible finance, https://mfinindia.org/about-us 
5The many positive impacts of self-help groups, 

https://www.wsbiesbg.org/Events/WorldCongress_2018/Pages/Self-Help-Groups.aspx 

https://mfinindia.org/about-us
https://www.wsbiesbg.org/Events/WorldCongress_2018/Pages/Self-Help-Groups.aspx
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According to the International Finance Corporation (FIC) report, they invested 
$564 million in equity and debt by including $5 million in Utkarsh which created a market for 
microfinance basically which now has $400 micro-banking office which serves 1.7 million 
borrowers, including one of the needy women who are very popular name Irawati Devi, she 
basically took small loans to lift her and her seven children. In the present scenario International 
Finance Corporation (FIC) has an investment in more than a dozen numbers of financial 
institutions in India. 

IV. ROLE OF MICROFINANCE IN WOMEN 

EMPOWERMENT 
Women, especially poor mothers who lift up to herself and her family, what they 

do they just divide their time between productive role and family reproductive role. These 
women want to fulfill the multiple demands of the households and as well as the market place. 
The best way to increase women’s credit the microfinance institution should increase the 
accessibility of working capital should do something interest with the lending programs which 
basically do not require conventional forms of collateral, promote credit policies, and introduce 
savings mobilization.  

 

A. MICROFINANCE INITIATIVES IN INDIA  
1. Economic Growth 

From the last two decades, those women who are on the business have seen a lot 
of improvement and all credits go to the economic growth and growing focus on empowerment 
and due to this impact government also introduces many funding schemes for women who are 
working in the sector. 

2. Stand Up India Scheme  

The objective of this scheme to empower Women’s, SC’s, ST’s, and other 
backward classes. They facilitate bank loans between 10 lakh and 1 crore to them and at least 
one-woman borrower per bank from any branch for setting up greenfield enterprises and these 
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enterprises can be manufacturing, factories or in the trading sector, and in case of no individual 
enterprises, they can apply for the same6. 

3. MUDRA Scheme 

In this scheme, the loan can be provided up to 10 lakh to the non-corporate, 
non-firms, and small institutions. These loans can be given by commercial banks, rational rural 
banks, cooperative banks, small finance banks, and another MFI’s7. Basically, they encourage 
entrepreneurs and small business units to expand their capabilities and to reduce over-
indebtedness. Further MUDRA loan divided into three categories: 

 Shishu: They covering loans up to Rs 50,000. 

 Kishor: They covering loans above the Shishu scheme and up to 
Rs 5 lakh. 

 Tarun: They covering loan above the Kishor scheme up to Rs. 10 
lakh. 

Pradhan Mantri Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) 
The main objective of this scheme to generate employment activities in urban 

and rural areas in the whole country by setting up new self-employment adventures, projects, and 
new enterprises. This scheme can provide loan up to Rs 50 lakh also at least up to 25% subsidy. 
In this scheme, women are created as special treatment and can be provided up to 35% of 
subsidy8.  

V. EMPOWERING WOMEN THROUGH 

MICROFINANCE 
Women empowerment is a worldwide challenge because many poor women have 

been downgraded to the backside and being under the control of men which results in unfair 
social. Access to credit plays a major role in empowering women and for the development of 
society; access to credit is one the most important role. Sometimes women’s empowerment on 

                                                             
6https://www.standupmitra.in/ 
7https://www.relakhs.com/mudra-bank-govt-scheme-loans-small-

business/#:~:text=The%20main%20objectives%20of%20Mudra,focus%20areas%20of%20Mudra%20Bank. 
8https://msme.gov.in/schemes/pm-employment-generation-program-and-other-credit-support-schemes 

https://www.standupmitra.in/
https://www.relakhs.com/mudra-bank-govt-scheme-loans-small-business/#:~:text=The%20main%20objectives%20of%20Mudra,focus%20areas%20of%20Mudra%20Bank
https://www.relakhs.com/mudra-bank-govt-scheme-loans-small-business/#:~:text=The%20main%20objectives%20of%20Mudra,focus%20areas%20of%20Mudra%20Bank
https://msme.gov.in/schemes/pm-employment-generation-program-and-other-credit-support-schemes
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men and hence results are not all in a good sense. There are five dimensions of women 
empowerment which results in anticipation of microfinance: economic, social, political, legal, 
and physiological. In India, for women empowerment, there are only three considered such 
dimensions like economic, financial, and social empowerment to construct women 
empowerment index and also constructed microfinance outreach Index. 9 

Apparently, women’s empowerment construction index followed the same 
process as they do now also. For each and every dimension (economic, financial, and social) 
the static performance of the state would be in respect for national income and it would be 
calculated too. Then the static performance of the state was divided among the women 
according to the share of women households because they do really hard work for the 
country. It also found that participants experience an increase in monthly income thus, it 
concluded that an all-inclusive microfinance system would strengthen the process of financial 
inclusion in India and thereby would promote women’s economic empowerment. Basically, it 
only focused on merely establishing the strong relationship between microfinance and women 
empowerment without paying attention to other women empowerment which faces day to 
daily life problems attributes such as age, occupation, marital status, and educational 
background which dully effect on such a relationship existing between microfinance outreach 
and women empowerment10.  

A. OBJECTIVES OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

There are many objectives of women empowerment and some of them are: 

 It creates the strong national network of public, private, social, and NGO’s 
centers for delivering child health services to any poor peoples and these services are free 
and available twenty-four hours. 

 They identify the loopholes in the empowerment of women and especially the 
development of the future of their children. 

 They open free centers of health and food so that they can provide free services 
related to any kind of health issues, for example, they stretched the availability of safe 
abortion.  

                                                             
9Bismark Addai, Women Empowerment Through Microfinance: Emprical Evidence, Journal of Finance 

and Accounting, Vol 5, No. 1, 2017, pp 1-11 doi: 10.11648/j.jfa.20170501.11 
10Laha, A. &Kuri, P. K. Measuring the Impact of Microfinance on Women Empowerment: A Cross 

Country Analysis with Special Reference to India. International Journal of Public Administration 37, 397–408 
(2014) 
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 To improve their living process to promote women’s empowerment. 

 To encourage other peoples who were suffering from the same and also they talk 
about each and every policy regarding whole work of women’s. 

 To reduce the hard work of women basically covert the hard work into smart 
work. 

 Free medical services, water services, free fuel but it is limited as per the capacity 
of women, especially food services and other household things which help them in the 
activities11. 

 

B. IMPACT ON WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 
 

1. Decision Making 

Especially in India women are very quick in their decisions and almost their 
decisions are on the right way and their decisions involve both the making family level and 
obviously community at the large well there is a critic between the inter-relation that women 
should understand the status of financial issues. Due to these financial crises, women’s who 
cannot afford even one-time food for herself and family so they took bad decisions like they 
went houses for working, doing bad stuff and this is all because of the financial condition where 
women are affected and hence they remain the same12. Their decisions would be regarding 
business investment, ideas, and especially family members. There is only a way were women 
become “empowered” and that is through the help of microfinance institutions and can enjoy 
their greatest control over the household thing and can increase the power of women within the 
households. In many cases of violent acts and abuses of women especially by men’s or society 
due to doing work in public places in that microfinance would be lead as third-party scrutiny13. 

2. Women and their organization 

The current scenario of working women is rapidly increasing because there were 
no wages for them where they can approach their basic needs so they started working in the big 

                                                             
11 Are Women in India Empowered Enough, Women Empowerment and Globalization- A modern 

perspective, kanishka publishers, distributors, New Delhi, p.241, 2009. 
12 Taneja Kanika (2009), Microfinance the new mantra of rural finance to reduce poverty case study, Delhi 

business review, Vol. 10, No. 2 
13 K Swapna, Role of microfinance in women empowerment, Volume 7, Number 1 (2017) 
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houses, schools, institutions, and downgrade work in the offices. To avoid those kinds of work 
they bring down many women together for mentoring and organizations and this would lead 
them so many benefits. Microfinance institution helps them, they go to the villages bring out the 
meetings among them, they both found solutions for the problems. They encourage women’s 
anticipation and participation in trade unions of informal workers and other organizations.  Also, 
there were many organizations between gender quality and levels of growth of income basically 
gender equality is much more positive than the levels and rates of growth of income14. 

3. Health and Education 

In today worldwide there are more than 3500 MFI’s which provides many 
financial services and credits to poor people’s especially women’s which helps in their 
households to generate income and consumption and willingness for health work.  

Microfinance institutions provide health programs that have a positive impact on 
leading causes of death due to under nutrition, which constitutes 53% of all childhood deaths, 
and diarrhea, which is the most common cause of illness and the second a leading cause of child 
deaths in the world 

For example, in today's girl's education there were only 74 girls who were 
enrolled in primary school for every 100 boys in school, and this held in the 1990’s survey in 
southern Asia, and still, in 2012 the enrollment ratios remain the same. Even girls are facing the 
same problem there because they were not allowed to entering in the school whether they belong 
to the primary or secondary centers of Saharan Africa, Oceania, and Western Asia. Girls also 
face barriers to entering both primary and secondary school in sub-Saharan Africa, Oceania, and 
western Asia. The only disadvantage in education is that it would not be translated into a lack of 
skills, knowledge, and limited opportunities in the labor market. 

4. Reduces gender inequality 

Gender equality refers to the rights, responsibilities, and opportunities of women 
and men, girls, and boys. But it does not mean that women and men are should be treated as 

                                                             
14 Research reveals several channels though which rising incomes can improve gender equality. As 

countries develop, fertility rates fall, facilitating women’s work outside the home. The returns to education increase, 
encouraging investment in education and creating a more productive workforce. Technological progress reduces the 
time necessary for household care work, increasing the time women have to work in higher-productivity activities. 
Demand shifts to services where the employment of women tends to grow relatively faster, and norms and 
expectations limiting women’s economic expectations and opportunities may ease. See World Bank. 2011. World 
Development Report 2012: Gender Equality and Development. Washington, DC. 
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equals in each and every field but it should be noted that their interest, their needs, and priorities 
of both women and men should be taken into consideration15.  

Meanwhile, the world has achieved the greatest progress in front of gender 
equality but still, there are many loop wholes where especially women won’t get their freedom, 
social life, and their day to daily life needs, there priorities. From the last 30 years, microfinance 
or microcredit is a tool that always providing helps with sustainable financial services to the 
needy peoples, poor’s, especially women, and this helps results in enhancing welfare. According 
to the Microcredit Summit Campaign Report 2015, extreme poverty where people are living in 
that 3,098 microfinance institutions had reached over 211 a million peoples by 2013 and this 
report is literally a shocking report because of these poorest peoples, 82.6 percent or over 95 

million were women16. 

Basically, microfinance enables poor people’s especially women to indulge in 
income activities which normally helps them to become strong in their toughest scenario, 
financially independent, holding power capacity and thee all activities should be done within only 
household and society, this ability of microfinance has the potential to reduces inner gender 
inequality. There is a very impartial negative relationship between women’s participation in 
gender inequality and microfinance which means when the participation of women increases the 

gender inequality will definitely decrease and results in 15 per cent reduces in gender inequality. 

5. Domestic violence and family relationships 

According to many surveys are on the microfinance institutions when there is 
anticipation or participation of women in any microfinance institution which leads to a gradual 
increase in domestic violence because when the peoples see that women are gradually increasing 
in any kind of work where she is doing. Well, so the surrounding men’s getting jealous and they 
used to beat them or deals with domestic violence but microfinance is the only key where 
women’s economy got strengthen17. 

                                                             
15Quando Zhang and Alberto Posso, How microfinance reduces gender quality in developing countries, 

The conversation (March 2, 2017 6:51PM), https://theconversation.com/how-microfinance-reduces-gender-
inequality-in-developing-countries-73281 

16World Bank, Women, Business and the Law 2018, (Washington, D.C., 2018),  http://wbl.worldbank.org/ 
17 Raji AjwaniRamchadani, The Role of Microfinance in Women's Empowerment: A Comparative Study of 

Rural & Urban Groups in India, 44, Oct. 17, 2017. 

https://theconversation.com/how-microfinance-reduces-gender-inequality-in-developing-countries-73281
https://theconversation.com/how-microfinance-reduces-gender-inequality-in-developing-countries-73281
http://wbl.worldbank.org/
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The height of the savagery of women in rural areas is more than urban areas. It 

promised to lift millions out of poverty to empower women and help those on the margins of 
society and according to Dr. Mohammed Yunus, credit should be treated as a human right, 
microloans allowed entrepreneurs in the bottom of the income ladder to realize their dreams and 
yet many have found themselves caught up in a dangerous cycle of death. In India, peoples 
struggled with debt and there are calls here for better regulation of loan companies and more 
leniencies to allow people to default on their borrowing. Microfinance is rapidly increasing but 
the development community is split on whether microfinance is the silver bullet. Well, 80 per 
cent of microfinance beneficiaries are women and whilst the institutions may well be thriving 
and there is often the 97 per cent repayment rate. Well, it is also has been reported that several 
microfinance institutions have been accused of unreasonably at high-interest rates for betterment 
of these peoples can avoid the loans which are being used for everyday living and instead of that 
they can go into the business. The overall impact of microfinance in the developing world 
against poverty has been about zero. 

VII. SUGGESTIONS 
 People should not approach to the money lenders or the loan sharks to carry to their life 

and why they can’t the banking system to cover each and every one.  

 Microloans could eradicate poverty within a generation. 

 In rural areas, women should obey the management of the financial institution, should 
attend, and regulate proper functions and meetings. 

 Poor people’s especially women’s should prepare a balanced diet for herself and families 
and women have should and prepare a schedule and self-aware from savings money for 
their household needs. 

 Borrowers whose loans fail to generate new income can take out further loans and push 
them further into debt. 
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: CRUELTY 

WITHIN FOUR WALLS 

 

Indrajit Bhowmick* 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The term ‘Domestic Violence’ holds a very interesting paradoxical transition which in itself is violative of holding or granting 
basic human rights. The traditional Indian culture holds certain patriarchal norms and rules have raised a question relating 
to such violence making it quite complex to interpret, which ultimately leads to struggle for seeking proper justice within a 
stipulated period. 
Women’s movement in India can be observed from the period of the early ’70s when the issue of gender importance began to 
gain traction as compared to other issues that were of point of concern. Although this movement is having an old 
phenomenon, in which its roots can be reckoned back to the nationalist movement, tracing back to the early 1920s. From the 
1920s to the 1970s, the women’s movement was heavily influenced and controlled by external economic and political forces. 
During the 1970s, death occurrence of married women by way of letting kitchen fires to get their spark became common 
parlance during this period. These acts being closely associated with ending up of life in a very pre-planned way been termed 
as ‘dowry deaths’, ‘bride burnings’, while the reason for such violence being not able to bring a certain amount of demanded 
money, assets and wealth from their parents to their conjugal tied families. 
Women’s movement in the early ’80s started taking a legislative form. Incidents of rape, violence, and dowry related offences, 
vis-a-vis uprising controversies of Shah Bano Case and Uniform Civil Code, urged and made it aware to the whole legislative 
system of this country that there was a need for specific laws so to address certain issues relating to women. 

 
KEYWORDS: 
Dowry death; Bride burnings; Conjugal; Shah Bano; Uniform Civil Code; Violence; Cruelty. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is a land of customs, wide religious diversification, and patriarchy where 

women belonging to a Brahmin Family or a Sudra Family or in any other religion other than the 
Traditional Hindu family are always deprived of upholding their rights. During the pre-
independence period or after India achieved its independence, women were still subjected to 
constant violence. Various movements started amalgamating women together to enforce their 
rights.  

 
Women’s movement in the early ’80s started taking a legislative form. Incidents 

of rape, violence, and dowry related offences, other than uprising controversies of Shah Bano 
Case and Uniform Civil Code, urged and made it aware to the whole legislative system of this 
country that there was a need for specific laws so to address certain issues relating to women. 

 
Primarily, Domestic Violence can be preferably referred with close partner 

violence which usually happens between an intimate relationship. Although this concept of 
Domestic Violence has changed its shape with time extending to not only between partners but 
also involving family members. 

 
Violence also means abuse which includes physical, emotional, and sexual. 

Between 1994-1996, India observed an increase in domestic abuse in northern parts. During this 
period, the rate of violence increased by 3 times.  
 
 

II. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: DEFINITION 

Section 3 of the Protection of women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 defines 
it.18 According to this section, any act, omission, commission, or conduct: 

                                                             
18 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_violence_in_India 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_violence_in_India
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“1. harms or injures or endangers the health, safety, life, limb or well-being, 
whether mental or physical, of the aggrieved person or tends to do so and includes causing 
physical abuse, sexual abuse, verbal and emotional abuse, and economic abuse; or 

2.harasses, harms, injures or endangers the aggrieved person with a view to 
coerce her or any other person related to her to meet any unlawful demand for any dowry or 
other property or valuable security; or 

3.has the effect of threatening the aggrieved person or any person related to her 
by any conduct mentioned in clause (a) or clause (b); or 

4. otherwise injures or causes harm, whether physical or mental, to the aggrieved 
person.” 

 

III. INDIA: DID IT RANK AS A SAFE COUNTRY 
FOR WOMEN? 

 

According to a global survey report released, India is the world’s most unsafe 
country for women because of the higher risks of women violence and forced slaving.19 This 
report was a repeat of a survey in 2011, which threw light upon some countries like Pakistan, the 
Republic of Congo, Somalia which included India, being the most dangerous countries for 
women. 

 
In almost all the economically growing countries, the act of committing violence 

and cruelty within four walls has become a digestive tablet for the patriarchy. For those men who 
commit or get influenced by some other person to commit such an offence does not feel 
satisfied without beating their better half or partners.  

                                                             
19 Global Survey Report released and published by The Guardian & CNN on 28th June 2018. 
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IV. WHY DOMINATE? A BIG QUESTION 
 

Domination is like very much close to dictatorship. Where being dictatorial is like 
dominating a wide perspective while domination is within a restricted area. Men usually try to 
show their muscle power within the four walls.  

 
Usually, abuse and violence that any woman faces are generally and widely seen 

among lower, lower-middle, and below poverty level categorised families rather than middle class 
and high society class families. However, this categorisation should not be admitted totally 
because all such abuses and violence can happen even inside the closed doors of a middle class 
or a high-class society’s family. But by generally accepting the situation and various survey 
reports, the rates increase for the former than the latter.  

 
Women running a family which is financially not very strong enough, violence 

evolves there at a very higher rate. Men in these type of families come home generally after 
having intoxicated and thereafter involves themselves into abuse for washing away all their 
frustration and fights generally takes place between the husband and wife on petty issues, 
ultimately leading to physical abuse and sometimes adverse crime can even happen out of 
sudden rage arising out of huge anger accumulation. Some reasons like not making the shape of 
roti/chapati (Indian dish) circularly, not giving a proper proportionate amount of salt in a curry, 
and so on. These are mainly mental abuses which ultimately led to physical violence. Not 
satisfying the needs of the in-laws sometimes led to violence acceptance from them. Monetary 
Demands from in-laws is quite a common reason for domestic violence.   

 
Non-fulfillment of such demands usually leads them towards a massive amount 

of abuse and violence from husband and in-laws and even if she meets the demands by paying 
such, she is even forced time and again for paying more. Another type of abuse initiates like; if 
the family is a joint one, then the wife is forced to conduct all sorts of household chores and 
satisfying the minds of the in-laws. Independency of women in Indian society has become an 
utter joke because whenever the wife or a lady wants to pursue her dreams those are suppressed 
by her in-laws claiming that a married lady shouldn’t work equally with a man but rather should 
work inside the house which, in a way, takes all freedom away from her.   
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The snatching of freedom was seen since pre-independence time and now we are 
standing in the 21st century, even now also this same trend is continuing in a full-fledged manner. 
The main psychology behind men to dominate a woman is patriarchy and ego, as because when 
they see women are progressing at a great scale than them, then they try to resist it by using 
muscular force upon them because the majority of our daughters in India don’t have a stern 
muscular body to combat such violence, thus making them as an object for those men to thrash 
and use muscle power upon them. Men satisfy their ego by showing how they degrade women. 
Although, this is a general concept and doesn’t apply to all men and women. 

 
Earlier during the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s, this domination was generally operational, 

especially during the pre-independence period. We all know the story of the first female Doctor 
in India “KADAMBINI DEVI” from Bengal now named as West Bengal. She also even faced 
many hardships while studying but later when she got married she thought that her desire of 
being a doctor just washed away because she had to look after a big zamindar family, but 
fortunately she got a very supportive husband which ultimately helped her dream come true.  

 
Actually, society can’t accept a woman to progress because as per those 

stereotype thinkers, a woman should have only duty before marriage to serve her parents and 
after having become a burden on her parents to throw away her in some unknown family and 
there also she has to face further bigger burdens like looking after her husband, in-laws and thus 
procreating a child and taking care of that child. As per those stereotypic men, this is how a 
woman should perform her duty then only she is a good housewife or a good wife otherwise she 
is a violator of family rules and customs. 

V. CONSEQUENCE OF FAMILIAL VIOLENT 
BEHAVIOUR ON CHILDREN 

 

Where a family is always filled up with violence, abuse a child growing up within 
that family usually attains a nature that makes them quite unpredictable, violent, anxious, and 
filled with fear in their minds. Seeing his/her family members getting involved in an activity 
which is quite physical in nature and where the worst amount of slangs are used before a child, 
which in a way harms their psychology and thus always faces trauma which is the same as that 
which is experienced by victims of child abuse. Instead of growing up in an environment where 
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they are physically and emotionally safe, secure, the child force their minds to think about their 
unfaithful future and thus try to protect themselves and their siblings from abuses and assaults 
that might come towards them also in a sudden manner having no such control. Getting through 
each day is the main objective so there is little left for fun, relaxation, or any kind of future 
planning. 

 
Daughters are more often likely to become victims rather than sons. Women 

abuse carries the same context for the sexual abuse of female children. Where in a family a 
mother is barely exposed to assaults by her husband, daughters are exposed to an elevated threat 
of becoming sexually abused. A child may get exposed in the middle of an assault or there might 
be a reason for such abuser to include that child. There are chances of infants being highly 
injured just because they might be held by their mothers when the abuser uses such powers. 
Older children are also even assaulted frequently when they try to intervene in such assaults thus 
to defend their mother. Abusers have the attempt to take the children away from their mother to 
punish the woman for leaving him and in some cases, the children have also been killed. 

VI. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INSIDE LIVE-IN 
RELATIONSHIPS 

 

At present, there is no such pre-existing or currently existing legal framework 
that performs the operation of regulating live-in relationships in India. Neither the Hindu 
Marriage act, 1955 nor the Criminal Procedure in India gives validity to such relationships 
although there is only one Act that has been existing to give validity to such things is The 
Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 and thus the aggrieved woman can 
claim alimony under this Act.20 Section 2(f) of the mentioned Act describes the term domestic 
relationship. 

VII. DO FAMILIES COME UNDER DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE? 

 

                                                             
20Section 2(f) of The Domestic Violence Act,2005- “Domestic Relationship” 
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Section 2(f) of The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 
defines that it not only covers aggrieved victims which are in general are the wife but also covers 
all such women including mother, sister, and any women inside a family.21 So, any woman in any 
family can be prey to become victims of domestic violence. Usually, in Court proceedings, we 
see a wide variety of Domestic Violence Cases being committed by daughter-in-law towards her 
mother-in-law or the father-in-law and even to her sister-in-law.  

 
It is not always the wife that receives submissive violent activities from her in-

laws but there are cases of violence by the wife which remains faded or can’t properly be 
addressed by the administration like for say if a mother-in-law wants to file a complaint against 
her daughter-in-law for domestic violence, she can obviously do so but for a country like India, 
the law comes later and local goons or low-level part workers come first to resolve such matters. 
So, it becomes a difficulty, eventually, because it is easy to say or write in some orders or papers 
or articles but difficult to implement.  

 
Yes, Section 498A of the Indian Penal Code is indeed made for those women 

who are genuinely tortured or abused, and even time and again the topic of being misused has 
been seen or heard or telecasted in electronic media and the rate is indeed quite high. The main 
motive of incorporating this provision was to provide justice for all those aggrieved women and 
thus to protect their rights in this society. Although the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India to 
combat such huge amounts of fake complaints gave an order to introduce the step of prima facie 
investigation of the whole matter before committing any kind of harassment upon the in-law’s 
house. The Supreme Court of India has now put an end to Automatic Arrest arising out of 
Section 498A complaints.  

 
On July 27, 2017 (Rajesh Sharma & Others. v. State of U.P. & Another), the apex 

court held that no arrest can be made, or coercive action be taken against a complaint under this 
Section without verifying the allegations.22 While attention has been drawn by the court regarding 
this issue, even the matter of facing violence by wife has also been taken care of. There are two 
sides of a coin, and obviously, both violence whether done to a wife or done by a wife is wrong. 
Regarding filing a complaint in the Women Commission both the wife and the aggrieved women 
in that family who received any kind of abuse can file a complaint. Feminism doesn’t play any 

                                                             
21 Universal’s Bare Act; “Domestic Violence” to other members of the family 
22 https://www.legalquestinternational.com 

https://www.legalquestinternational.com/
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kind of effecting role in domestic violence except in case of cruelty committed by husband and 
in-laws. Any woman committing any violence inside their housing premises is an act held to be 
considered as an offence. Any kind of Domestic Violence is abuse and if a woman is involved 
even, she would also be considered as an abuser. Thus, domestic violence conducted against the 
members of a family also covers the Indian Law perspective. 

 
A faded resonating question evolves around the society that: CAN A 

HUSBAND INITIATE PROCEEDINGS AGAINST WIFE UNDER DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE ACT? 

 
Recently, the Indian Judiciary in a recent case has interpreted that even a husband 

can initiate proceedings against the wife under the Domestic Violence Act.23 The High Court of 
Karnataka in Mohd. Zakir v. Shabana & Others held that a petition under the D.V. Act by an 
adult male or the husband can be taken into consideration. To arrive at this decision the High 
Court goes in line with the Supreme Court’s Judgement in Hiral P. Harsova v. Kusum 
Narottamdas Harsora.  

VIII. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE THROUGH MY 
EYES 

 

Unfortunately, my life has also been attached to Domestic Violence because I 
have seen what abuser does to a woman, and I am writing this article from my own 
experiences.24 The woman is none other than my biological mother. From the day when I started 
storing memories be it good or bad, I initiated collecting my mother’s reminiscences being 
thrashed abused and humiliated both physically and mentally by her in-laws. We had a joint 
family; I am saying ‘had’ because my father and mother including myself left them to make my 
future goals successful. Although in every joint family or the other, there remain to be subsisting 
problems circulating. But in this case, the Violence was like unbearable still my mother, being a 
strong woman, absorbed all such violence and continued her struggle life journey. When I was at 
five, she faced furious violence like beating, torture for not making food at the proper time, and 

                                                             
23 www.Vakilno1.com 
24 Personal Experience of my life 

http://www.vakilno1.com/
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failing to serve hot food during three intervals of the day. My mother’s origin was from the rural 
side and my father’s family resides in a suburban area.  

 
So, eventually, clashes did arise as she didn’t know the culture. Everyone starting 

from brother-in-law, sister-in-law, and even mother-in-law started torturing her. She wept, cried, 
and remained calm always hoping that one day I would take strong action against them. She 
faced violence by way of beating her with water pipes, water buckets, and even her mother-in-
law threw boiling water upon her body. While these activities were happening, I was just an 
audience because they dictated upon me. Her sister-in-law and mother-in-law always used 
obscene languages and tones to humiliate her. Some people said to file a case of cruelty against 
the family, but she kept back as because she wanted to live here with pride along with all the 
family members. Eventually, violence increased day by day. Even there were days where her food 
plate was filled with her tears. This was the amount of torture she faced. I was at that time a 
school-going boy and my father was at that time a Group-C employee of the Govt. of West 
Bengal. Both we remained absent when all these tortures happened, but still, my father used to 
raise his voice against those and eventually gets into a scuffle. We had shared utensils with them 
that is why we faced domination and share in each and everything starting from electricity bill to 
drainage cleaning to every essential house maintenance service. Mental assaults even did not 
leave her back because it was always continued day or night. For about a long duration of 18 
years, these types of violence, assault, insult, the abuse became quite common in our family. 
Because of her in-laws, she even had to go up and down the staircases carrying heavy loads of 
water buckets for a 3rd-floor construction, which eventually lead her towards having spondylitis 
problem and thus making three number of bones in the waist and two bones in her neck to 
dislocate. Finally, we decided to leave this family and to settle in some urban city because my 
father eventually became a Group-A Officer. She always had the provision to file a 498A case 
against her in-laws but she kept back herself from those long tiring legal processes because she 
wanted peace and not fights. There are ample number of incidents I can foresee or write inside 
this paper but that will indeed demean my position and my mother. 

 
My only humble appeal to all those abusers and violators please don’t abuse any woman, any 

wife, any daughter. They just want a little amount of support and love which we as human being should provide 
them. Relating to violence upon a married wife, I appeal to all the readers of my paper, please treat them as your 
daughter and not as a maidservant as she as a woman did not insist you to marry her. You, the in-laws, 
approached her to get married with your son.  
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IX. HOW IS THERE A RISE IN SUCH CASES? 
 

According to a survey report published by National Family Survey (NFHS-4) unleashed by the 
Union health ministry, every third woman faces domestic violent behavior of different forms all 
over the country from the age of fifteen.25 According to such Survey, 27% of women have 
already undergone corporeal cruelty since their 15 years of age in India and is mostly common in 
rural India while 23% of violence was in the urban areas. 
 

Most of the time, perpetrators are husbands. Almost 31% of married women 
have undergone emotional, physical, and sexual violence by their husbands. Data from the 
survey even highlights that women in India between the age of 40 to 49 were most supportive of 
domestic violence with 54.8% in agreement, while almost 47.7% of girls between fifteen to 
nineteen years of age, eventually, accepted the violence by their husbands.  

 
Going by the ironic situation, India is among the 36 countries where sexual 

intercourse with spouse without consent and marital rape is not a crime till now. 

X. DO EDUCATION MAKES ANY 
DIFFERENCE? 

 

Irrespective of all the abuses metered towards a woman inside their homes, there 
is still a silver lining.26 The main factor which plays a great role in accepting domestic violence is 
education than income or age. Experts have reported that the commission of sexual and 
physically violent behavior can be eventually decreased by way of introducing schooling and 
proper education. There has been a sharp decrease of 38% to 16% of violence only by way of 
formal education. 

                                                             
25 An Article published on News18.com (www.news18.com/amp/india/the-elephant-in-the-room-every-

third-woman-in-india-faces-domestic-violence-1654193.html ) as on Feb. 8, 2018. 
26 The HINDU Online (Report published on April 2nd,2020 19:00 IST, New Delhi by Jagriti Chandra- 

“Covid-19 Lockdown| Rise in Domestic violence, police apathy: NCW”). 
 

http://www.news18.com/amp/india/the-elephant-in-the-room-every-third-woman-in-india-faces-domestic-violence-1654193.html
http://www.news18.com/amp/india/the-elephant-in-the-room-every-third-woman-in-india-faces-domestic-violence-1654193.html
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XI. REPORTEDLY INCREASE OF CASES 
DURING COVID-19 IN INDIA 

 

While there remains a supposable nation-wide lockdown around the whole 
country, The National Commission for Women (NCW), which collects complaints from the 
whole country, has received a more than twofold increase in gender-based violence.  

 
The total complaint rose from 116 (during March 2-8) to 257 (in and around 

March 23- April 1), while cases of domestic violence have increased from 30 to 69 over the same 
period.27 Thus, there has been a threefold increase in police apathy towards complaints registered 
by women to the NCW, as the police are busy enforcing the lockdown to curb the spread of 
COVID-19. 

Experts have expressed their opinion that these types of cases that are now being 
registered are just a tip of the iceberg, as women generally can not be able to reach out because 
of restriction on movement as well as lack of privacy. 

 
There has been a sudden downfall of calls from women victims who generally 

face abuses from the family. Whenever calls are made to any NGO’s, Commissions or 
Authorities they are mainly made outside the family environment or in a very private manner. 
Now due to the lockdown situations, every member of the family is at home, thus it is becoming 
difficult to give a helpline call. 

 
In this time of crisis or calamity, a massive amount of anxiety started revolving 

inside people’s minds, as to whether the company will sack them, or cut the salary or difficulty in 
accessing food and necessities. Still there exists a patriarchal society and thus women become 
easy prey for venturing out male anger. 

 
While a strict level of lockdown is being followed to have a strict check on 

Coronavirus, this amount of strictness eventually creates a strict bar upon those women victims 
who actually wants to get back to their paternal houses or seek for help from the police 
administration. 

                                                             
27 The HINDU Online (Report published on April 2nd,2020 19:00 IST, New Delhi by Jagriti Chandra- 

“Covid-19 Lockdown| Rise in Domestic violence, police apathy: NCW”) 
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The main priority of the police on executing and following orders during these 

lockdown days is mainly towards focusing on the strict implementation of Govt. orders and to 
make the lockdown successful, but indeed there have to be certain alternative arrangements so as 
to arrange for resources to help any women who are distress or any kind of emergency medical 
requirements or any women who are seriously facing violence and abuse and thus needs to be 
overseen by the administration. 

XII. RELIGION & WOMEN’S RIGHTS 
 

A little mention about a Quranic Order about beating the women: 
 

“Men are the maintainers of women  
because Allah has made some of them  

to excel others and because they spend out of their property; 
the good women are therefore obedient, guarding the  

unseen as Allah has guarded; and (as to) those on which part you fear desertion, 
admonish them, and leave them alone in the sleeping-places and beat them; 

then if they obey you, do not seek a war against them; 
surely Allah is High, Great.” – Quran (4:34)28 

 
Some scholars have explained it as being ‘beating gently’. 
 
A little mention from the Bhagavad Gita Krishna29 (BG 9.32): 

 
“O son of Prtha, persons who obtain protection in Me, although they are of 
inferior birth- women, Vaishyas, and Sudras- can achieve the ultimate 
destination.” 

 
The controversial word in this verse is “papa-yonayah” or sinful birth and is 

generally used as an adjective to describe women, Vaishyas, and Sudras. On, the other hand 

                                                             
28 Surah An-Nisa [4:34]- Al-Qur’an al-Kareem (Chapter 4 Surat l-Nisaa (The Women)) corpus.quran.com  
29 Holy-bhagvad-gita.org-Chapter 9 Verse 32 
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while carefully looking at our Vedic culture, women are given a lot of respect, like holding the 
manifestation of Goddess Lakshmi, the Goddess of intelligence as Saraswathi and ultimately 
Goddess Durga. 

XIII. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEATING WIFE 
 

Martin Daly and Late Margo Wilson began studying domestic violence and 
uxoricide in the early 1980s.30 Daly hypothesized that domestic violence resulted when the 
husband did not value his wife and mistreats her. As wife’s fertility and reproductive value 
decline with age and year, Daly predicted that older, less valuable wives are always at great risk of 
spousal abuse and homicidal cases than younger and more valuable wives who were actually 
quite potent enough to meet his needs either physical or psychological. 
 

Although, a controversy usually arises on the point of whether younger wives are 
actually subjected to less abuse than old aged wives and thus the point was justified by explaining 
that younger women normally get married to younger men and younger men actually possess a 
very violent nature than older men. So, younger women are subjected to great risks of abuse and 
violence. 

 
Although, the above explanations are expressed while keeping in respect the 

Foreign Nations, in India, relationships are like very much complicated enough thus making the 
experts arrive at a proper conclusion.31 Indian Men are mainly controlled by family emotions and 
even if they get married, they had to follow the family rules. The hypothesis mentioned above is 
somewhat identical and applicable for India as well. They have the psychology to beat their wives 
after having returned from work, not getting a promotion, not satisfying his needs thereby 
treating them as boxing bags to show their anger grudge. Whenever they see any younger and 
beautiful wife of another person, those men start to curse their luck and compare their wives 
with the unknown women which in a way creates frustration in their mind leading to violence 
inside their house. Since this world is patriarchal in nature, any work done by women creates a 
sense of inferiority at the back of the mind of a man thus leading him to think about how come 

                                                             
30 An Article posted by Santoshi Kanazawa in the www.psychologytoday.com on July, 18 2010.-“Why Do 

Some Men Beat up Their Wives And Girlfriends?”  
31 Personal Interpretation 

http://www.psychologytoday.com/
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she can, why can not I? Now if that woman is anybody’s wife and the husband of that wife does 
not do any kind of work obviously that is his inability to do, and thus these situations lead the 
relationship towards spousal abuses and violence.  

 
In India, whatever a woman does in our society, still they are considered inferior 

to men. Some experts will even hold the view that domestic violence is mainly seen among lower 
classes, uneducated people but the scenario is completely different because higher class, middle-
class families even face domestic violence inside closed doors.  

 
While working with DLSA,32 SOUTH 24 PARGANAS, ALIPORE as an intern, 

I witnessed many cases of domestic violence some instances33 being violence created by a senior 
police official towards his wife who is by profession a teacher in an English Medium School. 
Even she faced violence as well. Another case that struck my mind was domestic violence 
created by a Marine Officer towards his wife. So, it is not always the uneducated ones that come 
under the legal radar. 

XIV. CONCLUSION 
 

Ending this article, I want to say, a woman is not an object. She is either your 
wife or your mother or your mother-in-law or your girlfriend or your live-in-partner or your 
daughter, or any unknown person. Showing strength within a limited area of jurisdiction where 
the abuser is the person who makes the last decision doesn’t make that abuser a macho. To be a 
hero or a brave person, do try to help those women who are always subjected to abuse day and 
night. 

 
In fact, it is very difficult to understand nature and I am saying this because like 

for say where any violence takes place, the walls, objects, appliances, decorations, and even 
photos of god just stares and watches those anger grudging incidents as they are non-living 

                                                             
32 DLSA- District Legal Services Authority at Alipore, Kolkata also known as the ADR Centre of South 24 

Parganas, West Bengal 
33 Case type was Matrimonial Suit. Victim wife undergone torture for 18 years. Physical Assault because of 

being a teacher. Abuser being a police officer and beats her while drunk and used to throw abusive words. 
Mediation wasn’t successful to resolve the conjugal relationship. 
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objects and thus they only watch, watch and watch. A very popular proverb revolves around us 
many times that “Even Walls Have Ears”. Truly a wall has ears, because it even hears those tears, 
beating sounds, slangs but couldn’t do anything it just keeps himself erect and become witnesses 
by being just a dumb audience.   
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VIRAL JUSTICE - IS IT THE NEW 

REALITY OF SOCIAL MEDIA TRIALS 

FOR WOMEN LIBERATION 

MOVEMENTS ? 
 

Priyal Pandey & Tanvi Uday Shetty * 
 

 
ABSTRACT 

 

The world has seen one too many revolutionary movements where women have used the media as a means to share their stories 
and spread their message for equality and justice far and wide. For people may be forgotten, killed or caught, but these revolutionary ideas 
live on forever. The world has evolved and with it has media, from the printing press to newspapers to primetime television and social 
networking sites. From the suffrage movement in the mid 1900’s to the Me-Too movement in 2017, media platforms have been vital in 
helping women garner support for their rights and have brought down their abusers in society.Instagram had recently turned into a boiling 
pot of opinions and judgements over the Boys Locker Room issue that involved a bunch of educated and privileged young men forwarding 
and objectifying images of women in their own peer group and as a side effect also unraveled how one of the girls who brought forth the 
issue, had misused the media platforms at her perusal to forward her own interests.In many ways, media communication has been a great 
help in expanding the horizons of women's rights but the question has to be asked:Are media trials really paving the path to speedy 
justice?Through the lengths of the article we will explore the domino effect that follows via public outrage over social media, be it 
pressurizing the victim or the alleged accused, the movement being used by individuals to further their own popularity and development of 
herd mentality. An ethical and moral line needs to be drawn when a story explodes over any media platform, for the series of events that 
follow tend to subside rather than advance the revolution. 

 

 
KEYWORDS 
Feminism, social media, victim shaming , public outrage 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The discovery of the printing press in the 15th century proved more beneficial than one 
could have ever imagined ,for it exploded the concept of ‘media communication’ . Since then, 
the world , true to its dynamic nature has evolved and with it , so has  media communication. 
From newspapers and journals to television and social networking sites like Instagram, twitter 
and Facebook, how we as individuals receive our daily dose of information has also changed. 
However, the one aspect of media that has remained is how it's used as an instrument  in all its 
forms to further revolutionary ideas and movements , the women’s liberation movement being 
one of many. The women’s suffrage in early 19th century was the earliest movement wherein 
women from across the globe protested for their right to vote , own land and break free from 
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the notion of an “ ideal”34 woman .The ‘ suffrage newspapers’ consisted of advertising 
campaigns , editorial cartoons and essays all used to inform , influence and revolutionize the idea 
of equality of genders. There was a “symbiotic relationship formed between suffragists and 
mainstream media”35 , for media tools catalyzed the process to an extent that the world 
witnessed legal amendments being drawn for representation and rights of women . 

 
Almost two hundred years later, the fight for equality and safety is still ongoing. The 21st 

century was witness to the # MeTOO movement wherein women from various walks of life 
came out with their stories of sexual harassment and abuse on social networking sites like twitter 
to attain justice. Various powerful and popular figures were sent to jail for abusing their power 
and position to gain sexual favours and make inappropriate advances at women . The beauty of 
this movement was that the legal process that followed was speedy mainly because of the public 
outrage that surrounded the movement. Many women ‘ had their day in court’ and walked 
reassured that their tormentor was finally punished. Times Magazine even named the movement 
as their ‘ person of the year ‘ for the echoes were heard not just in the United States of America,  
where it was initiated  , but all over the world. The power that social media possesses is 
undeniable. Its massive outreach has been effective in harbouring change . Instagram has a total 
of 1 billion downloads and of them , India contributes to over “88 million consumers , being the 
second highest after the United States”36Recently in India , an instagram scandal by the name 
‘Boys Locker Room’ was exposed. It allegedly involved teen boys from Delhi. This scandal 
broke out right in the middle of lockdown on  3  may 2020 when a member leaked chats from 
the group, that included obscene images of around 15 girls.The controversy flared after social 
media users, screenshots of the leaked chats were shared and pictures of the young girls wraped 
on Instagram and Twitter. By 6 may 2020, #BoysLockerRoom was retweeted 30,000 times and 
was on the top trending list on twitter. 

 

                                                             
34How suffragists-and their foes-used media Women's Media Center, 

https://www.womensmediacenter.com/news-features/how-suffragistsand-their-foesused-media 
35Historiography: Woman Suffrage and the Media Taylor & Francis, 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/08821127.2019.1572405?src=recsys&journalCode=uamj20 
36Countries with most Instagram users 2020 Statista, 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/578364/countries-with-most-instagram-users/ 
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37 The boiling pot of opinions that social media  is , often negates the purpose it was 
created for , that is of free speech and expression. The cyber-bullying , hate and negative outrage 
makes one question the authenticity and freedom that these platforms once used to offer. Social 
networking sites in India fall under the domain of the Information Technology Act , 2000 ( “ IT 
Act”)  and despite its rigid nature does offer certain provisions for protection of individuals 
online.There are various ways in which one can view the relationship between law and social 
media . While the latter is often used to push forth a cause to the point where it has gained 
enough momentum  to catch the eye of the justice system , the former protects the rights of 
individuals on social networking sites. Have these platforms become the new courtrooms and its 
users the jury ? Where does one differentiate between opinionated discussions and cyber 
bullying? 

 
 
 

II. DOMINO EFFECT OF VIRAL STORIES - THE 
GOOD , THE BAD & THE UGLY 

 

Hashtags and online posts have replaced news telecasts and have emerged as a medium 
of expression . Information and content are the new buzz words and people have resorted to 
social networking sites to put forth not just their grievances and stories but to also educate and 
influence. When a story like the boys locker room or MeToo goes viral, social media transitions 
into a courtroom. Every user diverts their focus to the trending issue and tries getting their 
opinion and views in.  Stories spread like wildfire and the platform splits into a plethora of 
opinions. The problem emerges when the collective outrage over an issue becomes toxic. A 
trend of cyber-bullying , online mob attacks and hateful speech emerges and the actual issue at 
hand gets sidetracked. 

 The Information Technology Act , 2000 has sections  to ensure that cyber-bullying 
across all online platforms is minimized and the perpetrators are held accountable.The IT act is 
outdated when it comes to the structure and functioning of social networking sites. The idea of 

                                                             
37Yadav, Jyoti, et al. “Delhi Women's Commission Wants 'Bois Locker Room' Probed, Sends Notice to 

Instagram, Police.” ThePrint, 10 May 2020, theprint.in/india/delhi-womens-commission-wants-bois-locker-
room-probed-sends-notice-to-instagram-police/414350/. 
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accountability becomes more and more vague as the add up of users over a platform increases. 
In relation with movements like #BoysLockerRoom and #MeToo , the stories that come out are 
followed by a domino effect which is the term used  “ when one  makes a change in a behaviour 
or their environment, it activates a series of chain reactions and causes a shift in the related 
environment or behaviours as well”38 . The eruption of events that followed the instagram 
scandal of #BoysLockerRoom can be used to draw parallels with where the IT act stands on 
issues of cyber-bullying, sharing of non-consensual chats and images and the chain of reactions 
that are observed. 

 

A. VIRTUAL GROUPS : CIRCULATION OF PRIVATE 
CONVERSATIONS & PICTURES 

The sanctity of private conversations between individuals is lost when 
one reposts and shares the details of the conversation with others. The transmission of 
images, videos and chats without the approval of the person involved amounts to a 
breach of privacy. .The locker room fiasco had a bunch of teenage boys on platforms 
like instagram and snapchat, circulating images of girls and making derogatory remarks 
on the same. The transmission of these images beyond the private conversation of the 
parties involved amounts to both defamation under section 499 & section 500 of the 
Indian Penal Code as well as breach of privacy under  section 66(E) and  67(A) of the IT 
act . 

1. Defamation under Indian Penal Code 

 
Defamation in India under section 499 is defined as  “ Whoever, by 

words either spoken or intended to be read, or by signs or by visible representations, 
makes or publishes any imputation concerning any person intending to harm, or 
knowing or having reason to believe that such imputation will harm the reputation of 
such person, is said to defame that person.”39 The act  considers lowering the credit of a 
person’s intellectual or moral character in the eyes of others in a society as defamation 
too.  Section 500 of the IPC defines the punishment for defamation “in terms of 

                                                             
38The Domino Effect: How to Create a Chain Reaction of Good Habits James Clear, 

https://jamesclear.com/domino-effect 
39 Indian Penal Code , 1860 
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imprisonment of a maximum of two years, or a fine to be paid as monetary 
compensation or both.”40 

 

2. Section 66 (E) of Information Technology Act , 2000 : 

 
 Section 66 (E) of the IT Act  states that “–Whoever, intentionally or 

knowingly captures, publishes or transmits the image of a private area of any person 
without his or her consent, under circumstances violating the privacy of that person, 
shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to three years or with fine not 
exceeding two lakh rupees, or with both.” 41Violation of privacy occurs when images are 
transmitted via an electronic intermediate with the intent that it be viewed by person or 
persons.Virtual groups where pictures of individuals are shared and obscene remarks 
over their bodies are made amounts to a punishable offence. The section emphasizes on 
how photos of the ‘  private parts’ ( nude or undergarment fully clad genitals, pubic spot, 
buttocks or female breasts)‘ of a person cannot be circulated without obtaining his or her 
consent. India doesn’t have a standing when it comes to exchanging of nudes / semi-
nude pictures between two consenting individuals. However , when these  photos leave 
the boundary of a private conversation and is spread with a malicious intent , a violation 
of privacy does occur.  
 

3. Section 67 (A) of Information Technology Act, 2000 : 

 
Section 67(A) lays down the punishment for publishing or transmission 

of sexually explicit act in an electronic form - “Whoever publishes or transmits or causes 
to be published or transmitted in the electronic form any material which contains 
sexually explicit act or conduct shall be punished on first conviction with imprisonment 
of either description for a term which may extend to five years and with fine which may 
extend to ten lakh rupees and in the event of second or subsequent conviction with 
imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to seven years and also 

                                                             
40 Indian Penal Code, 1860 
41 Information Technology Act , 2000 
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with fine which may extend to ten lakh rupees.”42 The section 66(E) 43of the IT act  talks 
about punishment for violation of privacy whereas this section emphasizes punishment  
for circulation of explicit images or videos online. 

In a scenario where someone comes out with the truth behind these virtual chat 
rooms, with an attempt to make their point , they often repost the same “ obscene” 
images that were the cause of the problem in the first place. In a moment of genuine 
anger and haste , these images get circulated all across the internet.In cases of sexual 
harassment and rape, the victim’s faces are unexposed to maintain their privacy and to 
ensure their safety. But on an open platform like social media , that is far away from 
courtroom proceedings , the ‘ social media trials’ reveal the identity of the victims and 
with that endanger their safety .  When reposting such videos and images, individuals 
need in to be kept in  mind that the content they put forth does not add harm to the 
cause.   

 

B.CYBER-BULLYING OF VICTIMS & ALLEGED 
OFFENDERS 

 
1. Doxing , Hateful Speech and Online Threats  

Doxing was originally a revenge ploy used by hackers in the early 1990’s 
where private information pertaining to individuals , organizations or governments was 
disseminated in public. While it was never considered a crime, it is highly unethical. 
Social media has its own form of docking often spelled “doxxing”44. It involves 
individuals distributing personal facts and information regarding the victims or alleged 
accused so as to “ expose” them. The outrage over issues goes from healthy and efficient 
to toxic when people are subjected to hate speeches from social media pages and 
individuals . Everyone has their own set of opinions and they are free to put it out on 
social media. However , an ethical and moral boundary is crossed when this outrage 
turns into un-accounted hate. For instance , when the locker room story went viral and 

                                                             
42Information Technology Act , 2000 
43 Information Technology Act, 2000 
44Doxxing Can Ruin Your life. Here's How (You Can Avoid It) Heimdal Security Blog, 

https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/dox 
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many others used it to come forth with their own journeys of online harassment ,  social 
media users began to take sides. Instead of focusing on the main issue at hand, the voices 
of victims were drowned in a sea of unnecessary posts, threats and slurs.  

Everyone attempts to draw a character sketch of the victim and the accused. 
People who side with the victim , begin to assassinate the character of the alleged 
accused and vice versa. The idea of ‘innocent until proven guilty” is tossed aside and all 
that matters is wrecking the image of the individual in question. They are doxxed to an 
extent that they cannot leave their houses let alone have an online presence. Everything 
from addresses to phone numbers are spread in public. This bashing of the victim or the 
alleged accused has dire consequences. The online hate they receive manifests into 
infliction of self harm and the support they expected from the social networking sites 
turns out to be negative. Doxxing and threats create a sense of fear which these 
individuals internalize. The extent to which this public shaming of individuals goes on , 
can ruin a person’s life. Their careers, psychological well-being, societal image all goes 
down the drain.  

 

 
2. Legal Remedy against Cyber-Bullying  

One of the remedies available to tackle cyber bullying is covered under 
Section 507 of the IPC - “ Whoever commits the offence of criminal intimidation by an 
anonymous communication, or having taken precaution to conceal the name or abode of 
the person from whom the threat comes, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
description for a term which may extend to two years, in addition to the punishment 
provided for the offence by the last preceding section.” 45. This statute is easier when a 
smaller number of criminal intimidators target an individual.  

However , in case of social media, there is no boundary to the number of fake or 
spam accounts people can create and the tracking of the digital footprint of these 
accounts’ becomes difficult. Instagram and Facebook have features to report certain 
accounts but to what extent can a person do that when reporting one account just 
encourages the creation of many more. The tiresome and psychological scarring process 
shows how outdated certain sections of our law is. These statutes have certainly not kept 
up with the evolving forms of media. Accountability for a crime like cyber-bullying has 
become more and more vague due to the mass influx of users on social networking sites. 

                                                             
45Indian Penal Code , 1860 
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C. SUBDUING OF MOVEMENT & INEFFECTIVE 
OUTRAGE 
 

1. Herd mentality 

 
Herd  mentality can be characterized by as the general acknowledgment of a 

training or conviction fundamentally not because of near legitimacy yet to the prevalence 
itself. 

Herd mentality is where social media users obey what influencers think they are 
doing, rather than their personal research. In other words, a social media user exhibiting 
herd instinct will gravitate towards the same or similar topics based almost solely on the 
fact that many others buy the biased views themselves.46 

 Herd instinct is an attitude that is marked by a lack of internal decision-making 
or introspection, leading people to think and behave in a manner similar to those around 
them. For instance, when a victim is shamed, users just copy-paste the majority view and 
portray them as their own rather than having done their own research which amounts to 
the toxic environment and negates the movement. 

 
2. The Bystander Effect 

 When something awful is occurring, spectators regularly do shockingly 
little to forestall it. Every one of those onlookers might be a decent individual, yet 
considers show that there is a high possibility of them not stepping in to help47. There are 
bunches of mental reasons why a decent individual probably won't step forward to help 
somebody out of luck: hesitance, absence of certainty; "another person will do it" or 
"perhaps it will settle itself without my assistance" or "it's not my business"; or veritable 
dread.  

                                                             
46Herd Instinct Definition Investopedia,  
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/herdinstinct.asp 
47 http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/bystander-effect 
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As a responsible user of social media , what one can do is report accounts that 
spread hate, target and bully people, and more often than not create an environment of 
fear. There is always a thought that crosses our mind when we come across a post that is 
offensive , brutal or just not up to the unsaid ethical standards which is “ why should i 
report that account? There are many who will, what difference will one more make?” . 
Users need to realize that while they enjoy their rights of free speech and expression on 
social media, they have a moral duty to ensure that they report hate speeches and 
inappropriate content that they witness.  

3. Outrage 

a) Positive Outrage  

The whole concept of social media was meant to ease the way we 
communicate and interact with our friends and the world. It helps us to create, share and 
express contents in a way the world wasn't used to before. 

Activism in the era of social media has helped garner more people to understand 
a movement as they are a key venue to have debates and discussions. They help give 
voices to the under represented section of the the society and shed light on rarely 
discussed issues. 

Sociologist Manuel Castells is of the opinion that internet activism aims to 
convey ‘real democracy’ to society as “[…]resistance confronts domination, 
empowerment reacts against powerlessness and alternative projects challenge[…]” 
online48. Voices that are disregarded in urban public spaces are enlarged and held up on a 
podium online, providing social movements with a framework to ‘go global’ . 

One of the good aspects of social media campaigns for justice is the fast track 
work done by government agencies. When there is a public outrage, it catches the eye of 
authorities to work faster than they would have if the actual process of filing without 
public outrage is followed because that helps them escape accountability.When there is a 
media uproar about injustice in the country, everyones eyes are on that news, pushing the 
authorities to work towards justice with that pressure.  If we take the example of boys 
locker room, the notice by delhi commission for women and FIR and investigation by 

                                                             
48Castells, M. (1997). The Power of Identity: The Information Age: Economy, Society and Culture. 

Volume II. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. 
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the police was fast tracked which shows a bit of radiance at the closing stages of the 
tunnel, that justice won't be ignored. 

The concept of #MeToo was based on the fact that if women who have been 
sexually assaulted or harassed wrote  #MeToo, people in the society would understand 
the magnitude of the problem. After the hashtag, women have opened up their 
perspectives  even more about their experiences and proposed approaches to fight 
against patriarchal powers, which influence global social challenges49.  

b) Negative Outrage  

 In the ecosystem of social media, “ online outrage “ and “ moral policing 
“ prove to be more counterproductive as an outcome of collective action.  When the 
online community comes together over issues of sexual harassment, inequality of genders 
or  the many other negative structures prevalent in our society, the effectiveness of the 
movement is decreased in the long run. The amount of online noise shifts attention from 
the original cause and we witness secondary themes and discussions growing. In case of 
the indignation over the  #BoysLockerRoom , the issue of violation of privacy and  
protecting the modesty of a women were sidetracked and what emerged was a severe 
backlash in the form of posts saying “ all men are trash “ , “ Feminism is a scam , it is 
not about equality but furthering agendas of selfish women .” . Well channeled anger 
gives motivation to act strategically , but when pure rage takes over as a consequence of 
internal beliefs being hurt, these individuals begin blaming the movement and 
oversimplify a complicated issue by normalizing it . Psychologists often call this online 
outburst as the “ social media outrage trap”50. It is a disappointing cycle of stories 
coming out, people indulging in debates and opinionated talks which then leads to 
triggering certain sections of users who proceed to block out the positive outrage.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                             
49Edwards, G. (2014). From National to Global Social Movements: Network Movements, Alternative Globalisation and 

New Media. pp. 151-181 in Social Movements protests. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
50How to Avoid the Social Media Outrage Trap Greater Good, 

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_to_avoid_the_social_media_out 
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III. CONCLUSION 
 

Social networking sites are always  evolving and  new ways of media 
communication pop up every few years. The law, specifically pertaining to the IT act 
needs to be updated . The structure of how these platforms function need to be taken 
into account while amending laws. While most sections of the act are applicable to the 
social media offences, the large domain of users creates a significant issue. Constant 
bullying, threats and infinite hate posts targeting specific individuals poses a challenge to 
the act, for these “ cyber -bullies” ,are untraceable due to their large populace. There is a 
lot of negativity on social networking sites and more often than not this hate is cultivated 
and diminishes the causes people speak up for ,but this doesn’t mean that we stop to use 
social media to voice  ourselves out. 

 We as an online community and as individual users need to be responsible about 
the content we post and how we support causes. It goes without saying that the 
government and legal system starts working quicker when issues are backed by masses. 
One of the most important reasons to connect  feminism and social media is because it 
amplify the voices of women and marginalized groups through art, media,culture, 
technology and community. The most genuine of sources on social networking sites aim 
to educate . People often put down feminist supporters and pages on social media 
because they keep emphasizing on how feminism is female centric and is not about 
equality but   “Feminism is about justice for everyone, but you have to name the 
problem and the problem  in this gender hierarchy is that, , it is the women who have 
been excluded .”51. 

Perhaps, we could see significant change as a feminist movement, if reactionary 
performative clout chasing “ activivts” gave up the space they are hogging and it was 
provided to actual researchers, activists, people who have been actively working on the 
policy and governance front.Artists can use their platform to educate, but we have to 
realise where their limitations begin.,where their work stops holding weight. 

When we talk about presence on social media it's very important to take into 
account news reporters, politicians and celebrities who have a large following and they 
must have  a great deal of accountability  because they have the power to influence users. 

                                                             
51Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie And Her Feminist Activism Through Storytelling Feminism In India, 

https://feminisminindia.com/2019/09/16/chimamanda-ngozi-adichie-feminist-activism-storytelling/ 
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When Donald Trump said, “ Grab them down by the pussy”in 2016 and was still 
able to become the president of the most powerful nation in the world , it speaks 
volumes. 

The internet trolls on social media target women politicians by trying to fit them 
with a domesticated image of women in the society and do not  deem them to be a leader 
. They use  patriarchal terms  like Mamta Didi for Mamta Banerjee, Nirmala Tai for 
Nirmala Sitaraman and use sexist hashtags to ridicule them like #BarDancerSonia for 
Sonia Gandhi . When imminent personalities speak so freely about degrading women , it 
just widens the disparity between genders because their words negatively motivate many 
others to shun movements . 

This domino effect can be curbed if individuals introspect and ensure that they 
are supporting a cause , story or hashtag not to further their own popularity or presence 
on these platforms but to actually help people get justice . Movements like feminism 
require social media  platforms to catalyze the process of spreading awareness and 
educating. Movements are required more than ever now because they act as shields. They 
inspire and give people the assurance that their voices and stories matter and make it 
easier for them to approach the legal system as well. Towards the end of the day social 
media and law are just tools one has at their disposal to attain justice and  it is upon 
people to use both these tools responsibly . 
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OF THE FLAWLESS INDIAN LEGAL 

SYSTEM 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Marriage is the pure relationship among two souls and both are at par in fulfilling the responsibilities of this 

institution. Both of them enjoy equal status and dignity among the masses. But now this institution is being degraded 
incessantly by the unscrupulous thoughts of some evil minds and this is the ridicule of these seventy-three years of independent 
and sovereign India. Marital rape is predominantly playing the paramount role in defiling the purity of this sacrosanct 
institution but still the lawmakers are restrained to remove this defect of the legal system. My further piece of writing will 
illustrate the reason of its emergence as well as the rapid increase to depict the necessity of bringing change into the existing 
legal provisions according to evolving socio-legal circumstances. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The literal meaning of the term marital rape52 is that it is one of the form of rape which is 
distinct from rape in its nature as under marital rape, the forcible sexual desire of the man over 
the woman's dignity amounts to consensual sexual intercourse between the legitimate partners 
under the veil of sacrosanct relationship of marriage which is  protected by the prescribed legal 
exemption proposed by the authoritative heads. 

Rape53 is the most brutal act which is the shame on the humanity and after plethora of 
efforts, this sovereign nation has become able to repeal the existing outdated rape legislations 

                                                             
52Indian Penal Code,1960; section 375-rape’s exception(2) which states that sexual intercourse by a man 

with his own wife, the wife not being under fifteen years of age, is not rape. 
53Indian Penal Code,1960; section 375 defines the term rape which states that a man is said to commit 

“rape” who, except in the case hereinafter excepted, has sexual intercourse with a woman under circumstances 
falling under any of the six following descriptions:- First- Against her will. Secondly- Without her consent. Thirdly- 
With her consent, when consent has been obtained by putting her or any person in whom she is interested in fear of 
death or of hurt. Fourthly- With her consent, when the man knows that he is not her husband, and that her consent 
is given because she believes that he is another man to whomever she is or believes herself to be lawfully married. 
Fifthly- With her consent, when at the time of giving such consent, by reason of unsoundness of min or intoxication 
or the administration by him personally or through another of any stupefying or unwholesome substance, she is 
unable to understand the nature and consequences of that to which she gives consent. Sixthly- With or without her 
consent, when she is under sixteen years of age. Explanation- Penetration is sufficient to constitute the sexual 
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but still there is one considerable lacuna left behind to be reformed named the marital rape, 
exception prevailed in the section-375 of the Indian Penal Code, which still holds the liberated 
woman's interests negligible and our stock-still  independent judiciary feels reluctant to make any 
interpretation in the legal provisions. Its high time to realise that concept of “ rape is 
rape,regardless of connection between the person in question and the culprit.” Thus, the rapport 
between the partners does not make the offence acceptable and legible under the eyes of law and 
there should be harsh and restrictive penal provisions to be enforced for this viciousness. 
Moreover, there should be even the more severe punishments for the marital rape as under this 
offence, there is breach of trust and reliance by the spouse. 

Rape is the offence which is caused by stranger and law punished his callousness towards 
the harm of chastity of woman but if the same offence caused by the husband then that offence 
covered under the curtain of sacrosanct relationship and woman has no option but has to follow 
or admit before his forced will and in order to protect the marriage institution she used to face 
the barbarity alone and this has even induced to psychological trauma which resultantly lead to 
her death. 

In Bodhisattva Gautam V. Subhra Chakraborty54, Supreme Court held that, “ Rape is 
thus not a crime in contradiction of the person of a woman(victim), it is a crime against the 
whole society. It destroys the entire psychology of a woman and pushed her into deep emotional 
crises. It is only by her absolute will power that she rehabilitates herself in the society, which, on 
coming to know of rape, glares down upon her in contempt. Rape is, therefore, the most hated 
crime. It is a crime against fundamental human rights and also violative of victim’s most 
cherished of the fundamental rights, namely the right to live with human dignity under article 21 
of constitution.” 

In another proceeding, Bench of acting Chief Justice Gita Mittal and Hari Shankar said, “ 
In a rapport like marriage, both wife and husband have a right to say 'no' to physical relations 
and marriage does not mean that woman is all time ready, willing and consenting for sex. The 
man will have to prove that she was a consenting party.” 

So, accordingly, the marital rape has become the most dreadful offence which need to be 
criminalised and penalised as it seems to be the biggest loophole in the Indian sovereign 
structure. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
intercourse necessary to the offence of rape. Exception- Sexual intercourse by a man with his own wife, the wife not 
being under fifteen years of age, is not rape. 

54AIR 922, 1996SCC490 
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II. HISTORY&EVOLUTION 

Historically, rape was seen as a crime of man's property and if rape was committed on 
woman, then that was supposed to be crime against the man and not against the woman because 
the woman seemed to be subservient to man as she was considered as property of her father 
before the 55marriage and husband after the marriage. Therefore, the husband can’t rape his wife 
and thus they condemned the concept of marital rape. 

The view that husband can’t be charged for his wife's rape was termed by Sir Mathew 
Hale56 in History of Pleas of the Crown, published in 1736, where he wrote that, “ The husband 
cannot be responsible of a rape, for by their mutual consent and contract the wife hath given up 
herself in this kind into her husband, which she can’t retract.” Furthermore, the justification for 
not recognising marital rape comes from William Balckstone57 in 1753 when he defended the 
common law doctrine of coverture, the legal status of married woman as her husband's property, 
Blackstone contented that , “By marriage, husband and wife are one and the same  person in the 
eyes of  law: that is, the very being or legal existence of the women is suspended during the 
marriage.” 

 
Therefore, the above contented views proposed the idea that woman always supposed to 

be submissivebefore the husband’s will and never allowed to raise her voice against the 
                                                             
55Under Hindu Marriage Act,1955; section-5 defines the conditions of a valid hindu marriage which states 

that; a marriage may be solemnised between any two hindus, if the following conditions are fulfilled namely: (i) 
neither party has a spouse living at the time of marriage; (ii) at the time of marriage, neither party (a) is incapable of 
giving a valid consent to it in consequence of unsoundness of mind; or (b) though capable of giving a valid consent, 
has been suffering from mental disorder of such kind or to such an extent as to be unfit for marriage and the 
procreation of children; or (c) has been subject to recurrent attacks of insanity; (iii) the bridegroom has completed 
the age of twenty-one years and the bride, the age of eighteen years at the time of marriage; (iv) the parties are not 
within the degrees of prohibited relationship unless the custom or usage governing each of them permits of a 
marriage between the two; (v) the parties are not sapindas of each other, unless the custom or usage governing each 
of them permits of a marriage between the two; 

 
 
 
 
 
56He was an influential English barrister, judge and jurist for his treatise History of the Pleas of the Crown. 
57Sir William Balckstone was an English jurist, judge and tory(a political party in the parliaments of 

England) politician of the eighteenth century. 
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husband's brutality. But with the passage of time, the circumstances transformed and the many 
progressive changes came into the different legislations. For instance, the England has now 
criminalised the marital rape after the R V. R58famous case, under which both the court of appeal 
and subsequently the House of Lords upheld the rape conviction, declaring that the marital rape 
exemption not exist in English law. The judgment was supported by law commission and later 
confirmed in statute law by amendment to Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act,1976 in the 
Criminal Justice Public Order Act,1944. 

 
Moving ahead, in United States, wife's legal subordination to her husband was fully 

ended by Kirchberg V. Funstra59, a United States’ Supreme Court case in which court has held 
that a Louisiana Head and Master Law60, which gave sole power of marital property to husband, 
as unconstitutional. So, the marital rape has been started to be recognised in the several 
constitutions but still the India has not adapted it into the constitution. 

 

III. CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION 

Constitution is the supreme source of making interpretations to existing legal provisions 
and anything that ultraviresthe constitution, that provision is deemed to be heldvoid and must be 
repealed according to the constitutional regulations. The exception-2 of section 375 is threat to 
article 1461 and article 2162 which guarantees the equality before law and right to life respectively 
because if the unmarried woman faced the cruelty of man then there is protection in the law but 
if the married faced the same brutality then there is no such protection, it questions upon the 
principle of equality of law enshrined in article 14. 

 
First and foremost, it harms the equality of people guaranteed under the article14. The 

main base of article 14 lays upon the two principles which states that firstly, the classification 
must be founded on an intelligible differentia which distinguishes persons who are placed in a 

                                                             
58(1992) 94 Cr App R 216  
59450 US 455 (1981) 
60These laws were a set of American property laws that permitted a husband to have final say regarding all 

household decisions and jointly owned property without his wife’s knowledge or consent. 
61Article 14 states that the state shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal protection 

of laws within the territory of India. 
62Article 21 states that no person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to 

procedure established by law. 
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group from others who are left out of the group and secondly, the differentia must have a 
rational relation to the object sought to be achieved by the Act. Supreme court provided 
guidance on the arbitrariness of the act as, “ Equality is dynamic concept with many aspects and 
dimensions and it can’t be cribbed, cabined and confined within the traditional and doctrinaire 
limits.” In fact, equality and arbitrariness are sworn enemies.  Where an act is arbitrary, it is 
embedded that it is unequal both according to political logic and constitutional law and is 
therefore violative of article 14. So, the classification of protection of laws is unreasonable and 
based on unintelligible differentia as there is no relation between the provision of section 375 
and the object to be achieved and the same is arbitrary and violation of article 14 of the 
constitution. This classification is based on the discrimination of same groups of women as the 
protection is provided to unmarried if they are being raped but the under same circumstances, 
married women are not being given any protection if they are being raped. Thus, resultantly  it is 
arbitrary and thus hampers the equality principle and is needed to be snub down. 

 
Adding to this, in Stephen's College V. University Delhi63, the court held that the 

expression, “Equal protection of law is now being read as a positive obligation on the state to 
ensure equal protection of law by bringing in necessary social and economic changes so that 
everyone may enjoy equal protection of laws and nobody is denied such protection. If state 
leaves the existing inequalities untouched by its laws, it fails in its duty of providing equal 
protection.”  Therefore, this exemption ought to be removed as it hinder the equality of equal 
masses. 

 
Secondly, this exemption has another striking effect on the right tolife of the woman 

enshrined in the article 21 of the constitution. Field J has held in Munn. Illinois64 that life means 
“ something more than mere animal existence and same has been affirmed by supreme court in 
Bandhua Mukti Morcha V. Union Of India65. Thus, it is the question of dignified life of the 
woman and that must be protected against the  infringement of right to life and personal liberty 
which is the paramount concern of human's existence. Furthermore, the seven judge bench 
under the Maneka Gandhi66case, had laid down the principle that the procedure established by 
law for depriving a person of his right to life must be right, just and reasonable. Thus, the section 

                                                             
63Writ petition (civil) 1868 of 1980 decided on 6 December, 1991 
64940 US 113 (1877)  
651984 AIR 802, 1984 SCR (2) 67 
66Maneka Gandhi V. Union of India 1978 AIR 597, 1978 SCR (2) 621 
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375 exception is not just and reasonable to deprive a person of his liberty and life and is 
thusstrictly needed to be excluded from the section making the criminalisation of offence by 
widening the scope of article 21. 

 

IV. HUMAN DIGNITY & SEXUAL PRIVACY 

Under article 21 of the constitution, every citizen is guaranteed to human life and 
personal liberty, under which each and every person is entitled to dignified life and all the rights 
which ensured the  privacy of the person. Honourable supreme court67 itself provided the list of 
some of rights covered under article 21 on the basis of earlier pronouncements and some of 
them are being the right to privacy, right to go abroad, right to shelter, right to doctor's 
assistance. Thus, the right to privacy has been considered as the fundamental right which need to 
be protected at all the times and sexual privacy is also the indispensable part of this right which 
has become the paramount concern of women's protection. 

 
Now-a-days, the married woman's protection's concern is becoming burning topic rather 

than the unmarried ones as there is no protection provided in the prescribed provisions and 
incidents of marital rape are on high pace which is detrimental to her sexual privacy and 
dignified life. Justice Suba Rao68 stated that that, “ It is true our constitution doesn’t expressly 
declare a right to privacy as a fundamental right but the said right is an essential ingredient of 
personal liberty.” In addition to this, supreme court69 also observed, “ We have; therefore, no 
hesitation in holding that right to privacy is a part of right to life and personal liberty enshrined 
under article 21. “ 

Apart from above observations, In Maharashtra V. Madhakar Narayan70, the court held 
that a woman’s sexual privacy is not open to all according to their wishes. Its her own personal 
right and decision and it should be respected accordingly. 

Apart from preserving the sexual privacy, the right to dignity is also encroached upon by 
the marital rape and the same to be needed excluded immediately. In one of the landmark case71, 
supreme court has defined the right to dignity which states that, “the right to live includes the 

                                                             
67Unni Krishnan V. State of Andhra Pradesh 1993 AIR 217 
68Kharak Singh V. State of Uttar Pradesh 1963 AIR 1295, 1964 SCR (1) 332 
69People’s Union of Civil Liberties V. Union of India AIR 1997 SC 568 
70AIR 1991 SC 207 
71Francis Coralie Mullin V. Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi 1981 AIR 746, 1981SCR (2) 516 
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right to live with human dignity and all that goes along with it, the bare necessities of life such as 
adequate nutrition, clothing, and shelter over the head, facilities of freely moving about and it 
must includes the right to carry on functions and activities as constitute the bare minimum 
expression of the human self.” 

In another case72, supreme court has stated that the treatment of a human being which 
offends human dignity, imposes avoidable torture and reduces the man to level of a beast would 
certainly be arbitrary. Thus, the exemption ought to be removed as it violates the fundamental 
rights of the woman and must held as unconstitutional and null&void. Under T.K. Gopal V. 
State of Karnataka73, court stated that, “ It is sad reflection or the attitude of indifference of 
society towards the violation of human dignity of victims of sex crime. We must remember that 
a rapist not only violates the victim’s privacy and person integrity, but inevitably causes serious 
psychological as well as a physical harm in the process. A rapist degrades the very soul of 
helpless woman.” 

In the light of the above mentioned cases, the marital rape is not only harm to her right 
to equality and freedom but also it is endangering threat to dignity and privacy and  in the lieu of 
the same, the exception need to be expunged mandatorily. 

 

V. PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 

Marital rape is most vicious crime which not only impacts the woman physically but also 
mentally disturbs her rationality. In fact, apart from other effects, it predominantly affects her 
psyche and sometimes lead to psychological trauma which resultantly lead to her death. 

One of the psychological trauma syndrome is Rape Trauma Syndrome(RTS) which is 
experienced by a rape victim that includes disruptions to normal physical, emotional, cognitive 
and interpersonal behaviour. This theory was first described by nurse Ann Wolbert Burgess and 
sociologist Lynda Lytle Holmstorm in 1974. RTS paved the way for complex post-traumatic 
stress disorder which describes the serious sympatic disorder than the post-traumatic stress 
disorder alone. Survivors are at high risk for developing major depression, generalised anxiety 
disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder and eating disorders. 

Other than RTS, there are many effects and one of them being is sexually transmitted 
diseases (STDs)which is primary concern of the health. While forcing sexual desire upon the 

                                                             
72Sunil Batra V. Delhi Administration AIR 1978, SC 1675 
73AIR 2000 SC 1669  
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partner,  the husband also tend to promote the STDs which vary from minor diseases to 
incurable communicable major diseases and it severely affects her cognitive instincts as well. 

Moreover, its one of the deadly effect is the commission of suicide by the young woman 
as result of their psychological trauma. Suicide is the resultant effect of person's subconscious 
instincts and there are plethora of reasons behind this intentional killing of oneself such as 
depression, panic attacks, mental disorders and much more alike. According to World Health 
Organisation(WHO), nearest 800,000 people die due to suicide every year, which is one person 
per 40 seconds. Furthermore, a study published in The Lancent74 projected 1,87,000 suicides in 
India in 2010 and according to WHO data, age standardised suicide rate in India is 16.4 per 
1,00,000 for women (6th highest in world). 

Thus, due to internal pressure and external coercion by companion, the marital rape, in 
no time will become the leading cause of continuous increasing suicides. 

 

VI. INCOMPETENT JUDICIARY 

From 1972 Mathura rape case75 to 2012 Delhi gang rape case76 courts have been reluctant 
to impose restrictions on the human rights' violations. Though its effects on her  physical and 
mental abilities are inevitable still it takes many attempts by the judiciary to reformulate the 
policies according to the need of the hour. 

 
Nobody is left ignorant about the aftermath of Delhi gang rape as it drew national as well 

as international concern on many platforms and the whole nation united to protest against this 
brutality but still the judiciary took almost eight years to pass the verdict for leaving the woman’s 
character to be shattered perpetually. 

 
Mathura rape case's decision is the biggest irony of this independent judiciary which 

depicts its dependency on the elite powers and their decisions differ according to mighty heads' 
favour. Under this case, Sessions judge acquitted the accused and didn’t find them guilty by 
saying that mathura was “ habituated to sexual intercourse” her consent was voluntary, under 
circumstances rape wasn’t proved, only intercourse proved. Further, the high court set aside the 
session judge's decision but later on, supreme court reversed the high court's decision and judge 

                                                             
74Weekly peer reviewed general medical journal 
75Tukaram V. State of Maharashtra 1979 AIR 185, 1979 SCR (1) 810 
76Mukesh and Anr. V. State for Nct of Delhi & Ors.  on 5th May, 2017 
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said that, “ Mathura raised no alarm and there was no visible marks of injury on her body and 
therefore no struggle and no rape.” Judge quoted, she might be used to sex and might have 
incited the cops to have intercourse with her as they were drunk on duty.Though,  the judiciary 
was unaware of the actual circumstances but after the incident it didn’t put any reformative  
steps for the female emancipation and ignored the marital rape recommendations as well which 
outlines the regressive judiciary’s outlook. 

Keeping aside the above facts, 42nd report of law commission (1971) suggested that 
marital rape should be criminalised. However the recommendation doesn’t prove enough to 
expunge the exemption. 

 
However, Maneka Gandhi stated that, “ marital rape as understood internationally can’t 

be suitably applied in Indian context due to various reasons like level of education, illiteracy, 
poverty, myriad social customs,religious beliefs, mind-setof the society to treat the marriage as 
sacrament.” Maneka Gandhi through this statement induced the idea of backwardness of 
Indian's thoughts and moreover India is not a country which leads its religious beliefs and values 
into the way of progress and development of statutes and hinder in the protection of her 
dignified life. 

 
Here are some judicial pronouncements which indicates the judicial negligence to make 

the evolutionary changes in the rape laws and it lead to delay in the criminalisation of marital 
rape. In February 2015, supreme court rejected plea of woman whose husband recurrently 
perpetrated sexual violence upon her. The bench consisting of Justice AR Dave and R Banumati 
stated, “You are espousing a personal cause and not a public cause. This is an individual case.” 
Thus stating that rape can only be considered as a crime in the public realm. In one of another 
special fast track court case77, court ruled that intercourse between husband and wife, even if 
forcible, is not rape. 

 
Therefore, being the important pillar of the democracy, the judiciary must be impartial, 

independent and competent to interpret the outdated legal provisions to repeal them 
accordingly. 

 

VII. NATIONAL STATUTORY REGULATIONS 
                                                             
77State V. Vikash (2014)  
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There are many statutory provisions which regulate the rape laws but there is no 
evidence about marital rape penal provision in the vast legal system of India. 

 
On July10,2019, Ms. Anuja kapur78 when supreme court refused to entertain petition and 

asked her to high court for relief, she said, “ As marital rape is not a ground for a divorce in 
Hindu Marriage Act,1955, Muslim Personal Law(Shariat) Application Act, 1937 and Special 
Marriage Act, 1954, it can’t be used as a ground for divorce and cruelty against husband.” She 
further said, “ Since marital rape is not a crime, there is no FIR79 registered by a wife against her 
husband, rather, it is being compromised by police to maintain the sanctity of marriage between 
victim and her husband.”  Her pleaalso cited a report of National Family Health Survey which 
said that 9 out of every 100 men across India agreed that a husband is justified in beating his wife 
even if  she refuses to have sex with him. The plea also said, “The survey also reported that 15 
out of every 100 in India don’t agree to fact that a wife is justified in refusing to have sex with 
her husband when she is tired or not in the mood.”  She added, “ 5 out of every 100 women in 
India reported that their husband had physically forced them to have sexual  intercourse with 
him even when they didn’t want it.” She also said, “ marital rape is no less an offence than 
murder, culpable homicide and rape per se. It degrades the honour and dignity of human being 
and reduces her to chattel to be utilised for one’s self convenience and comfort. It reduces a 
woman to a corpse, living under the constant fear of hurt or injury.” Thus, the marital rape is 
one of the heinous crime which always used to be disregarded by the law makers and reformers. 

 
Moving forward, The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act,2005 in its 

definition of domestic violence states as, “ any conduct of a sexual nature that abuses, humiliates, 
degrades or otherwise violates the dignity of woman”. On the other hand, section 375 exception 
2 absolves husband from any kind of criminal prosecution if he attempts to rape his own wife. 
Thus this exemption is contradictory of sexual abuse definition as rape is also considered one of 
the form of sexual abuse that violates the dignity of woman.Furthermore, maintaining spousal 
exception is in contravention to Protection of Human Rights Act of 1993. The act defines 
human rights to include right to life, liberty, equality and dignity. It states that any forced 
intercourse would violate the individual's rights under the Protection of Human Rights Act. 
Moreover, the exemption harm and injured women physically and emotionally which directly 
violates the rights protected under Domestic Violence Act,2005. 

                                                             
78Indian criminal psychologist, social activist, advocate 
79First Information Report  
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So, these are the regulations which protects theinfringementof rights of the married 

woman but still they are not sufficient enough to protect the liberty and dignity of the woman 
and there is strict need of the exclusion of exemptionand in this way the woman will be able to 
live self-reliant and independently. 

 

VIII. UNIVERSAL VOILATION 

 
Marital rape is an infringement of right to life. The right to life is essential right 

guaranteed by all human rights treaties and customary international law. Specificguarantees to 
right to life can be found in ICCPR80 and UDHR81. Marital rape also violatesthe right to liberty 
and security of person. The right to liberty again guaranteed in ICCPR and UDHR. Thus 
criminalizing marital rape is tantamount in upholding India's international obligation to protect 
the right to health and well-being which is mandated by UDHR and ICESCR82. The committee 
on economic, social, cultural rights goes further to specify that under article 12 of ICESCR, 
states are required to diminish women’s health risk by protecting them from domestic violence. 
The CEDAW83committee has  recommended that India should “widen the definition of rape in 
its penal code to replicate the realities of sexual abuse experienced by women and to remove the 
exception of marital rape from definition of rape.” 

 
A number of countries have criminalised marital rape in last few decades. According to 

the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women published by United Nations 
high commissioner for human rights, marital rape is a violation of basic human rights. Further, 
the United Nationssecretary-study on violence against women in 2006 proposes that out of 104 
nations where marital rape is arraigned 34 have classified marital rape as a different criminal 
offense.Thus, many countries have criminalised the marital rape and its  high time that India 
should also take steps to criminalise the exemption to protect the interests of independent 
woman. 

 

                                                             
80International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
81Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
82International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
83Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
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IX. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 
To epitomise, legitimisation of marital rape is indeed the biggest loop hole of the head 

strong judicial system which must be ultimate above all the legal reforms. Though Indian legal 
system have been transformed very much like repeal of section 37784anddecriminalisation of 
adultery85and countless landmark decisions which have induced the path of promising future for 
the young heads but still this marital rape exemption is the major deformityon the face of this 
perfectly assembled legal system and this should be eliminated completely which can be achieved 
through the young blood's awareness and experienced heads' competency, so that women's 
sovereignty can be sheltered. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                             
84Unnatural offences- Whoever voluntarily has carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any man, 

woman or animal, shall be punished with imprisonment for life or with imprisonment of either description for a 
term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine. Explanation- Penetration is sufficient to 
constitute the carnal intercourse necessary to the offence described in this section. 

85Indian Penal Code- Section497- adultery- Whoever has sexual intercourse with a person who is and 
whom he knows or has reason to believe to be the wife of another man, without the consent or connivance of that 
man, such sexual intercourse not amounting to the offence of rape, is guilty of the offence of adultery, and shall be 
punished with imprisonment of either description of a term which may extend to five years, or with fine, or with 
both. In such case the wife shall not be punishable as an abettor. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
“Customer service shouldn’t just be a department, it should be the entire company” 

-Tony Hsieh 
E-commerce is now seen as a reality for many businesses and is a regular part of any business plan. This paper analyses the 
change in liabilities of the e-commerce companies in India after the adoption of the Consumer Protection Act, 2019 and the 
recommendation of the Draft Guidelines. Were the e-commerce companies sufficiently accountable to the consumers before 
this? Was there a need to revamp the Consumer Protection Act? An extensive analysis has been done on the liability of e-
commerce companies pertaining to its history, the need of increasing the liability and its current status under the new law. In 
order to understand the new position of liability of the e-commerce companies in India better, the consumer protection laws 
and future legislations of India have been discussed and analysed in comparison with similar laws of the United States of 
America. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

There have been numerous cases where consumers have been duped by 
organisations. Sometimes it’s for a hefty amount, sometimes very minimal. Either way, it’s very 
strenuous for an individual to go up against an organisation without spending enormous 
amounts of resources such as time and money. This is one of the main rationales why there 
exists a need to protect the consumers. This exigency was formally acknowledged by the 
government of India a long time back and as a response, the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 
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was brought into force. Initially, consumers were the ones who had to be careful (caveat 
emptor) but slowly and slowly the liability shifted upon the sellers (caveat venditor). Since 
then, the protection of consumers has been a procedure to safeguard the buyer of services or 
goods against any unfair or mal trade practices. The main motive to have laws of consumer 
protection is to create a fair marketplace for the consumers and to assure the safety of their 
common transactions.   

The complete scheme of consumer protection is connected to the thought of 
consumer rights and to the arrangement of consumer organizations, which facilitate consumers, 
make enhanced choices in the market and pursue complaints against the businesses with the 
support provided by the government.  

 
The concept of consumer protection has also been recognised internationally, 

with the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development protecting and 
encouraging member states and businesses to promote and protect the consumer rights in line 
with the provision of public and private goods and services. The United Nations in addition to 
this also has directives for the protection of consumers by the name of United Nations 
Guidelines for Consumer Protection.86 

  
While many states have taken their cues from the United Nations regarding 

consumer protection, this concept is something which dates back to ancient India, wherein the 
earliest reference of the same can be traced back to the era of the ancient code of Manu Smriti, 
which prescribed certain ethical trading practices that traders should ideally follow while selling 
goods and offering services.87 

The formal recognition concerning consumer protection converted into a 
modern legislation in the late 1980s, with the Consumer Protection Act 1986, which granted for 
the very first time certain, specific consumer rights. It further led to the incorporation of specific 
tribunals for addressing consumer grievances, along with consumer councils. This Act has been 
considered to be widely successful because the establishment of the tribunals has simplified the 
legal process and has further led to increased consumer safety.  

                                                             
86UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT, UNITED NATIONS GUIDELINES FOR 

CONSUMER PROTECTION, UNCTAD/DITC/CPLP/MISC/2016/1 (2016). 
87 Manu, THE LAWS OF MANU, 290 (George Buhler trans., 1990) cited in Dr. A. Rajendra Prasad, Historical Evolution 
of Consumer Protection and Law in India, JOURNAL OF TEXAS CONSUMER LAW (2008). 
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While this Act was largely successful, a new legislation was recently passed 
known as the Consumer Protection Act 2019, which primarily made amendments to the existing 
Act and incorporated new provisions to the Act which further increases consumer safety. The 
2019 Act has some provisions on the lines of the regulatory institutions based in the United 
States of America. 

The institution from which the inspiration was drawn was the Federal Trade 
Commission, which was set up in 1914, by the Federal Trade Commission Act88. It is the primary 
consumer rights enforcement body in the United States of America, which is involved in 
consumer education, recording of complaints and fights complaints on behalf of consumers 
whose rights have been violated. 

 
The Federal Trade Commission in the United States of America enforced several 

laws which were enacted to ensure that consumer rights are protected. While different states of 
the United States of America, may have different laws in regards to consumer protection, the 
Consumer Product Safety Act 197289 is one of the important legislations which provides for the 
incorporation of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. This commission publishes 
guidelines and rules for all physical goods sold in the country.  

 
Certain Acts have been passed to address consumer rights issues to specific 

industries such as the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 201090 
which addresses consumer protection specifically in the banking and insurance sectors. 

 
One specific industry, which the Indian government has brought under the scope 

of its 2019 legislation is that of e-commerce. This factor had been missing out from the previous 
legislation and was considered as a major drawback in the 21st century because of the increased 
role and usage of technology. 

 
Technology has made lives simpler especially with the introduction of e-

commerce, with everything being a click away. The term e-commerce was coined at the 

                                                             
8815 U.S.C. Subchapter I, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, 1914. 
89CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT, codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 2051−2089, 1972. 
90DODD-FRANK WALL STREET REFORM AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, 12 U.S.C.§§ 5301, 2010. 
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beginning of the 1990s when the internet became commercialized. The internet was introduced 
in India in 1995 and thereafter came the term e-commerce.91 

 
E-commerce formally refers to digitally enabled commercial transactions among 

organizations and individuals but is more commonly called as online shopping. It is a broad 
concept of doing business online and incorporating a range of services like booking flights, 
hotels, buying groceries, etc. E-commerce, while transforming the shopping experience of 
customers, has become the most favored method of earning money and a very alluring 
opportunity for both consumers and sellers.  

 
It is significant to bring such an industry under the scope of consumer protection 

because it is capable of violating consumers’ rights through various malpractices such as 
delivering counterfeit products92, misleading consumers by increasing fake reviews93 or indulging 
in price wars in order to attain monopoly. 

 
The above stated facts are only examples, and there exist multiple ways through 

which e-commerce companies can dupe the consumers and these are only increasing with the 
increased dependency on technology. 

 
Considering the fact that the mentioned companies have had the upper hand 

with regards to consumer protection and will continue to do so until being stopped, it is fair that 
the liability of these companies are increased so that the rights of the consumers are protected 
and if infringed, the culprit is held liable. The same has been executed in the new Consumer 
Protection Act, 2019 which increases the liabilities on e-commerce companies, who may engage 
in unfair trade practices, and allows the central government to prescribe regulations for the 
same94 (CPA 2019 Section 94). Thus it helps in bringing the much required change and walking 
side by side with technology. 

                                                             
91M.M.K. Sardana, Evolution of E‐Commerce in India Challenges Ahead (Part 1), INSTITUTE FOR STUDIES IN INDUSTRIAL 

DEVELOPMENT DISCUSSION NOTES (2014). 
92Ananya Bhattacharya, One in three Indians have received fake products from e-commerce websites, QUARTZ INDIA (May 1 
2018), https://qz.com/india/1265698/one-in-three-indians-have-received-fake-products-from-e-commerce-
websites/. 
93Ananya Bhattacharya, Trust no one: Reviews and ratings mean little to India’s online shoppers, QUARTZ INDIA (Nov. 27 
2017), https://qz.com/india/1136043/misinformation-and-fake-reviews-are-flooding-indian-e-commerce/. 
94CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 2019, Section 94. 
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II. THE HISTORY OF LIABILITY OF INDIAN 
E-COMMERCE COMPANIES 

 

In 2013, many Indian online customers had placed their faith in Timtara. 
Timtara was an e-commerce website which faced over 200 complaints for non-delivery of goods 
of ordered goods, prompting the arrest of the key members of the company on the charges of 
fraud. It not only highlighted the lack of laws on consumer protection at an online platform but 
also showed how easy it is to violate various consumer rights for the want of laws.95 

 
The above case study was an example of one of the leading cheating scandals of 

the digital age in India. This gave the people a sense of fear regarding such scandals which could 
dupe them. This fear was not founded upon a trend of cheating scandals, but more on the lines 
of the insufficient liability put on e-commerce websites to protect consumers put by the 
legislation. 

 
The sole legislation which explicitly talked about consumer protection was the 

Consumer Protection Act 1986. It had no mention of e-commerce, which is understandable 
considering the drafters of the above-mentioned law could not have thought about the 
upcoming technology. This made India without any dedicated e-commerce regulatory law. 
Despite this fact, one cannot say that Indian consumers have not been protected at all from e-
commerce websites. Despite this being the only legislation about consumer protection, various 
legislations such as the COPRA itself, the Information Technology Act 2000, the Indian 
Contract Act 1872, the Legal Metrology Act 2009 and the Indian Penal Code 1860 have 
been interpreted in ways to protect the consumers from e-commerce websites. 

 
The Information Technology Act helped to digitalise the transactions done on 

the behalf of the government and also to secure them. It even offered them remedial methods 

                                                             
95Timtara Founder Arrest raises concerts over protection to online shoppers, HINDU BUSINESS LINE (Apr. 1, 2013), 
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/info-tech/Timtara-founder's-arrest-raises-concerns-over-protection-to-
online-shoppers/article 20597638.ece 
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such as that of a tribunal96 and a controller97. One notable characteristic of this Act was to legally 
recognise the electronic records thus, bringing a change in the Indian Evidence Act, Stamp Act, 
etc.98 This acted as a foundation of all the e-commerce activities undertaken by the consumer 
and was important to defend the right if infringed. This Act was brought after the United 
Nations Commission on International Trade Law adopted the Model Law on Electronic 
Commerce in 199699 and was majorly based on it. Though it might have met the requirements 
pertaining to e-commerce at that time, the significant provisions protecting consumers from e-
commerce presently are missing from this Act. 

 
The provisions of the Indian Contract Act are also applied to e-contracts. The 

fundamental elements of a contract remain the same for e-contracts. The pre-requisites such as 
free consent and legal consideration are equally applicable for contracts which originate from e-
commerce websites. Despite all of this, some provisions in the Act though on paper may seem 
good, are actually not feasible to be applied in real life situations. An example of such can be 
contracts entered by minors. We know that any contract entered by minors is void. This 
interpretation requires e-commerce companies to display a message regarding the same. A 
message of this kind is not enough to verify whether the user is a minor or not. Similarly, in the 
absence of a provision pertaining to any negotiation required by a customer in terms of a 
contract leads to confusion regarding the possibility of undue influence. 

 
The void of laws regarding internet and technology was also observed in the 

156th report of the Law Commission of India which considered the scams of fraud relating to 
electricity bills of the New Delhi Municipal Corporation which were done through computers. 
The necessity to fill this void can also be seen in the precedents of the Societe Des Products 
Nestle case100 wherein the courts recognised the increasing scope of technology and e-commerce 
sites in particular. It felt that laying down a law regarding this is extremely important seeing the 
increased reliance. 

 

                                                             
96INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 2000, Chapter X. 
97INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 2000, Section 17. 
98INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 2000, Section 8. 
99UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW, Model Law on Electronic Commerce (1996). 
100Societe Des Products Nestle S.A. Anr. v. Essar Industries And Ors 2006 (33) PTC 469 Del. 
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The courts have played a pivotal role in bringing the change as to how we 
interpret various legislations in light of the growing use of the internet and especially e-
commerce. It gradually started with acknowledging electronic data as primary and direct evidence 
under the classification of a document.101 

 
Since then, courts have taken an e-governance approach with bringing different 

components such as electronic records102, tape-recorders103 which could be submitted as 
evidence in the court of law. Moreover, the Supreme Court of India also has made the use of 
electronic records in various forms easy, wherein a complainant need not always have to get 
electronic records certified for admissibility in court under section 65B of the Indian Evidence 
Act.104 These interpretations indirectly allow consumers to file and submit proof against e-
commerce companies, in case of violation of their rights by the e-commerce companies. 

 
The interpretations have also been reflected by the modifications brought by the 

parliament such as the Information Technology Amendment Act 2008, which amended various 
legislations of the country such as and advanced towards bringing technology and law on the 
same page. The parliamentary discussions have also helped in understanding the proper 
application of the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 1986 on e-commerce companies 
as it was ambiguous until then. A clarification made in a parliamentary reply of 2014 and 2019 
affirmed that e-commerce companies are liable under all the provisions of the stated Act. 
However, the Act in question did not have the relevant provisions for the same, which created 
inefficiency in liabilities. Before this clarification, consumers were not even aware of whether 
they had the right to file a consumer complaint against e-commerce companies.  

 
Moreover, the National Consumer Helpline (NCH) website started a 

complaint mechanism for consumers in 2016, which was later on significantly became popular 
in India. They have received over 13,000 complaints, which has not been as efficient as it 
should be, where consumers in some cases have to resort to filing police complaints for the 
enforcement of their rights. Police complaints are something which many consumers may not 
desire to pursue as they are cumbersome and if a cumbersome process is the solution for 

                                                             
101R.M. Malkani v. State of Maharashtras, 1973 Cri.L.J. 228. 
102State of Delhi v. Mohd. Afzal & Others 107 (2003) DLT 385. 
103Pratap Singh Kairon, AIR 1964 SC 72 (86) (para. 15). 
104Shafhi Mohammad v. The State Of Himachal Pradesh, SLP(Crl.) No.2302 of 2017. 
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consumer complaints, the foremost goal of the Consumer Protection Act which was to resolve 
consumer complaints speedily gets defeated in such cases.105 

Consumers may face certain unique challenges as well, in regards to e-commerce 
companies, especially in a contractual sense. The COPRA 1986 primarily ensures consumer 
safety due to defects arising from goods and services sold to consumers. In certain cases, the 
consumer does not know who the seller is and the source of the product and any defect can only 
be identified once the said product is delivered.106 

This creates certain issues such as  ‘replacement’ and ‘refund’ as they have not 
been adequately expressed. While certain provisions of 1986 may be applicable, the absence of a 
clear regulatory framework creates uncertainty and chaos. 

In cases of defective goods, the clause 13 of the 1986 Act, which enumerates 
certain conditions in cases of complaint, cannot be effectively applied in cases of e-commerce 
and complaining to the supplier of services and goods themselves is insufficient in an online 
setting. Even if the district forum considered the inability to contact the website as a failure to 
take action, e-commerce companies were not obligated to provide the contact information or the 
primary location under this Act, which could also create jurisdictional issues for the consumer. 
In such cases, even if implied liabilities are in existence, the adjudication of rights becomes 
difficult. District forums were not necessarily equipped to enforce non-existent regulations 
against e-commerce companies. Moreover, the primary issues arising with e-commerce were the 
issue of delivery timelines, which may not essentially denote that goods have a defect, but are still 
creating hurdles for the consumers, and leading to a violation of their rights.107 

                                                             
105Via Press Information Bureau of India, MINISTRY OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY (Dec. 11 2019), 
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1595849. 
106Dhanya K. A., Consumer Protection in the E-Commerce Era, 3 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LEGAL RESEARCH 4(1), 
2015.  
107Kanika Sen, E-Commerce and Consumer Rights: Applicability of Consumer Protection Laws in Online Transactions in India, 
SSRN PAPER, 2015. 
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III. HAS THERE BEEN A NEED FOR AN 
INCREASE IN LIABILITY? 

 

The acceptance of the technology has enabled the e-commerce sector to be 
widely accessible and efficient for the consumers.108 With the amplified use of smartphones, 
tablets, and the Internet, e-commerce has turn out to be broadly accessible to both city and rural 
users. Moreover, e-commerce is progressively attracting customers from tier 2 and 3 cities, where 
people have restricted access to brands but have elevated aspirations.  With the cost of services 
provided to tier-2 and going down of other smaller cities, most of the e-retail increase in the 
country is being gone to approach from there.  On the whole, online customers in India are 
likely to rise to 220 million by 2025.109 

  
 This sector is very reachable and convenient to the end-user, as their work is 

done by just one click. E-commerce has made people's lives simpler. The entry of global 
companies like Amazon and Alibaba has taken the competition to a new level. The sector is still 
in its growth stage in India and has enormous potential to offer in the coming years and has a 
compounded yearly increase rate of 57% in the last seven years.110 According to a Morgan 
Stanley report, India’s e-commerce sector is projected to accomplish $230 billion by 2028, 
accounting for ten percent of India's retail.111 E-commerce revenue of India is estimated to raise 
up to US$ 120 billion in 2020, increasing at a yearly rate of 51%, the maximum in the world. 112 

 
Moreover, the Govt. is leaving no stone unturned to increase the e-commerce 

platform by initiating the ‘Digital India’ campaign so that they could take the sector to new 
heights. The private players have also contributed to the growth by driving internet penetration. 

                                                             

108Future of e-Commerce: Uncovering Innovation,DELOITTE WITH ASSOCHAM, 2015. 

109E-Commerce,INDIA BRAND EQUITY FOUNDATION, July 2019. 

110Market Study on E-Commerce in India, COMPETITION COMMISSION OF INDIA, Jan. 8 2020. 
111E-commerce guidelines to be mandatory under consumer protection law: Paswan, LIVE MINT (Aug 27 
2019),https://www.livemint.com/news/india/e-commerce-guidelines-to-be-mandatory-under-consumer-
protection-law-paswan-1566901509318.html. 
112E-Commerce, Supra note 24. 
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One such example is that of Reliance. One of the strategies of Reliance is to connect online 
consumers with its e-commerce platform, just like it assisted e-commerce for Ajio through Jio 
stores.113 This illustrates the level of importance that e-commerce has achieved in the Indian 
trade industry. 

 
From the above points, we decipher that there remains an increase in 

dependence on e-commerce sites which further calls for an increase in their accountability to the 
consumers. Consumers hold a pivotal role in any business. It is an issue of ignominy that their 
rights are not shielded due to the non-availability of efficient and strict laws and the inadequate 
redressal procedures, especially in e-commerce or online transactions. A lot of players have 
established their place in the e-commerce market in a short span of time. The pace at which 
organisations are growing, complexity of managing businesses and security operations are also 
becoming complex. The information which the customers provide while purchasing goods 
online were once protected within the organization, however, they are now available online. 
Consumer channels are in danger of distraction and criminals are encompassing new 
opportunities for fraud and theft. 

 
Although the e-commerce division is increasing exponentially in India, it is still 

facing various objections like customer attitude, reachability, poor courier services, high cash on 
delivery based orders, and other policy-related issues.114 

 
One significant concern is about efficient delivery of the goods. There is no 

atonement provided when goods are not delivered in the specified time. Such intricacies generate 
more difficulty for online customers due to the obscurity of the supplier. A lot of grievances 
have been shown by online customers regarding the same in consumer forums, however, the 
vague laws and the consequential ambiguity have resulted in their grievances not being 
considered. Another is that of misleading advertisements of the brands or infringing the 
intellectual property rights of the other companies. 

                                                             

113Writankar Mukherjee, Reliance Retail starts assisted e-commerce for Ajio through Jio stores, THE ECONOMIC TIMES (July 22 
2019), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/services/retail/reliance-retail-starts-assisted-e-commerce-
for-ajithroughjiostores/articleshow/70333660.cms?from=mdr. 

114Future of e-Commerce: Uncovering Innovation, supra note 23. 
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 There are numerous instances of trademark infringement and counterfeiting by 

dishonest sellers, putting the customers at risk and hampering the fame of established brands. 
The mentioned matters should be protected by the company and there should be appropriate 
laws which make them answerable for the above defaults. They should also try to build stronger 
associations with partners, law enforcement authorities, regulators, and vendors to fully integrate 
cyber risk management into IT disciplines.  

 
As stated in the previous section, the current laws in India only provide a narrow 

picture. The Acts do not offer a solution to the diverse loopholes that are brought about by 
online dealings due to their impersonal character, which may be measured as their flipside. 

 
The pandemic situation which has called for a nationwide lockdown also makes 

the people extremely dependent on the e-commerce sites for their daily needs. According to a 
study by the National Retail Federation (NRF), more than 50% of customers have ordered 
goods online that they would usually purchase from the store.  As people are scared of getting 
infected by the virus, they avoid stepping out unless it is necessary. While the whole economy is 
facing a downward trend due to the pandemic, however, e-commerce sites usage has increased 
tremendously. A report by Mckinsey suggests that consumers are likely to opt for online 
shopping even after the outbreak ends, especially for categories such as groceries and personal 
care as they would be scared to step out due to the fear of catching the virus.115 The COVID-19 
epidemic will score a tipping point because of the espousal of e-commerce and mobile 
commerce platforms. 

 

IV. COPRA 2019 AND THE DRAFT E-
COMMERCE GUIDELINES 

 

                                                             

115Aneesh Reddy, COVID-19 Impact: Consumers move more towards digital, THE HINDU: BUSINESS LINE(Apr. 14 2020), 
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/opinion/covid-19-impact-consumers-move-more-towards-
digital/article31337127.ece. 
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The passage of the Consumer Protection Act 2019, made several interesting and 
required changes to the previous Act and for the very first time provided a statutory clause for e-
commerce transactions. Clause 94 of the Consumer Protection Act 2019 states that: 

 
“For the purposes of preventing unfair trade practices in e-commerce, direct 
selling and also to protect the interest and rights of consumers, the Central 
Government may take such measures in the manner as may be prescribed.” 

 
The Central government, under the Ministry of consumer affairs launched the 

much anticipated “Draft E-Commerce Guidelines for Consumer Protection”. The draft 
guidelines have incorporated several issues that needed to be addressed. The new provisions of 
the Act also clearly define the meanings of “E-commerce” and “Electronic Service Provider”, 
which have eliminated certain ambiguities upto an extent. The secretary of the Confederation of 
All India Traders also issued a statement saying these draft rules are a step in the right direction 
and would help in protecting the rights of consumers from unfair trade practices.116 

 
The Draft e-commerce bill has several new rules, which should be able, to a large 

extent, to fill the loopholes in the present Act. One of the major new rules in the draft includes 
protection for not only consumers but also sellers, wherein e-commerce platforms are prohibited 
from influencing the price of any product artificially. The provision not only ensures an equal 
field for small traders but also ensures that the customer knows the exact prices about all goods 
and services being offered, as they originally existed, thus helps to eliminate problems regarding 
price manipulation. E-commerce companies are, thus, also strictly prohibited from deceptive 
practices and unfair trade practices. The new guidelines are applicable to both inventory-
based and market-based e-commerce websites. 

 
The e-commerce bill also imposes secondary liability on the website, if it 

assures a product to be genuine, but the product turns out to be false. All necessary information 
regarding the goods being offered for sale on the website should be provided. Goods that are 

                                                             
116Government unveils draft e-commerce rules, THE HINDU: BUSINESS LINE(Nov. 12 2019),    
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/info-tech/government-unveils-draft-e-
commercerules/article29954558.ece#. 
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delivered beyond a given date to the consumer can be returned. This is a major relief to 
consumers as the efficacy of deliveries was one of the problems in e-commerce transactions 
which gets addressed. The sellers using e-commerce website also have to discuss contractual 
relations with the concerned entity, display all necessary information as per relevant Acts like the 
Legal Metrology Act of 2017, and discuss nuances in regards to shipping costs, return policies 
and so on, along with a clear display price in regards to all the services associated to get the 
product delivered.  

 
The establishment of a compulsory grievance officer in each e-commerce 

company who provides clear ways for customers to lodge in their complaint, and addresses such 
complaints within 1 month from the date of lodging would help in faster resolution of disputes. 
This bill also allows for a system for all e-commerce companies to converge with the National 
Consumer Helpline which, as of now, is being done only voluntarily by a few companies.117 

The Consumer Protection Act also has new clauses for misleading 
advertisements. With the growth of the internet and wide-ranging penalties, the Consumer 
Protection Act imposes a punishment for false and misleading advertisements. The new Act also 
establishes a new central consumer protection authority where they (those holding the authority)  
have the power to issue fines upto Rs.10 lacs for publishing misleading advertisements in any 
form. With a rise in electronic media and information dissemination, these clauses are required. 
The earlier Act only had provisions for the seller to neutralise false and misleading 
advertisements. This will ensure that customers are not misled on e-commerce websites, and are 
getting accurate information about goods. 

 
However, the main issue with these guidelines is that they are, as of now, not 

legally binding. With increased dependence on e-commerce services for the delivery of essential 
services, there are chances of increased exploitation from these e-commerce companies. While 
major e-commerce companies have routed to some forms of self-regulation, and have ensured 
the availability of essentials on their website, laws have to be implemented to ensure 
compliance.118 

                                                             
117Via Press Information Bureau of India, supra note 20. 

118Abhishek Gupta, Conundrum of the Consumers during COVID-19, BAR AND BENCH (Apr 12. 2020), 
(https://www.barandbench.com/columns/conundrum-of-the-consumers-during-covid-19). 
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There are major criticisms as well for these draft rules. Some experts believe that 

the clauses in regards to price could potentially reduce the ability of some companies to offer 
discounts, which could mean increased costs for the consumers in the long run along with 
difficulties in setting up new e-commerce websites due to the incorporation of stringent rules. 
This may end up harming the consumers, maybe not from a legal point of view, but an 
economic one.119 
 

V. LIABILITY OF E-COMMERCE COMPANIES: 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INDIAN 

AND AMERICAN LAWS 
 

To compare the existing and proposed liabilities of e-commerce entities regarding 
consumer protection, comparing it with consumer protection laws of the United States helps us 
analyse the exact status of Indian liabilities, which was one of the first countries to see the 
conception and rise of e-commerce. 

A. LIABILITY OF DELIVERY TIMELINES AND 
RETURNING GOODS 

 

The law for the timely delivery of goods in the United States is clearly defined. 
According to federal law, in cases of non-specification of date of delivery, goods have to be 
shipped within 30 days from date of purchase, or within 50 days in case of a purchase made on 
credit. If these deadlines are not followed, the consumer has the option to get a full refund on 
the product. There are detailed guidelines provided in the law for several cases, such as partial 

                                                             
119Modi's new e-commerce rules likely to hurt Indian consumers, THE NATIONAL: BUSINESS (Jan 3 
2019),https://www.thenational.ae/business/technology/modi-s-new-e-commerce-rules-likely-to-hurt-indian-
consumers-1.808731. 
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delivery, cancellation rights of consumers, refund timelines, relative costs to be borne and so 
on.120 The rule, however, does not place statutory obligation to maintain records of transactions 
which is different compared to the legal provisions under the Indian Penal Code. However, 
failing to provide any details or records in case of non-delivery of goods in the predetermined 
time could be construed that the seller had no reasonable basis for the delay while shipping such 
goods. 

There are certain differences if compared to the Indian consumer protection 
laws, where the requirements of delivery timelines are not necessarily as detailed or as stringent 
as compared to the laws laid down by the FTC. In cases of any complaints received by the FTC, 
the penalties range from fines up to $43,000 to injunctive reliefs. While there is no definite 
penalty given in the CPA 2019 or these draft guidelines, it has been left for the consumer forms 
to levy appropriate penalties. However, the lack of clear exceptions and guidelines as to specific 
delivery dates can still cause consumers problems. With that being said, the fact remains that the 
refund laws in cases of late deliveries in case of both countries remain quite clear, where specific 
timelines for redressing and processing refunds have been provided. 

 

B. LIABILITY OF MAINTAINING A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD 
 

Markets can often be unleveled even by a single company by simply reducing its 
product prices. While reducing the price for normal and competitive reasons is completely fine, 
strategic reduction involving any want of sole market leadership or elimination of other 
competitors with definitive loss-making might be termed as predatory pricing. There exists a fine 
line between predatory pricing and normal price wars. E-commerce websites have often been 
accused of predatory pricing and indulging in price wars against each other which eventually 
eliminates the brick and mortar retailers. For example, in India, Amazon and Flipkart have said 
to be waging price wars with excessive predatory pricings so that the Confederation of All India 
Traders, which represents more than 7 crore small businesses, has launched out nationwide 
campaigns against this.121  

                                                             
120Supra Note 3, 15 U.S.C. 57a. 

121Minimum Operating Price to end ‘price war’; uniform discounts for online, offline trade, suggests CAIT, FINANCIAL EXPRESS: 
ONLINE(Nov. 17 2019), https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/sme/piyush-goyal-cait-traders-body-amazon-
flipkart-fdi-policy-deep-discounting-predatory-pricing-minimum-operarting-price-commerce-minister/1767133/. 
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Physical retailers in the United States have complained about price wars and the 

bankruptcy of Circuit City, the electronics retail chain has often been blamed on Amazon.122 
 
There are laws in both countries regarding the prevention of predatory pricing, 

the Competition Act in India, and Antitrust laws in the United States of America. Despite the 
laws, e-commerce companies can get away with price wars. This is because it is difficult to attach 
any liability and have evidence of the same. This is especially true in the United States where the 
US Supreme Court in 1993 had set high hurdles for claims of antitrust violations.123  

 
Since then, there remains no successful claim regarding this, thus, the liability of 

e-commerce corporations in the US scenario seems to be unchanged and minimum. It could be 
changed in the coming times because the Department of Justice in the US realises that the 
present authority is outdated and the modern economic theories call for a revamp.124 

 
However, the liability of e-commerce companies in India seems to be on an 

increase as the COPRA 2019 allows the central government to introduce rules or notifications to 
thwart unjust trade practices in e-commerce space and the draft guidelines to impose a duty 
upon the e-commerce companies to not influence or adopt any trade practice which will make 
the playing field uneven. The recent judgment by the Indian Supreme Court regarding the 
predatory pricing of Uber after 4 years also hints a trend towards a strong response to predatory 
pricing.125 

 

C. LIABILITY OF FALSE ADVERTISING    
 

The Federal Trade Commission Act and the Consumer Protection Act similarly 
address the liabilities of false advertising. Section 52-54 of the Act126 define the extent of false 
advertising and provides for penalties up to $5000 and 6 months of imprisonment, as well as 

                                                             
122Jochelle Mendonca &Indu Nandakumar, Price War: Retailers write to CCI; accuse e-tailers of predatory pricing, THE 

ECONOMIC TIMES (Nov. 05 2013), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/services/retail/price-war-
retailers-write-to-cci-accuse-e-tailers-of-predatory-pricing/articleshow/25235284.cms?from=mdr. 
123Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 113 S. Ct. 2578, 2589 (1993). 
124Predatory Pricing: Strategic Theory and Legal Policy, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 2015. 
125Civil Appeal 641 of 2017, against COMPAT Appeal 31 of 2016. 
126Supra note 3. 
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$10,000 and upto a year in prison for the repetition of the offence. Furthermore, it provides 
powers of injunctions and restraining orders. The new clauses provided in the Consumer 
Protection Act are also similar in nature, imposing harsh penalties for the same. These clauses 
ensure that businesses do not engage in disseminating false, misleading or unlawful advertising in 
order to boost their sales. 

 
While there is a similar liability in regard to false advertisement, the questions on 

secondary liability are implied through case law in the United States scenario, and the line 
becomes a little blurry. In the case of Tiffany v eBay,127 where the case of IP infringement and 
false advertising was claimed by Tiffany, wherein there were counterfeits being sold on the 
website.128 

In this case, there were a few third parties that were using the website to sell 
counterfeit goods. It was held that eBay, an e-commerce entity was not liable directly or 
indirectly to take down the counterfeit goods from its website, as there was no proof of express 
notification, and the use of brand logos was in fact held to be reasonable to sell genuine 
products. This meant that the e-commerce entity in most cases would not be liable for 
counterfeits sold through its website if clear intent to sell counterfeits by the company is not 
proven in court. 

 
By this judgment, the scope of secondary responsibility in the U.S. is somewhat 

limited. However, the concept of secondary liability may apply if it is proven beyond reasonable 
doubt that eBay deliberately assured guarantee of products that turned out to be false. The scope 
of secondary liability in India may be similar to that of the United States or have a wider scope, 
as held by the European court of justice, in the case of  L’Oréal v. eBay,129 wherein the scope of Ip 
infringements, leading to deceptive and sales of fake products, imposed liability on the e-

                                                             

127Tiffany (NJ) Inc. v. eBay, Inc. 600 F.3d 93 (2d Cir. 2010). 

128Béatrice Martinet and Reinhard J. Oertli, Liability of E-Commerce Platforms for Copyright and Trademark Infringement: A 
World Tour, AMERICAN BAR (Jun. 2015), 
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/intellectual_property_law/publications/landslide/2014-15/may-
june/liability-e-commerce-platforms-copyright-trademark-infringement-world-tour/.  

129L’Oréal v. eBay, C-324/09, 12 July 2011, EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE. 
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commerce platform. Only the future application by the consumer courts will help determine the 
scope of secondary liability in IP infringements, and misrepresentation of fake goods as genuine. 

 
However, the position of the United States can change in regards to secondary 

liability and counterfeit goods, with the Senate planning to introduce the “Shop Safe Act”, 
wherein e-commerce entities selling counterfeit goods would be legally liable for fake goods sold 
on its website. The e-commerce entities would be responsible for strict protocols to ensure that 
its platforms are not being used to sell counterfeit goods, and to increase the accountability of e-
commerce businesses, to protect consumers for the sale of counterfeit goods.130 

 

D. LIABILITY OF ESTABLISHING A GRIEVANCE 
OFFICER 

 

As stated above, e-commerce companies are required to publish the details of 
grievance officers to whom the complaints could be lodged within one month of the receipt of 
complaint, under the draft guidelines. Companies in India like Amazon, Flipkart, Grofers and 
many other e-commerce companies have displayed their respective grievance officer details on 
their website. In addition to appointing a grievance officer, COPRA also provides a District 
Consumer Dispute Redressal Commission for lodging complaints regarding any goods or 
services including unfair trade practices claimed by the consumers. 

  
However, the United States of America does not put liability on the e-commerce 

company to appoint a grievance officer, they instead try to resolve the issue with the seller or the 
website. If that does not work, they have other redressal recourses like the Consumer Protection 
Agency, the Federal Trade Commission, the state Attorney General and websites like 
Econsumer.gov, if the purchase was with a foreign merchant. 

 

                                                             
130 Alan Rappeport, Lawmakers Propose Making E-Commerce Companies Liable for Counterfeits, NEW YORK TIMES (Mar. 2 
2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/02/us/politics/counterfeits-bill-china-amazon.html. 
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An example where the state Attorney General resolved an e-commerce dispute is 
of the Michigan Attorney General's Office which recently resolved a case with eGames, an 
online games trader. The state had blamed eGames of violating Michigan's Consumer Protection 
Act by neglecting to reveal internet profiling by third-party advertisers on its webpage.  
Moreover, as per Section 5 of the FTC Act, the FTC has the authority to sue companies that 
engage in unfair or deceptive trade practices. 

 

E. LIABILITIES IN CASES OF SUBSCRIPTION BASED E-
COMMERCE TRANSACTIONS 

 

One major lacuna in the new-fangled consumer protection laws, as compared to 
the United States law is the case of subscription-based services and negative option payments. 
Covering modern streaming services such as Netflix or Amazon Prime video is important, 
considering that such services are subscription-based and need their own set of laws. Violations 
of consumer protection should be supreme in this case as well. The current law on Indian 
consumer protection does not cover consumer protection in such cases, and may only provide 
implied protections in such cases, which can always lead to loopholes. 

 

F. PENAL PROVISIONS FOR FAILURE OF PROVIDING 
FOR LIABILITIES 

 

Both the countries, India and the United States of America provide for strict 
penalties for violations of certain Acts, especially in cases of defective and hazardous products. 
Both provide for stringent fines and criminal liabilities for certain violations. In the United 
States of America, violation of sections of the Consumer Product Safety Act could invite upto 5 
years in prison for willful violations131along with fines up to $ 100,000. Similarly, under sections 
90 and 91 of the Consumer Protection Act, 2019 prescribed several monetary and jail 
punishments, depending on the violation, as decided by competent courts and tribunals. These 
laws are applicable to e-commerce entities as well.  

                                                             
131Supra Note 3, §§ 2070. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

E-commerce is dynamic and is throwing up new business models at a fast pace. 
Analysing the existence of the current liabilities imposed on the e-commerce companies, we can 
perceive that consumer protection is an evolving concept, and laws need to be updated regularly 
to ensure justice is delivered. Scrutinising the past liabilities of e-commerce companies, we can 
observe that most of the liabilities were implied, and never explicit, which led to several 
loopholes, leading to a detriment to consumers. Courts have, to an extent, given effect to certain 
legislations in order to increase liabilities on them, especially in lieu of the Information 
Technology Act and subsequent rules. 

 
The Consumer Protection Act 2019 and the Draft e-commerce rules have 

provisions to substantially increase the liabilities on e-commerce companies critically analysing 
them, especially in comparison to the laws of another country like the United States of America. 
The United States of America was, by most accounts the birthplace of e-commerce, which 
further assisted to analyse the positive and negative aspects of the application of consumer laws 
in India and to ensure justice to consumers. The very need of introducing such liabilities is 
because of the multi-fold rise in e-commerce transactions, especially considering the COVID-19 
situation, which is encouraging more and more people to order goods online, instead of going 
and buying goods personally. 

 
As a result of the development of modern technology, in the lap of the 

revolution of the internet, the economy has revolutionised from B-Commerce to E-
Commerce. With the advent of the internet and the related technologies, an irreversible change 
has been taken place in the world today.  
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A long list of fundamental rights is contented in part III of the Constitution. The inclusion of this chapter 

fundamental right in the Constitution of India is following the trend of modern democratic thoughts, the idea of preserving 
that which is an indispensable condition of a free society. The aim of having a declaration of fundamental rights is a certain 
elementary rights. Such as , right to life , liberty , freedom of speech , freedom of faith and so on , should  be considered as an 
inviolable rights regarding all the conditions and that shifting majority in Legislature if the country should not have a free 
hand in interfering with these fundamental rights. The Supreme Court has also considerably widened the scope of articles 19 
and 21 for the various aspects of the society. As our society is dynamic in nature and when the constitution was made there 
was a different situation was imagined by the constitution makers and now with the changes of time situation has changed a 
lot. So prisoner's right of speech in jail even article 21 which secure personal liberty of the people that also have been 
expanded. In this assignment I have mentioned about all those places where judiciary becomes more liberal towards the 
prisoners for securing their rights with some reasonable limitations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The scope of Article 21 has been widened by The Supreme Court which held that the 

protection of Article 21 will be available to safeguard the fundamental rights of the prisoners and 
for effecting prison reforms. Though they are convicts, they should treat as human beings until 
they are hanged they also deserve a good behavior from others.  So, it has been held that the 
punishments of solitary confinement, hand cuffing, harsh labour, degrading jobs and 
punishments in jail without judicial approval violate the mandate of Article 21 of the 
Constitution. Speedy trial and legal aid to poor prisoners is also constitutional rights which are 
available to them and the mercy of the State is none of the concern. Thorough the writ remedies 
like – hebeas corpus their personal liberty and other Fundamental Rights are protected. 

 

II. HEBEASCORPUS & IT’S EXPANSION 
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The writ of habeas corpus is “great and efficacious writ in all manner of illegal 
confinement". With the force of a court order, it is addressed to the custodian demanding that a 
prisoner is needed to be presented in front of the court. The custodian would be there as proof 
of authority to determine whether the custodian has lawful authority to detain the prisoner. Any 
act by the Custodian beyond their power can release the prisoner. Any prisoner, or another 
person is doing an act on their behalf has right to make petition to the court, or a judge, for a 
writ of habeas corpus.  

The Sunil Batra's case plays a dynamic role of judicial remedies to the hebeas corpus with 
versatile vitality and operational utility within the jails. If anyrights of a prisoner are violated 
either under the Constitution or under other law, court can use the writ power to run the 
rescues. The hebeas corpus writ can be issued for releasing a person from illegal detention and it 
also directs the jail authorities to ensure necessary ingredients to prisoners in purpose of 
protecting them from any kind of inhuman treatment. In fact, the case named Sunil Batra (No.2) 
v. Delhi Administration132 the petitioner, a convict under death sentence did not seek his release 
from the prison because he was sentenced to life imprisonment and was to remain in jail but he 
sought the protection of the court from inhuman and barbarous treatment with which he was 
treated by jail authorities. Batra, a convict under death sentence in Tehar Central Jail , brought to 
the notice of the Court through a letter regarding inhuman treatment with another prisoner in 
which he sustained serious injury because a rod driven into his aperture by a Jail warden to 
extract money from his visitors. Since the bleeding didn’t stop, the prisoner was shifted in the 
hail hospital and then to another hospital. The court converted this information into the hebeas 
corpus petition and issued direction to jail authority to release the petitioner from punishment 
cell and not to subject him with severity until fair procedure as laid down in Maneka Gandhi's 
case complied with. Again in Prem Shankar v. Delhi Administration133, Krisna Iyer, J, said that in 
interpreting the constitutional and statutory provisions the Court should not forget the main 
principle found in the Article 5 of the U.N. Declaration of Human Right, 1948. Homage to 
human rights which calls for prisons, prison staffs and prisoners, his Lordship declared.   

 

A. PRISONERS’ RIGHT UNDER ARTICLE 21 
 

                                                             
132 Sunil Batra (No.2) v. Delhi Administration AIR 1980 SC 1579 
133 Prem Shankar v. Delhi Administration AIR 1980 SC 1535 
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The protection of Article 21 is available even to the convict in the jails. The convicts care 
not by mere reasons of their conviction deprived of all the fundamental rights which they 
otherwise possess. If a convict is entitled to the precious right guaranteed by Article 21cand he 
shall not be deprived of his life or personal liberty except   according to procedure established by 
law. In D.B.M Patanaik v. State of A.P.134Article 21 of the Constitution guaranteed right to ‘life' 
and ‘ personal liberty ‘ of the petitioners , who were Naxalite under trial prisoners , were 
undergoing the sentence in the Central Jail and the live wire electrical mechanism fixed on the 
top of the jail was an infringement. The Court, however, held that in the present case the 
convicts were not deprived of their fundamental rights by the posting of police guards outside 
the jail. 146 Naxalite prisoners were lodged in jail which results usual watch and ward 
arrangements arrived inadequate. Some prisoners had escaped from the prison. After that, 
adequate measures have been taken to preventing the escape of prisoners from the jail. The 
court said  

“A convict has no right, more than anyone else, to dictate, where the guard of the jail to be posted 
to prevent the escape of prisoners. So the installation of live – wire mechanism is not offending their right by 
any way. It is preventive measures intended to act as a deterrent and cause death only if a prisoner causes 
death by sealing the wall while attempting to escape from lawful custody. The installation of live wire does 
not by itself cause the death of prisoners.” 

 

B. REFUSAL TO GRANT BAIL 
 

Refusal of granting bail to a person is deprivation of personal liberty of an accused 
person. Personal liberty of an accused person is fundamental and that person can be deprived 
only by the procedure which is established by law. So, deprive someone from the right of 
personal liberty must be founded on the most serious consideration which is enough relevant 
with the objectives of welfare of the society specified in the Constitution. In the circumstances 
of the case, the court held that subject to certain safeguards, the appellants were entitled to be 
released on bail.  

 

C. RIGHT TO FREE LEGAL AID 
 

                                                             
134 .D.B.M. Patanaik v. State of A.P. AIR 1979 SC 2092 
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The right to free legal aid and speedy trial are guaranteed fundamental rights under Art-
21 and Art-39-A provides ‘equal justice' and ‘free legal aid'. It means that in a proper democratic 
country which is governed by the rule of Law, should maintain all the concern of the State to 
have a proper legal system. The crucial words are to ‘provide free legal aid' by suitable legislation 
or by schemes or by any other way. In State of Maharashtra v. Manubhai Paranji Vashi135– “the 
Court has considerably widened the scope of the right to free legal aid.” The court held that in 
order to provide ‘ free legal aid' it is necessary to have well trained lawyers in the country. And 
that is only possible when sufficient accessible law colleges will be in a locality. This would 
facilitate colleges to function effectively in a meaningful manner which will turn a large number 
of well trained and proper equipped law graduates in all branches for a long time. The State and 
other authorities will be benefited to have free legal aid in return and that will ensure the 
opportunities for securing the justice which cannot be denied to any citizen on account of any 
disability. 

This free legal aid is not only available in appellate stage but in trial stage also. There is an 
obligation arises in front of the court to inquire the accused or convicts whether he or she 
requires legal protection at State expense or not. Neither the Constitution nor the Legal Services 
Authority Act makes any difference between an appellant had a trial person for providing legal 
aid in custody.  

 

D. RIGHT AGAINSTHANDCUFFING AND INHUMAN 
TREATMENT BY THE POLICE 
“Human dignity is a clear value of our Constitution not to be bartered away for mete apprehension 

entertained by jail officials” – Krishna Iyer, J 
In Kishore Singh v. State of Rajasthan136, the Supreme Court held that, the use of ‘ third 

degree' method by police is violate of Art-21 and directed the government to take necessary step 
to protect the fundamental rights of the prisoners against the inhuman practice in the jail. The 
Court also held that, 

“the punishment of solitary confinement for a long period from 8-11 months and putting bar 
fetters on the prisoner in jail for several days on flimsy ground like ‘loitering in the person’ and, ‘behaving 

                                                             
135 .State of Maharashtra v. Manubhai Paranji Vashi (1935) 5 SCC730 
136 .Kishore Singh v. State of Rajasthan AIR 1981 SC 2193 
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insolently and in an uncivilized manner’, ‘tearing of his history ticket’ also considered as barbarous and 
against the human dignity hence it is violating Arts. 14, 19, 21”137 

 
 

E. RIGHT TO SPEEDY TRIALAND SPEEDY JUSTICE138 

 
The delay in justice varies with the complexities of the case, the manner of proof as well 

as gravity of the alleged crime which is dependent on case to case. There cannot be any universal 
rule for it. It needs to be a balanced process where determines whether the accused's right to 
speedy trial was violated or not. In Moses Wilson v. Karturba139 , the Supreme Court expressed 
concern regarding the speedy justice in any case matter. Because unnecessary delay in disposal of 
cases and directed the concerned authorities to do needful in the matter urgently before the 
situation goes totally out of control.  
 

 
 

III. NOT ONLY RETRIBUTION BUT PRISONERS 
GET A CHANCE OF REHABILITATION 

 
Various fundamental rights which are mentioned under Articles 14, 19, 20, 21 and 22 of 

the Constitution of India impliedly deals with the rights of prisoners in different aspects. Article 
14 deals with right to equality. The equality before law and equal protection of law to all persons 
are ensured by the Constitution of India. On the other hand Article 21 of the Constitution deals 
with right to life and personal liberty.  And Article 20 deals, inter alia, with two things, firstly by 
prohibiting double jeopardy, where, not a single person should be convicted for same offence 

                                                             
137 Dr.J.N.Pandey, Constitutional Law of India  
138D.D.Basu , Introduction to The Constitution of India , Lexis Nexis 23rd edition 
139 .Moses Wilson v. Karturba  AIR 2008 SC 379 
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twice. And secondly, it also prohibits self-incrimination, where no one can be compelled to be 
witness against himself. Article 22 states about the presence of a person before the magistrate 
within 24 hours of his arrest and must have the right to counsel of his choice.  

In the case of  Kharak Singh v. State of U.P140, the word ‘life’ under Article 21, was 
explained the meaning and states it is something more than mere animal existence. The 
provision is also added the prohibition of any kind of destruction of any specific organ of the 
body through which the soul of a person can communicate with the outer world.141 

 
In the case of A. K.Gopalan vs. State of Madras142where the petitioner was detained in 

Madras Jail under the Preventive Detention Act, 1950, Supreme Court upheld the detention and 
held that it is not violating Article 21 of the Constitution of India, as it was done as per 
‘procedure established by law’. The same position was considered by the Court in the case of 
ADM Jabalpur vs. Shiv Kant Shukla143that in case of any emergency the ambit of life and liberty can 
be suspended. But in the case of Maneka Gandhi vs. Union of India144, the Apex Court 
broadened the scope of ‘life’ under Article 12 of the Constitution of India and also held that 
State can make any procedure which needs to be just and reasonable. This case opened a new 
outlook for the rights of the people and the construction of Article 21 by the courts, whereby 
every basic right needed for the survival of the human have been included it.  Even after the case 
of Babu Singh v. State of U.P145, it held that ‘refusal to grant bail ‘in a murder case without 
reasonable ground would amount to deprivation of personal liberty under Article 21. Even in the 
2G Scam case, the appellant facing charges under 120B, 446B, 471 and 109 of IPC and Section 
13(1)(d) of Prevention of Corruption Act , 1988, were denied bail by the Special Judge C.B.I and 
also by the High Court . But the Supreme Court directed the appellants to be released on bail 
subject to certain conditions and held that - The detention of under trial prisoners in jail custody 
to indefinite period violetsArticle 21. Every person detained or arrested is entitled to speedy trial. 
It looks that the appellants have to remain in jail longer than the period of detention, if they are 
convicted.  

                                                             
140 Kharak Singh v. State of U.P AIR 1963 SC 1295 
141 D.D.BASU , Introduction to The Constitution Of India , Lexis Nexis, 23rd edition 
142 A. K. Gopalan v. State of Madras AIR 1950 SC 27 
143 ADM Javalpur v. Shiv Kant Shukla  AIR 1976 SC 1207 
144 Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India AIR 1978 SC 597 
145 Babu Singh v. State of U.P AIR 1978 SC 577 
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Even not only that but also through Article 22 by way of securing rights of arrested 
persons under ordinary law. Article 22(1) and Article 22(2) guarantee four rights on a person 
who is arrested for any offence under an ordinary law – 

• The right of the prisoners is needed to be informed as soon as may be 
ground of arrest.  

• The right to consult and to be represented by a lawyer of his own wish.  
• The right to be produced before a Magistrate within 24 hours.  
• The freedom from detention beyond the said period except by the order 

of the magistrate.  
Even the freedom of Speech is also guaranteed to the prisoners under Article 19(1) (a). 

In M. Hassan v. Government of A.P,146 it has been held that the denial by jail authorities to 
journalists and videographer to interview the condemned prisoners in jail amounts to deprivation 
of a citizen’s fundamental rights of freedom of speech and expression under Article 19(1) (a) of 
the Constitution.  Every citizen has a right to propagate this ideas and views on many aspects of 
prisoner's life through available media without any fear or favour as long as they stand the test of 
reasonable restrictions.  But in State v. Charita147148, the Supreme Court has held that the press 
doesn’t have an unfettered right to interview an under -trial prisoners in jail.  

 

IV. AN ANALYSIS OF THE JUDICIAL RULES FOR 
ENFORCING THE PRISONER’S RIGHTS 
 

Though the Constitution of India has taken various different measure to provide enough 
justice and protection to the prisoners of India still there are various factors which are creating 
obstacles for the judiciary  to reach at its ultimate goals and those are - 

• Till now enough medical provisions are not available for the prisoners in jail.  
• 75% of prisoners are under trials.  
• Delay in trials 

                                                             
146 M. Hassan v. Government of A.P AIR 1998 AP 35 
147 State v. Charita AIR 1993 SC 1379 
148 Dr. J.N. Pandey, Constitutional Law Of India 
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• Jail authorities are enforcing certain punishments upon the prisoners which the 
Court has not granted ever.  

• Prisoners are not getting enough food and healthy atmosphere to get their mental 
growth.  

•  Prisoners are suffering through harsh mental and physical torture.  
• They are not getting proper and free legal aid according to their necessity. 
 

V. SUGGETIONS 
 

Jail is always considered as the correctional home for those personalities whose mental 
growth is still needed to be achieved. So this place should give them enough mental support 
through which after prison when they will get a normal life there they would get a chance to 
adjust with the society. By punishing them a good opportunity is given to them to make their 
personal growth. So the atmosphere of the jail should be enough healthy and mentally peaceful 
where they can get a chance to understand  their negative act which they had committed and 
with that they should get a chance to reform themselves for a better send bright future. So in 
India a practice with the prisons must be guided following the International Standard 
Development aiming to protect the basic human rights of prisoners. Some prison welfare 
scheme which was made through the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was decided 
worldwide and where it was also decided that they would not be tortured ever in jail by any jail 
authority that is also needed to be followed strictly in India. . Not only that their family should 
get a protection when they are kept in jail. And after releasing from the jail they are needed to be 
employed by the government for making their future stable and good. And with all other 
provisions in India dome policy and legislation would be made to provide good health care to 
the prisoners.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

Like all those fundamental rights if all the prisoners also get the security of free legal aid 
at both trial and appellate stage and for all the purpose of their securities other provisions are 
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implied in India like other foreign states India would take one more forward step towards 
applying its fundamental rights more effectively for everyone individual of the country. But 
sometimes for circumstances if the anticipatory bail is denied where custodial interrogation is not 
warranted. There, it is not against the personal liberty of the prisoner under Article 21. So we can 
see that with reasonable restrictions every prisoners get some fundamental rights which are 
essential for them to live a natural life and some more targets are yet to be achieved to secure 
them a better position in India.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Citizen is the member of state & who enjoys and perform certain rights with some duties. Right is an 

entitlement while duty is an obligation but these days due to some spitefulness among the people leads this physical 
distancing ending up with communal apathy which is drastically creating hatred among citizen. This paper will 
address communal apathy that is lack of concern about a community and how it is affecting our community. This 
paper will also contain some legal provision regarding this. And at last I will add a conclusion to it with some 
personal suggestions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

I am addressing this paper with the term “Communal Apathy”, which means lack of 
concern about the community. “Community” the word itself connects us with each other. 
Community is both a feeling and asset of relationship among people to meet the common needs.  

Problems are the part of life and will go together with being alive, even community has 
problems be it child abuse, crime, racism, inequality, poverty, or even worst pandemic. That’s a 
fact of community life. But as citizens are the pillar of any nations, we do have some rights with 
some duties as well. But these days we observe lack of moral responsibility among the citizens. 
This is being evident in their attitude of permissiveness, apathy towards law, willingness to stand 
for the rights, equality & honesty.  

Due to this, people do deviate & form a new community with common ideology. The 
reason behind this deviation has their roots in specific historical circumstances. 

 

II. ISSUES & OUTCOMES 
 

Now, I am stating all the possible social issues that are alarming us, looking at the 
poverty trends worldwide, world data lab now estimates that on New Years’ Day 2019 just fewer 
than 600 million people across the world will live in extreme poverty & by 2030 this figure is 
expected to fall some 436 million. It is true stated by philosopher, Aristotle that “Poverty is the 
parent of revolution & crime”.  

Crime is an unlawful act punishable by state or other authority. It nearly covers all the 
civil wrong that is happening in our society for instance child abuse, racism, inequality and many 
more.  

When we actually started to talk about  race itself and white people’s view of race as 
opposed to African American view of race , mostly white people thought that race , in last 50 
years was getting better , almost every African American said no, over last 50 years it has not. 
Black community are protesting and fighting to end this systematic racism. Ideology refers to the 
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sum total of a person’s values, belief, assumption & expectation. Ideology is directly related to 
the social structure economic system of production & political structure. 

In countries where the salience of religion is high as it is in India we try to influence and 
build our Political carrier through our religious ideology  but having a fundamentalist ideology 
about any religion will definitely leads  to abuse of power specially when it is linked to state 
authority . Both religion & power have common goal that is to acquire political power to fulfill. 
We have seen the conflict between the religious group from the time of Independence itself and 
even now  this conflict has been witnessed in the face of CAA , NRC, J&K reorganization Act  
2019 and due to these conflicts this COVID pandemics are turning be worst .  

Pandemic happens out of season & the virus has whole world before them. Government 
has already announced complete lockdown and advised to follow physical distancing with some 
preventive measures as much as possible to avoid community spread but due to lack of faith 
among citizens and worthless attention towards bad politics rather than showing some humanity 
leads witnessing reckless behavior around the state, this selfish behavior induce deliberately 
spreading the virus ending up community spread. I don’t know why these people dodge their 
responsibility in difficult times. 
 

III. RIGHTS & DUTIES   OF CITIZENS 
 

We all live in one country. Our country give us Identity,  it is our responsibility to be a 
good citizen . We citizens have some rights with some duties as well that not only improve our 
surrounding but also give inner peace to us. There I am stating some rights and duties of the 
citizens:   

 
RIGHTS: 

 Freedom to express yourself. 

 Freedom to worship as you wishes.  

 Right to a prompt, fair trial by jury.  

 Right to vote in elections for public officials. 

 Right to apply for federal employment requiring U.S citizenship. 

 Right to run for elected office. 
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 Freedom to pursue “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” 
 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 To support and defend the Constitution. 

 To stay informed of the issues affecting your community. 

 To participate in democratic process. 

 To respect and obey federal, state, and local laws. 

 To respect the rights, beliefs and opinions of others. 

 To participate in your local community. 

 To pay income and other taxes honestly and on time, to federal, state and local 
authorities.  

 To serve on a jury when called upon.  

 To defend the country if the need should arise. 
 

IV. LAW & ACT FOR SOME SOCIAL ISSUES 
 

Law & Acts for some social problems created due to illiteracy, stubbornness and lack 
of awareness such as dowry, child marriage, child labor, caste discrimination: 

 
A) Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961. 
B) Govt. of India has framed the maintenance of list of presents to the bride and 

the bridegroom rules, 1985. 
C) The Child Marriage restraint Act of 1925. 
D) Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986   .    
E) The juvenile justice (Care & Protection) of Children Act 2000. 
F) The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009. 
G) The Child Labor Prohibition and Regulation Act, 1987. 
H) The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 makes a racial discrimination unlawful in 

public places. 
 
Some laws related to pandemic that should be known to all citizens of India: 
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A) Section 271 of IPC, 1860 – This section clearly says that any person who 

disobeys the rules of quarantine shall be punished with imprisonment or fine or both. 
B)Section 269 of IPC, 1860- This section applies to those people who are acting 

negligently to spread the virus. They shall be penalized with imprisonment or fine of both.  
C)Section 270 of IPC,1860- This law is for those who know the consequence of 

their action could lead to spread of the virus and still choose to do such act shall be 
penalized . 

D) The Epidemic Disease Act, 1897- Power to take special measure and prescribe 
regulation as a too dangerous epidemic disease.  

Powers of Central Government – When central government is satisfied 
with a reason that India or any part thereof is threatened with an outbreak of any 
dangerous epidemic disease which is difficult to be controlled by the ordinary 
provisions of law for the time being in force. The central government may take 
measure and prescribe regulations through which this act can be extended. Central 
Government can take necessary steps so far it is necessary for the time being in 
force. 

E)Disaster Management Act 2005 & national disaster management guidelines, 2008 
deals with the management of biological disasters. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
By concluding this paper I’ll state what I observe that it’s not always to blame our 

government for all the social issues, sometimes even citizens are also equally responsible for 
promoting these issues. Major problem behind this is illiteracy, lack of awareness and 
fundamentalist belief toward something.  

The moral of my paper say that Unity is the best policy and can beat any crucial situation, 
we need to stand with it. Rights and duties are two sides of coin that goes hand in hand with us 
be it in home, society, state or a country we live in. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

LGBTQIA+ is a term given to people who do not fit into the normative 
distinction of human society. Our society has always believed that nature imparts the knowledge 
of how we, as humans should live. When the sexual union of male and female produces a new 
human then it is said to natural as the purpose of that union was procreation. So, when two 
males or two females embrace then it is considered to be unnatural as it does not result in 
procreation. Hence it is believed by most that nature did not intend for two men or two women 
to embrace each other. This attraction that a woman feels for another woman and a man feels 
for another man came to be known as homosexuality. That woman who feels attracted to a 
person of her same gender is known as a Lesbian whereas a man who feels attracted to another 
man is called Gay. The term Bisexual is used to define people who like both genders, the 
opposite gender and their own.  

Transgender is a person whose gender identity differs from the sex the person 
had or was identified as having at birth149.The word “transgender” is an umbrella term that 
describes those who have a gender that’s different from the sex assigned at birth: male, female, 
or intersex.150 When a person is born that baby is assigned to a particular gender. This gender 
is assigned to that baby looking at the baby's genitals. This is the basic distinction between the 
genders, female or male. A man who identifies as a woman is called Transwoman and a woman 
who identifies as a man is called Transman. Intersex also is known as hermaphroditism, a 
condition where the person is born with different genitals then what he/she should have. A 
person having ovaries and a male external organ or a person having the chromosomes of a male 
and a female external organ or the person having both the chromosomes, XX and XY, these 
conditions come under Intersex. Queer is an umbrella term which covers all the people who do 
not conform to the binary form of gender. Asexual is a term used for a person who lacks a 
sense of sexual attraction.   

                                                             
149 Merriam Webster Dictionary 
150Mere Abrams &. Janet Brito, Healthline, Is There a Difference Between Being Transgender and 

Transsexual? (Reviewed 2019)https://www.healthline.com/health/transgender/difference-between-transgender-
and-transsexual 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gender%20identity
https://www.healthline.com/health/transgender/difference-between-transgender-and-transsexual
https://www.healthline.com/health/transgender/difference-between-transgender-and-transsexual
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These terms are a brief introduction to the LGBTQIA community, as it is vaster 
and more diverse. Even though they have been categorized together as one, each community is 
different and should not be treated as same. 

 

II. HISTORY OF LGBT IN OUR COUNTRY 
 
Even though it is believed by most that the concept of LGBT is a western idea, it 

is evident in sacred books of India that it has lasted for a long time before the colonization of 
British Empire. Ancient Indian sacred texts talk about homosexuality indicating that it did exist 
in India. The Kamasutra, which deals with the pleasures of sexuality states that same-sex 
experience is "to be engaged in and enjoyed for its own sake as one of the arts."151 The sacred 
Hindu books of Ramayana and Mahabharata also deals with homosexuality. From Arjuna 
crossdressing as a woman dancer, Brihannala to the king Dilip whose two wives made love to 
each other to conceive a child after the death of the king with the blessing of Lord Shiva, the 
ancient Hindu books have spoken about homosexuality in a casual way which indicates that it 
existed during those times. 

 The temple of Khajuraho in Madhya Pradesh portrays homosexual relationships 
which further goes on to prove that homosexuality existed in India. The Kama Sutra even 
mentions in the chapter Purushatriya stating lesbians as swarinis and gay men as klibas. The 
book further mentions that eight different kinds of marriages existed under the Vedic system, 
and out of those, a homosexual marriage between two gay men or two lesbians were classified 
under the "gandharva" or celestial variety – "a union of love and cohabitation, without the need 
for parental approval" 152. In Mahabharata Aravan, a Hindu warrior married Mohini, a female 
version of Lord Krishna before sacrificing himself to win the Kurukshetra war. This 
mythological incident is still celebrated in Kovagam, a village in Tamil Nadu by transgenders all 
around the country.  

Even though well-known Hindu scripts talk about homosexuality, Manusmriti 
the ancient Hindu legal text by which the British formulated the Indian Law imposed severe 

                                                             
151 Human Rights Campaign, Stances of Faiths on LGBTQ Issues: Hinduism (Revised, 2018). 

https://www.hrc.org/resources/stances-of-faiths-on-lgbt-issues-hinduism 
152 Sanjana Ray, The Quint, Indian Culture Does Recognise Homosexuality, Let Us Count the Ways, 

2018.https://www.thequint.com/voices/opinion/homosexuality-rss-ancient-indian-culture-section-377 

https://www.hrc.org/resources/stances-of-faiths-on-lgbt-issues-hinduism
https://www.thequint.com/voices/opinion/homosexuality-rss-ancient-indian-culture-section-377
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punishments to people who performed homosexual acts. This leads us to believe that even with 
the existence of homosexual acts, people were not willing to accept it. There are many 
conflicting theories about this in our history, our stories portray gods indulging in homosexual 
acts as the birth of Lord Ayyappa who was born from the union of Lord Shiva and Lord Vishnu 
in the form of a woman, Mohini but some of our texts like Narada Purana states that 
homosexuality is unnatural.   

Islam, the religion which was brought to India by the Mughal invaders in the 12th 
century looked down upon homosexuality. The people who practised it were punished severely. 
Even though this was the case, Aladdin Khilji was known to have relations with his slave Malik 
Kafur. Parises and Christians considered homosexuality as evil. Sikhism has not mentioned 
homosexuality in any one of its sacred books. Ancient India might not have accepted 
homosexuality but the existence of it is undeniable.        

 
 

III. LAWS RELATED TO LGBT 
 

Indian society has always treated the LGBT community as an inferior 
community; they have stigmatized them. Sometimes to bring about a change in the society a law 
has to be made, to make people follow them. These are the laws that were passed by the 
parliament to support the LGBT community. 

 

1. TRANSGENDER BILL: 
 

The 'third gender' or the transgender in our society are looked down upon and 
are often treated like second-hand citizens. To protect their rights, the MP of DMK Tiruchi Siva 
introduced the private bill, The Rights of Transgender Bill, 2014 but it was never made into a 
law. In 2014, the Honourable Supreme Court declared transgender as a third gender in a PIL 
filed by the National Legal Service Authority. This case, National Legal Service Authority vs 
Union of India was an historical win for the transgender gender community. The Supreme 
Court stated that Transgenders will be treated as OBC and be given a fair chance in 
employment. In August, 2016 the government introduced the Transgender Act, 2016 in 
response to the judgment given by the Supreme Court. 
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When the draft of the bill was introduced by the Ministry of Social justice and 
Empowerment, it was not received well by the activists as there were various mistakes in the bill 
and the very definition of transgender was wrong. It used the words "neither wholly male nor 
wholly female" but the bill did not specify whether it is the biological definition of male and 
female or the psychological sense of gender. This bill was passed by the Lok Sabha with 27 
amendments and a new definition of Transgender defining it as the person whose gender does 
not match the gender assigned to them. Even this definition was rejected by the activists as they 
wanted the definition to be clearer. The definition which more suited the transgender 
community was given by the Supreme Court which considered the sense of gender of a person 
that is the perceived gender by the person as the actual gender meaning that the person can 
determine their gender. The Bill is much more detailed in certifying a person as a transgender as 
it also states that a District Screening Committee consisting of 5 members (district welfare 
officer, a psychiatrist or psychologist, representative of transgender committee and government 
officer) must go through the application of the transgender then the District Magistrate will 
issue a certificate of Identity. This certificate will give them rights as a transgender person. The 
difficulty in this definition given by this Bill is that a Certificate has to be issued by the Screening 
Committee for the person to legally be identified as a transgender if the application is rejected 
then that person has no remedy. The Bill also included all intersex people as transgender which 
is incorrect as intersex people are those who are born in a certain way and they might or might 
not choose to be transgender. 

Apart from the definition, the Bill also excluded giving reservation in 
employment, politics and education to Transgenders instead the Bill criminalized begging, which 
is the only way for most of the transgenders to acquire money. This led to more dissatisfaction 
among the transgender community as the Bill not only not provide them reservation in jobs but 
also took away their source of income. The Bill also states the punishment of physical and 
mental abuse of Transgenders which is 6 months which can be extended to 2 years but it fails to 
mention the punishment for rape.  

This Bill goes against the judgment given by K.S. Radhakrishnan in National 
Legal Service Authority vs Union of India, where he states that the community deserves to be 
treated as equal under Article 14 and to be treated with dignity under Article 21. The Judge 
mentions that they should be given reservations and discriminating based on sex was a clear 
violation of fundamental right of equality under the Constitution of India. 

Transgender Bill, 2019 was introduced to deal with the criticisms which were 
received after the introduction of the earlier bill. It brought about two major changes, it scraped 
the section which mentioned the requirement of a Screening Committee to issue an identifying 
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Certificate and it decriminalized begging by transgenders153. It also stated that a person could be 
identified by self-identification. This Bill was heavily criticised by the Transgender Community, 
even though the bill states that a transgender would be identified by self-identification it further 
adds that a certificate has to be issued by the District Magistrate. This certificate will be issued 
only after the District Magistrate and a government doctor determine if they medically qualify as 
transgenders, which requires a sex reassignment surgery. This generalizes the idea that all 
transgenders go through a sex reassignment surgery instead of it being a choice they make for 
themselves. Young trans people who mostly join the trans community or hijra community if 
they are pressured at home can no longer do so as this bill directs them to go to a court which 
will send them to a rehabilitation home. This further increases the abuse and agony felt by the 
transgenders as they have to further wait for the long process of the court instead of joining 
their community. 

This Bill like its predecessor does not mention reservations for Transgender. This 
community is harassed by the people and police, there are no measures given by the Bill to 
control it. It also states the punishment of six months which can be extended to 2 years for 
sexual abuse of a trans which is far less than the punishment given for the rape of a cis women 
(women whose sense of gender aligns with the gender which she was assigned to at birth). It 
does mention education and healthcare but it does not specify whether it will be given free of 
cost to the community. 

This Bill came as a great disappointment for the Transgender Community of 
India as their demands were not taken into account. The judgment given by the Supreme Court 
better suited to their needs but the main aspects of the judgment was squashed by these Bills. 
Even after the Trans Activists tried to explain their demands to the Government their words fell 
into deaf ears. The Parliament introduced these Bills without taking into account the demands 
of the community which further proves that they do not have the best interest of the 
community at heart.  
 

                                                             
153 Nidhi Sharma, The Economic Times, Government makes two major changes in Transgender Bill; may 

introduce in Parliament next week. 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/government-makes-two-major-changes-

in-transgender-bill-may-introduce-in-parliament-next-week. 
 
 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/government-makes-two-major-changes-in-transgender-bill-may-introduce-in-parliament-next-week.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/government-makes-two-major-changes-in-transgender-bill-may-introduce-in-parliament-next-week.
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2. Sec 377: 
 

Section 377 of IPC which mentioned unnatural offences, that is carnal 
intercourse against the order of nature with men, women or animal. This states that anal sex or 
any other form of sex except vaginal sex for the sole purpose of procreation will be considered 
against the order of nature. This section criminalizes the sexual union of the homosexuals. This 
was earlier struck down by the Delhi High Court in 2009 for breaching the fundamental rights 
of the LGBT community. The judge specified that the state cannot discriminate based on sex as 
per Article 15 and it also included sexual orientation in the interpretation of sex. The Court 
acknowledged sec 377 to be unconstitutional as it violates the right of privacy which comes 
under the fundamental Right of Life, Article 21. Hence it declared that section 377 of Indian 
Penal Code violates article 14,15, and 21 of the Constitution of India. Though this action was 
welcomed by people, this motion was challenged in the Supreme Court case, Suresh Kumar 
Koushal and another vs NAZ Foundation and others which criminalized the section and 
squashed the judgement of its lower court. The Supreme Court criticized the High Court for 
depending on the judgments of the other jurisdictions, it also stated that during the last 150 
years less than 200 people were prosecuted under this section.154 This action taken by the 
Supreme Court was criticised by many and welcomed by conservatives.  

On 6th September, 2018 the Supreme Court corrected its earlier mistake and 
decriminalized homosexuality. The Honourable Judge, Dipak Misra declared that sec 377 
violated the Fundamental Rights of the LGBT group, taking into account the case of Justice K. 
S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India, he quoted that the right of every citizen of India to live with 
dignity and the right to privacy including the right to make intimate choices regarding how such 
individual wishes to live being protected by Articles 14, 19 and 21, it is clear that Section 377, 
insofar as it applies to same-sex consenting adults, demeans them by having them prosecuted 
instead of understanding their sexual orientation and attempting to correct centuries of the 
stigma associated with such persons.155 He also stated that the word "against the order of 
nature" does not apply to homosexuals as their sexuality is as natural as a heterosexual. Finally 
declaring that consensual sex between adults of the same gender in their privacy was not an 
offence.  The Judge duly apologized to the LGBT community and quashed the earlier judgment 
of the Supreme Court stating that just because the LGBT community is few in number and the 

                                                             
154 Equal Rights Trust, Case Summary of Suresh Kumar Koushal and another vs NAZ Foundation and 

others. 
155 Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India, Writ Petition (Criminal) NO. 76 of 2016. 
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prosecution rate under this section is less that does not mean that this section is not governed 
by Articles 14, 15, and 21 of the Constitution.   

Even though this Section should have been declared unconstitutional in the very 
beginning and some could call this a late awakening, the community had received hope after 
years of living with shame and fear.  

Legality Loopholes 
After the introduction of transgender as a third gender, the one thing lawyers 

noticed was that our constitution is binary-based and there is no protection for transgender or 
any non-gender confirming person. This becomes apparent when the accused of the rape of a 
young transgender woman was left free after the court realized that there was no mention of the 
third gender in sec 377 of IPC, which talks about non-contextual sex between same genders. 
Even while defining rape under sec 375, the section talks about a man committing the act on a 
woman. Discrimination and sexual harassment in the workplace do not extend to same-sex 
hence even though the LGBT community face sexual harassment there is no remedy for them. 
Our laws have to go through a change to be able to adapt to changing times. In the historical 
case of National Legal Services Authority Vs Union of India, the Judge expanded the definition 
of person to include transgender so that they are protected by law on all aspects but this was not 
taken into account while making the transgender Bill. The court's judgements regarding 
transgender rights are often not taken into account by lawmakers. This leads to them being 
vulnerable to discrimination and sexual assault. 

The Homosexual couples are still not allowed to have same-sex marriages or 
adopt a child which are some of the basic rights of citizens which shows that discrimination 
towards this community has still not been resolved. Decriminalizing sec 377 was just the first 
step to equality, there are many more fights to win. 

 

IV. Condition of LGBT in India 
 

India has always been a traditional country, a country with values and culture. We 
have always given importance to our cultural, so much importance that we held our culture to 
be more important than our relationships. Homosexuality was considered or rather still is 
considered by many as abnormal, something which is against our culture. Even though as 
mentioned before, our ancient texts contain homosexual acts done by Gods we worship. This 
indicates that this homophobic mindset which is prevalent in most parts of our country was 
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introduced to us by the British Empire who governed our nation for almost a century.  It is no 
coincidence that of the 71 countries around the world where same-sex relationships are illegal, 
the British have ruled more than half of them156. The former Prime Minister of UK, Theresa 
May herself confirmed and apologized for the legacy of discrimination which her country had 
left behind.  

Before Homosexuality became legal in India, the condition of this community 
was even worse. People belonging to the LGBT community lived in fear for their lives. Even 
though very fewer people were prosecuted under Section 377, this law was used to prey on the 
members of the LGBT community. They were vulnerable to police beatings and sexual assault. 
Most of them hid in fear of their sexuality. This law prevented them from getting the basic 
rights of a citizen. Sexuality was always a controversial topic in India but people used that factor 
to exploit the LGBT community. 

Transgenders being one of the most ill-treated group of people among them. 
Forced out of their homes, disowned by families was and still is pretty common in their 
community. The police torture them and they were vulnerable to rapes as there was no law in 
place to protect them. Conversion Therapy, another humiliation that the homosexual's people 
have to face. It the method of injecting medicines and giving shock treatments to make the 
homosexuals "normal". Many of the homosexuals have to face this therapy which in most of the 
cases are conducted by the family members of the person. This in cases leads to the individuals 
committing suicide. Medical professionals condemn this treatment as it is the harmful and 
traumatising event for the individual. 

Even after Section 377 was decriminalized and homosexuality was legalized in 
India. The terrible condition of this community has not changed. People are still stigmatized and 
Conversion Therapy is still prevalent. On May 27, 2020, a young bisexual girl committed suicide 
in Goa as her parents had forced her into Conversion Therapy. This incident shows that even 
with the law changing to support the LGBT community, people's mindset about it has still not 
changed. 

 

V. How to deal with Homophobia in India 
 

                                                             
156 Ben Westcott, CNN, The Homophobic Legacy of the British Empire 

(2018).https://edition.cnn.com/2018/09/11/asia/british-empire-lgbt-rights-section-377-intl/index.html 

https://edition.cnn.com/2018/09/11/asia/british-empire-lgbt-rights-section-377-intl/index.html
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Homophobia is the fear which converts to intense dislike for homosexuals. 
Though India is still a developing country and compared to other developing countries India is 
far better in the aspect of homosexuals. There is still a lot of room for improvement. The main 
reason for homophobia is the fact that people do not understand it which makes them fear it. 
Sexuality is a complex topic hence people find it difficult to understand it. Terms like "queer" or 
"gender non-conforming" are foreign to Indians who have always been told to conform in a 
particular way. When a homophobic parent or a teacher influences the minds of young people 
by spreading their beliefs, this creates a cycle as those people will spread their beliefs which will 
cause a never-ending cycle of hate. This has been going on for far too long and should be 
stopped immediately. Teachers should be properly educated about sexual orientation and should 
be equipped to deal with children belonging to the LGBT community. Schools should provide 
support to these students and should encourage parents to have an open mind in this regard. 
Educating people about homosexuality is an efficient way to get rid of homophobia in our 
country. Talking openly about the topic of LGBT will create a safe space for the people 
belonging to this community. NGOs like Humsafar Trust, Sangama are supporting people of 
the LGBT community from discrimination and providing legal services to people who need 
them. 

The urban areas seem to be more acceptable towards homosexuality compared to 
the rural areas this might be due to the exposure to various online platforms. Awareness about 
LGBT should spread to the rural areas as well, volunteers should go to these places to educate 
them by using regional terms such as hijra, swarnis(lesbian), klibas(gay)etc. They should take the 
help of ancient text to explain to them that LGBT is a part of our culture so that there are more 
accepting towards it. Laws should be stricter regarding discrimination towards LGBT. 
Punishments should be given to those who use public platforms to speak against homosexuality. 
Medical sectors should also be trained to deal with people belonging to LGBT. Psychologists 
and Psychiatrists should be strictly warned against ill-treating their LGBT patients. Conversion 
Therapy should be strictly banned and the people who are practising it should be severely 
punished. Homophobia should not be taken lightly; it should be considered as serious as 
Casteism. 

VI. Conclusion 
 

The LGBT community has been suppressed for years this is not just an 
emotionally draining to them but also speaks volumes about the narrowmindedness of our 
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society. A society where a person’s sexual orientation ruins their life. Sexual orientation is a 
private matter which should not interfere with a person’s life. Our society has always put people 
into gender brackets and when people resisted then they labelled them to be “abnormal”. This 
has been our mentality for far too long, this has to stop. People are meant to be free, meant to 
make their own choices, meant to dream and no one should be able to stop them from doing it. 
This freedom is the reason our ancestors fought with the British Empire; we cannot declare our 
country to be a truly independent country if the citizens are unable to express themselves freely.   

It is time we acknowledge that we are all different in various ways and we all have 
the freedom to express ourselves. If we cannot change with times then we can never truly 
develop our country. Every member of the LGBT community is looking for acceptance from us 
and it is time we give them that basic human right to live a fulfilled life.   
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ABSTRACT 

 
The Constitution of India has guaranteed certain fundamental rights to the citizens of this nation which are to be 

availed by one and all. Despite this, ever since independence, a community of this society has been grossly robbed of these 

rights. The transgender community was treated as an outcast for years which finally led them to fight for their rights and 

demand justice before the Courts of Law.  

This article focuses on their fight for rights, the legal recognition of their gender, and the decriminalization of their 
sexual orientation. It further discusses the aftereffect of the landmark judgments, and then brings in light the measures taken 
on behalf of the government. Finally, the introduction of various bills and the enactment of an act for protecting transgender 
people’s rights are being discussed in detail. The concluding matter aims at highlighting the negatives and suggesting measures 

for the betterment of the community. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Transgender is an umbrella term that describes people whose gender identity differs 
from their sex assigned at birth. A person’s internal sense of being a male or a female or 
something other than that is their gender identity. For cisgender people, their sex at birth and 
their gender identity is the same but for a transgender person, the two do not match. Some 
identify as both male and female whereas some identify as neither male nor female and some 
identify as something not conforming to either of the sexes. A transgender person’s sense of 
expressing themselves is different from the societal norms of masculinity and femininity assigned 
to the male and female sex respectively. The term "gender non-conforming" refers to people 
whose gender expression is different from conventional expectations of masculinity or 
femininity. However, not all gender-non-conforming people identify as transgender, and not all 
transgender people identify as gender non-conforming. A cisgender person’s understanding of 
the whole concept may be limited as the term is not specific to a particular set of individuals. 
The transgender community is diverse and the only way to understand who falls within the 
spectrum is to hear their stories and educate ourselves about them.157 

Though the term was coined in recent years158, transgender people have been a part of 
the society throughout human civilization. India is home to many transgender communities such 
as hijras, jogtas, shiv-shakti, Aravani, etc. Many other individuals do not belong to any of these 
communities but have been identified as a transgender person.  

Historically, gender fluidity has been prevalent in India for ages. There is recognition of a 
third sex or persons not confirming to either male or female gender in the ancient texts. They 

                                                             
157Alina Bradford, What Does 'Transgender' Mean? , Live Science, (June 17, 2018), 

https://www.livescience.com/54949-transgender-definition.html 
158 John F. Oliven, Sexual Hygiene and Pathology:A Manual for the Physician and the Professions, 

Lippincott, 1965 

https://www.livescience.com/54949-transgender-definition.html
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play a vital role in the sacred texts of Ramayana and Mahabharata and certain Jain texts which 
mention the concept of ‘psychological sex’ which emphasizes the inner sense of gender identity 
similar to that of a transgender person. They even played an active role in the Mughal Sultanate 
as political advisors, administrators, etc. It was only after colonization that the situation changed. 
Many westerners were repulsed by the sight of transgender people roaming freely and exercising 
their rights like everyone else. Due to this, the British Raj went on to criminalize the community 
by introducing the Criminal Tribes Act, 1871, and Section 377 under the Indian Penal Code, 
1860. Though the Act was repealed in the year 1952, the repercussions of Section 377 continued 
for years.159 It was since then, that they were subjected to oppression, their identity was 
criminalized and they were deprived of their basic human rights.  

II. SETBACK 
 

The marginalization faced by them didn’t stop after the end of colonization. Instead, 
people developed a mindset wherein they started treating them as an outcast and considered 
their gender identity as a taboo. A transgender child is considered to bring shame to one’s family 
and is often disowned, some even at birth. Those who open up about their identity are 
considered to have developed a disease and are often beaten up by their own family or sent to 
rehabilitation centres to seek a cure for it.  

The atrocities faced by them are inhumane. They are often abused, ridiculed for being 
different, and even raped. The people who brutally assault them tend to roam freely as the law 
offers no aid to a transgender person. On the other hand, the law enforcers whose duty is to 
protect the citizens are often seen misusing it, as many cases have been recorded where a 
transgender person has been assaulted by a police officer.160 

They can’t seek employment as no one is willing to offer them a job. They face 
discrimination while availing medical services, as their sex is often misinterpreted and some 

                                                             
159 M. Michelraj, Historical Evolution of Transgender Community in India, Asian Review of Social 

Sciences,  Vol. 4- No. 1, 2015, pp. 17-19, https://www.trp.org.in/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/ARSS-Vol.4-No.1-
Jan-June-2015-pp.17-19.pdf 

160Police harass transgenders most, says study, Times of India, (April 17, 2016, 02:50 IST), 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/Police-harass-transgenders-most-says-
study/articleshow/51869919.cms 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/Police-harass-transgenders-most-says-study/articleshow/51869919.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/Police-harass-transgenders-most-says-study/articleshow/51869919.cms
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institutions outrightly refuse to provide any services to them. They are even deprived of their 
civil rights as they cannot adopt a child or inherit their parents’ property.   

The day India received independence and became a republic nation; a Constitution was 
formed to guarantee rights and livelihood to its citizens. The years of oppression faced were to 
be forgotten and an independent state was to be formed. The Constitution of India granted 
those rights which are now availed by the majority of the population, even as a country we have 
developed and prospered. But amidst this, a section of the society is grossly ignored and the 
oppression they have faced and continue to face is dehumanizing. The right to enjoy equality 
before the law, the right to live freely, the right to not be discriminated and many other such 
rights are the fundamental rights of every citizen and for years the transgender community has 
been stripped off these rights.   

 

III. FIGHT FOR RIGHTS 
 

Every person who oppressed tends to rise and demand his/her rights once the 
oppression crosses its limit. This is something we have experienced since throughout the course 
of civilization, slaves discarding their masters, feminism wave empowering women to demand 
equal rights, colonized nations seeking independence, etc. are some of the examples where the 
oppression faced has been challenged and people have secured their rights. Similarly, transgender 
people have been robbed of their rights for years. It was onlya matter of time that they were 
going to fight for it and demanded it on humanitarian ground.   

 

A. The legality of section 377 
 

The oppression faced by the community began after the imposition of Section 377, since 
then, they have been regularly harassed and tortured. The first known case161 under this Section 
was initiated against Khairati who was arrested without a written complaint about being a 
crossdresser. The accused was found to be engaging in sodomy but was later acquitted. Though 
she was acquitted, a special direction was issued to the police forces where they had the authority 

                                                             
161Queen Empress v Khairati (1884) ILR 6 All 204 
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to check into such practices and arrest the individuals found engaging in it. This practice became 
prevalent and continued for over a hundred years, individuals were booked under this Section, 
even when there weren’t any reasonable grounds.  

The marginalization faced under Section 377 wasn’t limited to the transgender 
community but the LGBTQIA community as a whole. The first protest for LGBTQIA rights 
can be traced back to the year 1992. The first petition162 filed before a court of law challenging 
the constitutionality of the Section was in the year 1994 which was dismissed as the petitioner 
failed to follow through. However, this didn’t dampen their spirits as they continued to fight for 
their rights. In the year 2001, a petition filed by Naz Foundation was admitted but was later 
dismissed in 2004. In meanwhile, the LGBTQIA movement gained huge momentum as many 
organizations and activists startsupporting it, which led the Supreme Court to order the Delhi 
High Court to review the case. In the year 2009, the Court pronounced the landmark 
judgment163 wherein it held that consensual intercourse between two adults of the same sex in 
private should no longer be considered a crime under the provisions of the Indian Penal Code. 
This judgment was considered as a fresh hope of change for the LGBTQIA community but the 
effect was short-lived. The order was challenged in the Supreme Court and a two bench judge 
recriminalized consensual sex stating that Section 377 was never unconstitutional.164 The 
judgment was condemned by experts and activists alike. Many protests were observed after the 
pronouncement of the judgment. Review petitions were filed which were getting rejected but the 
fight continued. Finally, in the year 2016, the Supreme Court referred to a curative plea which 
was heard by a five bench judge.In the year 2018, the Hon'ble Supreme Court articulated its 
memorable judgment wherein it was held that Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code which 
condemned 'lewd intercourse against the nature' was unlawful in the event that it condemned 
consensual intercourse between two grown-ups of same-sex. The Court further stated that the 
provisions of the Section were violative of Right to Privacy and denying a person’s sexual 
orientation was violating their Right to Life and Personal Liberty.165 

B. Identity 
 

                                                             
162Aids BhedbhavVirodhiAndolanvs Union of India and Ors. 
163Naz Foundation v. Govt. of NCT of Delhi, 160 Delhi Law Times 277.  
164Suresh Kumar Koushal and Anr.Vs NAZ Foundation, Civil Appeal No. 10972 Of 2013 
165Pritam Pal Singh, 377 battle at journey’s end, The Indian Express, (September 06, 2018, 2:22:55  pm), 

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/section-377-verdict-supreme-court-decriminalisation-gay-sex-lgbtq-
5342008/ 
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While the fight regarding the constitutionality of Section 377 was ongoing, a much bigger 
battle was simultaneously being fought. The National Legal Services Authority, an organization 
formed under the Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987 aims at providing free services to those 
who are financially weak and have been deprived of their rights, decided to come forward and 
help the transgender community by filing a petition on behalf of them.  In the year 2012, a 
petition was filed to legally recognize the rights of a person whose gender identity was different 
from their sex at birth and those who identified as neither of the two sexes. In the year 2014, a 
two bench judge of the Hon’ble Supreme Court unanimously passed an order in favour of the 
petitioner.166 This was the first time that the issue of gender identity was discussed at such length 
by a court in India.  

The highlights of the historic judgment are as follows:  

 First and foremost, the Hon’ble Court identified the third gender as a separate gender by 
stating,"Sexual orientation character alludes to every individual's profoundly felt inward 
and singular experience of sex, which could relate with the sex allocated during 
childbirth, including the individual feeling of the body which may include an 
uninhibitedly picked, change of substantial appearance or capacities by clinical, careful or 
different methods and different articulations of sex, including dress, discourse, and 
peculiarities. Sexual orientation personality, along these lines, alludes to a person's self-
recognizable proof as a man, lady, transgender, or other distinguished class.”167 

 Secondly, the Court acknowledged that transgender people were discriminated against 
and were denied their fundamental rights based on their sex. While explaining the 
discrimination faced under Article 15 and Article 16, the Court stated that “The 
articulation 'sex' utilized in Articles 15 and 16 isn't simply restricted to the organic sex of 
male or female, yet proposed to incorporate individuals who believe themselves to be 
neither male nor female”168 

 While explaining the discrimination faced under Article 19, the Court stated, “Article 
19(1) (a) of the Constitution states that all citizens shall have the right to freedom of 
speech and expression, which includes one’s right to expression of his self-identified 

                                                             
166National Legal Services Authority vs. Union of India, (2014) 5 SCC 438  
 
167 Supra Note 10, Gender identity and sexual orientation, Para 19 
168Supra Note 10, Articles 15 & 16 and Transgenders, Para 59 
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gender. Self-identified gender can be expressed through dress, words, action or behavior, 
or any other form.”169 

 Article 21 of the Indian Constitution guarantees the Right to Life and Personal Liberty. 
This Article was being grossly violated when it came to transgender persons, they were 
beaten to death and their free will was compromised. The Court recognized their 
hardship and stated that "Right to life is one of the essential rights and not even the State 
has the position to disregard or remove that right. Article 21 includes every aspect of life 
which makes an individual's life important. Article 21 ensures the nobility of human life, 
one's self-rule, one's entitlement to security, and so forth. The privilege of pride has been 
perceived to be a fundamental piece of the privilege to live and collect all people because 
of being people.”170 

 In addition to this, the Apex Court issued further directions to make sure that the 
community is to be accepted by everyone with the utmost respect. The Court stated that 
every document should make the option of third gender available. They are to be 
recognized as a socially backward class to avail of the necessary benefits. Social welfare 
programs are also to be organized to make people aware of their gender identity. These 
measures are to be taken by both the Central and State governments.  

IV. WELCOMING CHANGE AFTER THE NALSA 
JUDGMENT 

 

While the NALSA judgment is a fresh change of hope for the transgender community, 
the guidelines issued by the Apex Court are not necessarily being followed. Certain rights are still 
being violated which has led to the interference of the Courts. The High Courts of various states 
have come forward and issued certain landmark judgments making it clear that the transgender 
community is now an integral part of the society and any form of a violative act against them will 
no longer be tolerated.  

Some of the recent judgments are as follows:  

                                                             
169Supra Note 10, Article 19 (1)(a) and Transgenders, Para 62 
170Supra Note 10, Article 21 and Transgenders, Para 68 
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 A transgender person’s right to employment has been a recurring issue for many years. 
Employment opportunities lost due to their gender identity is nothing new. In a similar 
case171, a woman who was selected for the post of a police constable was revoked of her 
employment after going through medical examinations as an absence of uterus was 
noticed. The petitioner identified as a woman and had documents of proof to support 
her claim. The Madras High Court while giving the judgment in favour of the petitioner 
stated that the absence of uterus should be only considered as a congenital defect. 
Further, taking in view the guidelines issued by the Supreme Court in the NALSA 
judgment, the Court stated that a person’s right to gender identity is their own and their 
gender cannot be decided by medical examinations.  

 The abuse faced by the transgender community has been unheard for years, but in a 
recent judgment172, the Delhi High Court had the opportunity to assess harassment faced 
by an individual by his own family. The Court ruled in favour of the victim and also 
issued an order to the police to refrain from harassing transgender people. This judgment 
highlighted the marginalization faced by transgender people in society and how their 
identity is treated as a disease to be cured if they don’t accept their biological sex as their 
gender.  

 The Supreme Court guaranteed them not just constitutional rights but civil rights as well. 
One such right is the Right to Succession. In a recent case173, the plaintiff filed a suit for 
the claim of the property of a deceased person. The plaintiff and the deceased had a 
Guru-Chela relationship. As per customary Kinner practices, whenever a Kinner child is 
born, the Guru takes up the child and brings it up as their own. This makes the Guru a 
guardian of the Chela. The suit for succession was dismissed in the trial court. The High 
Court of Himachal Pradesh upon receiving the petition observed that the trial court 
dismissed the suit by relying on unreasonable grounds wherein the Court considered the 
provisions of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 despite no religion being mentioned in the 
suit. The suit was filed considering the provisions of the Guru-Chela Parampara, which 
was duly ignored by the trial court and they went on making an assumption and grossly 
concluding the matter. It was further observed that the plaintiff had provided the 
necessary evidence wherein it was reflected that the plaintiff was the Guru and the 

                                                             
171T Thanusu Vs. The Secretary To Government Of Tamil Nadu, MANU/TN/0972/2014  
172Shivani ‘Shivy’ Bhat Vs. State Of NCT Of Delhi, 223 (2015) DLT 391 
173Sweety (Eunuch) v. General Public, Regular Second Appeal No. 17 Of 2016 | 22-06-2016  
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deceased was the Chela. Therefore, the Court ruled in favour of the plaintiff stating that 
she was the successor to the deceased and thus can avail her rights.  

 One noteworthy and important judgment174 in the recent years came from a bench of the 
Madras High Court wherein the validity of a marriage was challenged as the woman was 
a trans woman and the registrar refused to accept her as a bride as per the definition 
mentioned in the Hindu Marriage Act. The Court held that the principles laid down in 
the NALSA judgment would be applicable and that the expression ‘bride’ will also 
include trans women, as they are now identified as a woman by law. The Court further 
stated that the right to marry has been recognized as a fundamental right of a transgender 
person. Therefore, since, the Constitution is enabling these rights; no person can 
question the validity of their marriage. Furthermore, the Court addressed another 
important issue regarding sex reassignment surgery on intersex children stating that the 
consent of parents cannot be considered as the consent of children and directed the 
Government of Tamil Nadu to issue a statewide ban on SRS surgery on infants and 
children. The Court also guided the parents to not think of their intersex children as an 
embarrassment and further directed the government to launch awareness programs. 

V. SCHEMES IMPLEMENTED BY THE STATE 
GOVERNMENTS 

 
The State governments have come up with their measures to safeguard the rights of the 

transgender community. The Supreme Court had directed both the governments to implement 
measures for the welfare of the community, it has been observed that not all State governments 
have come forward, however, some have taken up the initiative and if those schemes are to be 
implemented properly, it would bring out the desired change.  

The schemes implemented by the State governments are as follows:  

 Kerala government in the year 2018 became the first state government to give identity 
cards to the community to make sure that the benefits issued by the government have 

                                                             
174ArunKumar Vs. The Inspector General Of Registration, W.P. (MD) No. 4125 Of 2019 AND W.M.P. 

(MD) No. 3220 Of 2019 
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reached them. This lead is now being followed by the Rajasthan government, wherein 
the government has ensured that providing separate identity cards will help the 
community to avail the benefit of government jobs and various government schemes.175 

 Various state governments such as the Maharashtra, Chandigarh, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, 
Assam, etc. have formed a Transgender Welfare Board to provide formal education, 
employment opportunities, conduct health programs and give legal help to the 
community. These boards aim to uplift the community and providing measures to cease 
the discrimination faced by them.  

 Setting up a board is not the solution to the problem; their effective functioning is 
required as well. The Maharashtra Board has been set up in the year 2018, but to this 
date, the members are yet to be appointed. The budget introduced by the current 
government has allocated a sum of Rs. 5 crores for the Board but the appointment and 
activities are yet to be started.176 Similarly, the Chandigarh Transgender Welfare Board 
was the first-ever board established in the year 2017 by a Union Territory which was 
considered as a progressive step, but a trans activist has brought to everyone’s attention 
that the activities of the Board are next to none, with meetings rarely held and nothing 
valuable being discussed when one takes place.177 On the other hand, the Gujarat 
government has established a 16 member board consisting of civil and transgender 
representatives to help commence the activities for the inclusion of the community in the 
society.178 The Assam government has recently formed a six-member board to help in 
tackling the issues faced by the community. The positive aspect is that all the members 

                                                             
175Bobins Abraham, Progressive Move! After Kerala, Rajasthan To Issue Separate Identity Cards For 

Transgenders, India Times, (February 08, 2020, 14:16 IST), https://www.indiatimes.com/news/india/after-kerala-
rajasthan-to-issue-separate-identity-cards-for-transgenders-505945.html 

176 Maharashtra: In a first, Rs 5 crore for Transgender Welfare, Times of India, (March 07, 2020, 13:30 
IST), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/maharashtra-in-a-first-rs-5-crore-for-transgender-welfare-
board/articleshow/74524608.cms 

177ChahatRana, Chandigarh: Transgender Welfare Board practically defunct, says trans-activist 
KajalMangal, The Indian Express, (November 20, 2019, 7:56:00 am), 
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/chandigarh/chandigarh-transgender-welfare-board-practically-defunct-
says-trans-activist-kajal-mangal-6127995/ 

178State of Gujarat establishes Transgender Welfare Board, UNAIDS, (February 26, 2019), 
https://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2019/february/20190226_gujarat 

https://www.indiatimes.com/news/india/after-kerala-rajasthan-to-issue-separate-identity-cards-for-transgenders-505945.html
https://www.indiatimes.com/news/india/after-kerala-rajasthan-to-issue-separate-identity-cards-for-transgenders-505945.html
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/maharashtra-in-a-first-rs-5-crore-for-transgender-welfare-board/articleshow/74524608.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/maharashtra-in-a-first-rs-5-crore-for-transgender-welfare-board/articleshow/74524608.cms
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/chandigarh/chandigarh-transgender-welfare-board-practically-defunct-says-trans-activist-kajal-mangal-6127995/
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/chandigarh/chandigarh-transgender-welfare-board-practically-defunct-says-trans-activist-kajal-mangal-6127995/
https://www.unaids.org/en/resources/presscentre/featurestories/2019/february/20190226_gujarat
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of the board are transgender rights activists, so they will have a better understanding of 
the issue at hand which will help them to formulate better policies.179 

 Madhya Pradesh government has started a government assistance strategy for 
transgender people which will incorporate a month to month stipend to guardians of 
intersex kids, arrangements for work bookings for transgender people in the state 
government, and separate open latrines, and so on. This development comes a few 
months after a trans woman joined the government as a personal secretary of the 
director of the department of social justice and disabled welfare.180 

 

VI. ENACTMENT OF STATUTE 

As the issue of transgender rights gained momentum, an expert committee in the year 
2013 recommended certain measures to deal with the problems faced by the community. The 
committee was set up by the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment and was formed to 
tackle the problems and help to resolve them.181 Similarly, a private member’s bill was introduced 
in the parliament in the year 2014, named asthe Rights of Transgender Persons Bill, 2014. It was 
opposed by the ruling party as some considered it impractical and was asked to be withdrawn. 
Mr. Siva, the member who proposed the bill refused to withdraw it arguing that over 29 nations 
all over the world have recognized transgender rights and have amended laws regarding it; 
therefore, India should also take that reformative step as well. The Bill was passed in the Upper 
House, making it the first private member’s bill to be passed in the Parliament in over four 
decades. The bill was lauded by the community and activists as it contained many progressive 
provisions such as the creation of national and state institutions for transgender people and a 
formation of a Transgender Rights Courts. The Bill was further introduced in the Lower House 
but to this date, it remains undebated.  

                                                             
179Gaurav Das, Assam Govt Sets up Six-Member Transgender Welfare Board, The Wire, (June 22, 2020), 

https://thewire.in/lgbtqia/assam-transgender-welfare-board 
180ShrutiTomar, Madhya Pradesh to roll out welfare policy for transgenders, Hindustan Times, (August 05, 

2019, 22:42 IST), https://www.hindustantimes.com/bhopal/madhya-pradesh-to-roll-out-welfare-policy-for-
transgenders/story-dewBj0EdfPaokkokMy1vzN.html 

181AartiDhar, Expert panel wants transgender declared third gender, The Hindu, (March 14, 2014, 02:45 
IST), https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/expert-panel-wants-transgender-declared-third-
gender/article5781874.ece 

https://thewire.in/lgbtqia/assam-transgender-welfare-board
https://www.hindustantimes.com/bhopal/madhya-pradesh-to-roll-out-welfare-policy-for-transgenders/story-dewBj0EdfPaokkokMy1vzN.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/bhopal/madhya-pradesh-to-roll-out-welfare-policy-for-transgenders/story-dewBj0EdfPaokkokMy1vzN.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/expert-panel-wants-transgender-declared-third-gender/article5781874.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/expert-panel-wants-transgender-declared-third-gender/article5781874.ece
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While theRights of Transgender Persons Bill, 2014 was still pending in the Parliament, 
the government introduced their version of the bill, calling it the Transgender Persons 
(Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016. The Bill was met with huge criticism as the definition of a 
transgender person wasn’t inclusive of everyone in the community and was rather provided in 
astigmatic manner. Provisions for their self-perceived identity came at a cost as they had to 
obtain a certificate from a District Magistrate who had the power to reject the application after 
the person went through a medical examination performed by the Screening Committee. This 
was violative of the Supreme Court judgment directions as the Court had clearly stated that every 
transgender person had their right to self-identity. The Bill prohibited discrimination in the fields 
of education, employment, and healthcare but no provisions were mentioned as to how a 
transgender person can avail of these services and if they were discriminated against, whose help 
they can seek. Transgender Rights Court an initiative provided in the private member’s bill was 
ignored. The Bill further stated that transgender people will have the right to reside with their 
parents which isn’t a very compatible situation as it has been often observed that the parents 
usually disown their transgender children or make them go through psychological torture. The 
alternative to this situation was an assignment to a rehabilitation centre which showedgross 
mismanagement while handling an issue on behalf of the government. Another serious error was 
the punishment mentioned in the bill, any physical or sexual offence committed against a 
transgender person was punishable by 2 years of imprisonment. The same offence under Section 
376 of the Indian Penal Code is punishable with imprisonment not less than 7 years but can be 
extended to lifetime. This contrast showed that equality before law was not provided to the 
transgender community as offences committed against them were not considered with due 
seriousness. There were certain provisions in the bill which had prohibited anyone to 
discriminate against a transgender person but no solution was provided if anyone was found 
discriminating against them.   

The backlash faced led the government to reintroduce a newer version of the bill. The 
newer version was introduced with 27 new amendments and was called the Transgender Persons 
(Protection of Rights) Bill, 2018. The new amendments were no better than the previous ones. 
The mistakes were not rectified and the suggestion given by the Standing Committee was 
ignored. The Bill went on to criminalize begging which is customary practice in some 
transgender communities such as the hijras and jogtas and also their means of earning. The bill 
further stated that a transgender person has to undergo a gender reassignment surgery to identify 
as a male or female. This was again opposing the NALSA judgment as the Court had clearly 
stated that the gender identity of a person should be their own. Not everyone feels like going 
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through a reassignment surgery and not everyone has the financial means to go through it. Thus, 
the very essence of self-identity was grossly ignored while framing this Bill. Consequently, Bill 
was again met with criticism which in turn made it lapse.  

Both the bills were not well received by the transgender community, experts, and 
activists alike. The government then framed the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act, 
2019, a bill that was approved in both the houses of the Parliament and assented by the 
President in the year 2019. The Act has modified the definition and it is inclusive of everyone 
who falls under the term ‘transgender’. The provision of criminalizing begging has been 
removed. The Screening Committee which was responsible for conducting medical examinations 
no longer exists. A National Council for Transgender Persons consisting of various ministers, 
representatives, and members from the transgender community will also be formed to help in 
resolving the problems faced by them. Despite the new amendments, certain provisions are 
against the interests of the community. Though the Screening Committee has ceased to exist, the 
issuance of a certificate from a District Magistrate is still mandatory. Also, no solution is 
provided concerning residing with parents. The penalty and punishment prescribed for offenses 
committed against a transgender person still remain the same. The inclusion of intersex people is 
a welcoming change but no specific instructions are issued regarding them. Though the bill has 
been passed into an Act, the criticism voiced against it is strong. The provisions are vague with 
no solid ground. The Act has been enacted without taking the suggestions of the transgender 
community. Overall, this Act was supposed to safeguard the interests of the community and 
provide measures for their betterment but it has only created new doubts.   

VII. CONCLUSION 

The transgender community was marginalized for more than 100 years; to say that they 
are in a better place now would be fairly wrong. Over the years, by conducting protests and 
issuing petitions, their fight for the rights slowly started gaining momentum. After a while, it 
wasn’t just limited to the transgender community, the inclusion of people from all aspects of life 
started taking place, they felt the need to join them and demand for their rights. It took nearly 
three decades to achieve legal victories. Considering from a legal point of view, now as a citizen 
of this nation, they have been guaranteed their rights. But the same cannot be said with regard to 
society. The stigmatic approach of people still remains the same. The acceptance in the society 
which was one of the guidelines issued by the Supreme Court is yet to take place.  
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It has been six years since the deliverance of the NALSA judgment, The Apex Court had 
issued certain measures to be implemented by both the State and Central governments to 
safeguard transgender persons’ interests and provide services for their betterment. The measures 
suggested still remain a theory as no solid stand has been taken yet.  

The judiciary, on the other hand, is issuing judgments which are safeguarding the rights 
of transgender people. The harassment or injustice faced by them is no longer being tolerated.  

The State governments have proposed various schemes but their implementation is not 
effectively taking place. The governments have the power to issue strict policies against the 
harassment faced by transgender people and provide necessary resources for their better 
livelihood. It is high time, the government starts taking strict actions and start rectifying the 
wrongs done against them.  

The first-ever Bill introduced in the Parliament concerning transgender rights still 
remains undebated in the Lower House despite being praised by the community and activists. 
The government’s versions of the Bill after being constantly amended and now being finally 
made into an Act is problematic in many ways. Though the Act has shown improvement as 
compared to the previous bills, certain provisions are still questionable. They are ambiguous in 
nature, with no serious liability or punishment being mentioned if a transgender person faces 
discrimination. The people for whom the Act is introduced are not satisfied with it. The 
lawmakers should understand the seriousness of the situation and they need to make certain 
amendments by taking suggestions from transgender activists to propose a fulfilling statute.  

Thus, the evolution of transgender rights is worth praising. From years of harassment for 
being different to being recognized for their own gender identity, they have come a long way. 
But the way they are treated, the mindset of people regarding them still remains unchanged. 
Having legal rights have not guaranteed them the respect they deserve for being an integral part 
of society. No change can be brought out in a matter of years, but the suffering they have 
endured should also be taken into consideration, the process needs to speed up as we have 
already failed them and the same mistake should not be repeated twice.  

It is our responsibility as a society to treat them in a better manner and accept them as a 
part of us with the utmost respect. A strict policy issued by the government would be beyond 
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supportive of the community. Over the years, we have been able to abolish various evils; the 
marginalization faced by the transgender community is one such evil that needs to be eradicated.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This essay studies the evolution of the practice of Untouchability in India, and provides a brief historical overview. 
Following that; this essay lists the historical, legal and social aspects of various rulings and laws pertaining to Untouchability 
and their legal rights. Then this essay discusses various important cases in recent times, regarding violence against the 
community. In conclusion, this essay represents the author's views regarding the whole affair and gives the reader some points 
to ponder upon. 
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A perpetual war is going on every day in every village between the Hindus and the 

Untouchables. It does not see the light of the day – Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, 1943. 

 

I. THE PRACTICE OF UNTOUCHABILITY - 
THE HISTORICAL SIN 

 

  Since the inception of Indian civilization, the classes in the society were 
rather rigid. Whether it is the four-way division being followed since the time of the Gupta 
Empire or the caste system being followed during the Mughal reign. The society always had a 
bifurcation between the rich and the powerful, and the poor and the trodden class. The societal 
classes in ancient India mimicked those of around the world, at that time. The closest analogy 
can be drawn with Roman Society with its Senators and Soldiers and the commoners. Similarly, 
this society had its Brahmins or the educated class. There were soldiers or Kshatriyas, and then 
there were Merchants and Businessmen and white-collar bureaucrats called Vaishyas, and then 
came the working class, the odd-job workers, called the Shudras.  
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  Sources claim that these divisions are based on the occupation by these 
people, and not based on birth, but it is evident that in today’s world, that definition has changed 
widely. With the progress of time, the power differential widened between the castes, causing the 
stronger castes such as Brahmans and Kshatriyas to grow stronger, while the toll was paid by the 
allegedly lower castes. Some historians argue that this divide goes farther back to 2000 BCE 
when the aborigines were conquered by the Aryans. While there is a lack of historical records for 
that period, the roots of today’s caste system are consistent with what supposedly happened 
millennia ago. However, it has morphed into an ugly societal disgrace that needs to be 
overridden by the generation of today and tomorrow. 

II. POONA PACT - THE START OF INCLUSIVITY 
 

  The Poona Pact, 1932 was an agreement signed between Mahatma 
Gandhi and Dr. Ambedkar on the political representation of the socially depressed class. The 
pact was a consequence of the communal award announced by Ramsay MacDonald. It provided 
provisions for the upliftment of the category that is now known as Scheduled Caste. The pact 
provided for separate electorates in the central and provincial legislature for the depressed class. 
Furthermore, the pact ensured a significant representation of people from the backward classes 
in the domain of public services and provided sufficient educational grant for their upliftment. In 
an unprecedented development in modern history, the upper-class acknowledged the 
discrimination against the depressed class and was willing to act upon it. 

III. CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, LAWS, AND 

ACTS DISCUSSING THE RIGHTS AND PROVISIONS 

FOR UPLIFTMENT OF CITIZENS OF SCHEDULED 

CASTES, SCHEDULED TRIBES AND OTHER 

BACKWARD CLASSES 

  Article 17 is an integral part of it, as it tries to compress the void between 
the different strata of Indian society. It is widely considered as one of the earliest manifestations 
of India’s efforts towards eradication of untouchability. The main purpose of this legislation is 
the clearance of orthodox beliefs and rituals practiced in the society and try to enforce equality 
among the citizens as its one of the important pillars of democracy. The constitution not only 
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abolishes the practice of untouchability but also punishes those who practice such 
discrimination. The ostensible object was to put an end to humiliation and harassment faced by 
the Dalits and depressed class and ensure that the fundamental rights are preserved. 

Article 17: This article intends to outlaw untouchability and forbids its practice in any 
kind or factor. The enforcement of any disability arising out of untouchability shall be an offence 
punishable in accordance with the law. In 1976, the Untouchability (Offences) Act, 1955 was 
amended and relabeled as the Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1955. The renamed act was wider in 
its scope and applicability and made penal provisions stricter. The act states civil rights as any 
right accruing to an individual due to the abolition of untouchability under Article 17 of the 
Indian Constitution. The act as well as the constitution does not provide a definition of 
untouchability.  However, the High Court of Mysore has observed that the subject matter of 
Article 17 is not the literal or grammatical interpretation of untouchability but its historical 
practice. The practice of untouchability concerns with all the social disabilities that were forced 
on a certain class of persons by virtue of their birth. Therefore, the practice does not include 
social boycotts of few people or their exclusion from religious services among other things. The 
Apex Court pointed out that the right under Article 17 is available against private individuals and 
it’s the constitutional obligation of the state to take necessary action to make sure that this right 
is not violated 

Article 15: Further, Article 15 prohibits discrimination on certain grounds. Article 15 
states that the State shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of religion, race, 
caste, sex, or place of birth. It is important to note that there are two significant terms in this 
Article namely – “Discrimination” and “Only”. Discrimination means to differentiate an 
individual or entity from others on unfavourable and arbitrary grounds. The word only denotes 
that discriminating an individual from the rest on certain other grounds is not forbidden. This 
may seem counterintuitive at this point, considering we are talking about equality; however the 
law has taken care of that as well, as shown later. The second provisions of Article states that no 
citizen shall be put through any disability, liability, restrictions or condition on grounds only of 
religion, race, caste, sex, or place of birth with regard to (a) access to the shops, public 
entertainment: or (b) the use of wells, tanks, bathing Ghats, road and places of public resort 
maintained wholly or partly by State funds or dedicated to the use of the general public. This 
provision forbids discrimination both by the State as well as private individuals, while the former 
clause prohibits discrimination only by the State. The general rule of non-discrimination has the 
following four exceptions: 
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(a) The state is authorized to make special provisions for women and children. For 
illustration, reservation of seats for women in local bodies or provision of free and compulsory 
education for children;  

(b) The state is authorized to make special provisions for the upliftment and betterment 
of any socially and educationally backward class of citizens or for the SCs and STs. For example, 
reservation of seats or fee concessions in public educational institutions.  

(c) The State is authorized to make special provisions for the betterment of any socially 
and educationally backward classes of citizen or for the SC’s or the ST’s relating to their 
admission to educational institutions including private educational institutions whether aided or 
unaided by the state, except the minority educational institutions; 

(d) The state is authorized to make special provisions for the upliftment of any 
economically weaker section of the society. Further, the State is allowed to make regulations 
relating to reservation of up to 10% of seats for such sections in educational institutions 
including private educational institutions, whether aided or unaided by the state. This reservation 
of up to 10% would be in addition to the existing reservation for the economically weaker 
section. The same would be announced by the state on the basis of annual family income and 
other indicators of economic importance.  

Reservation for Other Backward Classes (OBCs) in Educational Institutions: The above 
mentioned (c) provision was added by the 93rd Amendment Act of 2005. To provision was 
enforced by the Central Government by enacting the Central Educational Institutions 
(Reservations in Admission) Act, 2006. The legislation mandates a quota of 27% for candidates 
belonging to the OBCs in all central higher educational institutions including the Indian 
Institutes of Technology (IITs) and the Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs).  

However, there is a provision of the ‘creamy layer’ of OBC category which excludes the 
people of this category to avail some of the benefits of the reserved quota, which is discussed 
below. 

The children of the following different categories of people belong to ‘creamy layer’ 
among OBCs and thus will not get the quota benefit 

1. Persons holding constitutional posts such as the President, Vice President, Judges of 
Supreme Court and the High Courts, Chairman and the Members of Union Public 
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Service Commission, and State Public Service Commissions, Central Election 
Commission, Comptroller and Auditor General of India among others.  

2. Group ‘A’/ Class I and Group ‘B’/ Class II Officers of All India, Central and State 
services: and Employees holding equivalent posts in Public Sector Undertakings, Banks, 
Insurance Organizations, Universities and in private corporations and institutions.  

3. Individuals holding the office of Colonel and above in the Army and equivalent posts in 
the Navy, the Air Force, and the Paramilitary Forces.  

4. Professionals like doctors, lawyers, engineers, artists, authors, consultants. 

5. Persons engaged in trade, business, and industry. 

6. People holding agricultural land above a certain limit and vacant land or buildings in 
urban areas. 

7. Persons earning a gross annual income of more than Rs 8 Lakhs or owning wealth above 
the exemption limit. (In 1993, the ‘creamy layer’ ceiling was established at Rs.1 Lakhs. It 
was subsequently increased to Rs. 2.5 lakh in 2004, Rs. 4.5 lakh in 2008, Rs. 5 lakh in 
2013, and Rs. 8 Lakh in 2017) 

While there is a lot to see regarding how effective these restrictions are, and how well 
they hold across generations, it is certainly an appreciable gesture. It is often observed that the 
laws regarding something are rather precise and well defined, but there are loopholes around it, 
which are often exploited.182   

Article 16: Article 16 provides for equality of opportunity for all the citizens in matters 
of employment or appointment to any office under the States. No citizens can be discriminated 
against or be declared ineligible for any employment or office under the State on grounds of only 
religion, race, caste, sex, descent, place of birth or residence. However, there are four exceptions 
to the general rule prescribed by Article 16. The four exceptions are as follows: 

1. Parliament 1. Parliament can prescribe residence as a condition for certain employment 
or appointment in a state or union territory or local authority or other authority. As the 
Public Employment (Requirement as to Residence) Act of 1957 ceased to operate in 

                                                             
182 M Laxmikanth, Prohibition of Discrimination on certain grounds, Indian Polity, Sixth Edition. 
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1974, there are no such provisions for any state except the State of Andhra Pradesh and 
Telangana.  

2. The State can authorize reservation of appointments or posts in favour of any backward 
class that is not sufficiently represented in the state services.  

3. A Legislation can very well be enacted providing that the incumbent of an office related 
to a religious or denominational institution or a representative of its governing body shall 
belong to that particular religion or denomination.  

4. The state is authorized to reserve up to 10% of appointments or posts in favour of the 
economically weaker sections of the society. The said provision of reservation would be 
announced by the state from time to time on the basis of the individual’s family income 
and other parameters of economic consideration.183 

Article 164 (1) of the Constitution of India provides that Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, and 
Orissa shall have a Minister, who shall be responsible for tribal welfare. The Minister may also be 
charged with the responsibility of the welfare of the Scheduled Castes and OBCs. 

Article 330 deals with the reservation of seats in the Lok Sabha. It provides that seats 
shall be reserved in the lower house for the SCs and the STs except the Scheduled Tribes 
residing in the autonomous districts of Assam and the Scheduled Tribes in the tribal areas of 
Assam. Article 332 is in close relevance of Article 330, and essentially states the provision of 
reservation of seats for SCs and STs in the State Legislative Assemblies. 

Article 335 settles the claims of SCs and STs pertaining to the services and posts. The 
claims of the members of the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes shall be taken into 
consideration, consistently with the maintenance of efficiency of administration, in the making 
of appointments to services and posts in connection with the affairs of the Union or of a State.  

Article 338 provides mandates the appointment of a special officer for the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes by the President.  

It shall be the duty of the special officer to investigate all matters relating to safeguards 
for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes under this constitution and report to the 
President upon the working of those safeguards at such intervals as the President may direct and 
the President shall cause all such reports to be laid before each House of Parliament. The 89th 

                                                             
183 M Laxmikanth, Equality of opportunity in public employment, Indian Polity, Sixth Edition . 
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Constitutional Amendment Act of 2003 divided the National Commission for SC’s and ST’s in 
two separate commissions - National Commission for SCs (as mentioned under Article 338) and 
National Commission for STs (as mentioned under Article 338-A). The separate National 
Commissions were set up in the year 2004. The commission comprises a Chairperson, a Vice-
Chairperson, and three members. The members of the commission are selected by the president 
under his hand and seal.  

Article 340 states that “There shall be a Commission to be appointed by the President in 
order to investigate the condition of socially and educationally backward classes.” History has it, 
that this Article, is one of the most significant Articles of the Constitution, which has gone a 
long way in the upliftment of the depressed sections.  

Article 341 provides that the races, castes or tribes will now form part of an official list 
(also known ‘schedule’) and will have seats reserved for them in State-run post-schooling 
educational institutions as well as in public sector jobs. These castes are now termed as the SCs. 
In the same manner, all the tribes (adivasis or aborigines) in the country shall now be termed as 
STs. Furthermore, the STs shall enjoy the same benefits as enjoyed by the SCs.  

IV. THE UNTOUCHABILITY (OFFENCES) ACT, 
1955 

 

  After it was observed that some of the measures implemented in the 
Constitution needed amendment then came into force the Untouchability Offence Act, 1955 
passed by the Indian Government with a notion to invalidate the practice of untouchability. The 
Act penalized the practice of social or religious disabilities on the pretext of untouchability. To 
replenish the lacunae and loopholes of the current legislation, the Rajya Sabha passed a bill on 
2nd September 1976 to amend the Untouchability Act, 1955 and it was refurbished to the 
“Protection of the Civil Rights Act”'. The Act penalizes the propagation and practice of 
untouchability in any of its forms. Furthermore, the act seeks to prohibit any kind of disability 
arising from the practice of untouchability. The social and economic state of affairs of the 
untouchables was still susceptible despite the various measures adopted.  

The provisions of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, and Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1955 
were not sufficient to put an embargo on the atrocities committed against Dalits. Acknowledging 
and addressing the existing problem the Parliament passed the Schedule Caste and Schedule 
Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 and Rules, 1995. The Act was enforced to forbid the 
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commission of atrocities against the members of the SCs and the STs, to establish Special Courts 
for the trial of such crimes and to provide for the relief and rehabilitation of the victims of such 
crimes.  

Although the acts are substantial and explicit projectiles on paper in practice, the Acts 
have suffered from a near-complete failure in implementation. 

Ironically the individuals obstructing the implementation of the act were actually 
intended to be the basic enforcers, i.e., the lowest rung of the police and bureaucracy that form 
the primary link of communication between the state and the society in the rural area. Policemen 
have exhibited a consistent disinclination to register complaints of the commission of offences 
under the Act. The government officials who are tasked with the invocation of the Act are 
unaware of their primary obligation. 

V. MANDAL COMMISSION AND ITS 
AFTERMATH 

 

  The Indian government led by Morarji Desai ordered the constitution of 
the Second Backward Classes Commission under the guidance and leadership of B.P. Mandal, a 
Member of Parliament from Madhepura seat of Bihar from 1967 to 1970 and from 1977 to 
1979. The commission was established under Article 340 to investigate the state of affairs of the 
socially and educationally backward classes (SEBCs) and suggest a course of action for their 
upliftment. The commission prepared its report in 1980 and identified 3743 castes as SEBCs. At 
that time, it constituted about 52% of the population. It is pertinent to note that the castes 
enlisted by the commission were exclusive of the SCs and STs. The Commission suggested 
reservation of 27% in government jobs for OBCs, thereby the total reservation for all the classes 
(SCs, STs, and OBCs) stood at 50%. In 1990, the then Government led by V.P. Singh declared 
reservation of 27% in government jobs for the people belonging to the OBCs. 

  However, in 1991, the Narasimha Rao government brought two major 
changes:  

1. Firstly, Preference shall be given to the poorer classes among the OBCs in the 27% 
quota. Economic standards would be taken into consideration while granting reservation and;  

2. 10% reservation for economically backward sections belonging to the higher castes 
that are not covered under any of the schemes or programmes by the government. 
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  In the famous Mandal Cases, the Supreme Court examined the scope and 
applicability of Article 16 (4) and the extent of reservation of jobs provided by the said provision 
in favour of the backward classes. Though the Court has refused to grant 10% additional 
reservation for the economically weaker sections of the higher castes, it has upheld the 
constitutionality of 27% reservation granted to the OBCs provided that the below-mentioned 
conditions are adhered to: 

a. The individuals from the OBCs falling within the ambit of the ‘creamy layer’ shall be 
excluded from the list of beneficiaries.  

b. No reservation in promotions and reservations shall be restricted to initial 
appointments only. The total reserved quota should not exceed 50% except in some 
extraordinary situations. This rule should be applied every year. The Any existing reservation in 
promotions can persist for five years (i.e., up to 1997)  

c. The total reserved quota shall not exceed 50% except in cases where an extraordinary 
need arises. This rule shall be applicable every year.  

d. The carryforward rule in situations of unfilled (backlog) vacancies is justifiable. 
However, it shall not override the 50% regulation.  

e. A permanent statutory body shall be constituted to examine complaints pertaining to 
over inclusion and under inclusion as far as the list of OBCs is concerned. Adhering to the Apex 
Court’s judgments, the Union Government has initiated the following actions:  

Ram Nandan Committee was appointed to identify the creamy layer among the OBCs. It 
submitted its report in 1993, which was accepted. 

1. The Ram Nandan Committee was appointed to identify the creamy layer among the 
OBCs. It submitted its report in 1993, which was accepted. 

2. The National Commission for the Backward Class was constituted in 1993 by 
Parliamentary legislation. Its mandate was to examine the complaints of under-inclusion, 
over-inclusion, or non-inclusion of any class of citizens in the list of backward classes for 
the objective of reservations in jobs. In 2018, later, the 102nd Amendment Act of 2018 
conferred a constitutional status on the commission and also enlarged its functions. For 
this purpose, the amendment inserted a new article 338-B in the constitution.  
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3. In order to nullify the decision of the Supreme Court with regard to reservation in 
promotions the 77th Amendment Act was brought up in 1995, it inserted a provision in 
Article 16 that empowered the State to grant reservations in promotions of any services 
under the State in favour of the SCs and STs that are not sufficiently represented in the 
state services. Furthermore, the 85th Amendment Act of 2001 provides for 
consequential seniority in the case of promotion by virtue of rule of reservation for the 
government servants belonging to the SCs and the STs. This applies retrospectively from 
1955. 

4. The ruling with regard to the backlog vacancies was nullified by the 81st Amendment 
Act of 2000. It inserted a new provision in Article 16 which empowered the State to 
consider the unfilled reserved vacancies of a year as a separate class of vacancies to be 
filled up in any of the succeeding year or years. Such classes of vacancies are not to be 
mixed with the vacancies of the year in which they are being filled up in order to 
determine the ceiling of 50% reservation on the total number of vacancies of that year. 
In brief, it ends the 50% ceiling of the reservation in backlog vacancies. 

5. The 76th Amendment Act of 1994 has placed the Tamil Nadu Reservations Act of 1994, 
in the 9th Schedule to protect it from judicial review as it provided for 69 percent of 
reservation, far exceeding the 50 percent ceiling. 

 

VI. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF THE 
SITUATION IN TODAY’S SOCIETY 

  Although the acts are substantial and explicit projectiles on paper in 
practice, the Acts have suffered from a near-complete failure in implementation. Ironically the 
primary obstacles to implementation are intended to be the primary enforcers of the Act, the 
lowest rungs of the police and bureaucracy that form the primary node of interaction between 
state and society in the rural area. Policemen have exhibited a consistent disinclination to register 
offences under the Act. The government officials charged with enforcing the Act are unaware of 
its existence.  

  It is really unfortunate that even today; the news is filled with hate crimes 
against the members of the SCs. Some of the more famous cases of violence have been 
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mentioned below, but it is scary to think that a lot of cases do not see the light of the day. They 
go unreported, unattended and unnoticed, while some are outright put to the altar for the sake of 
Identity Politics.  

Khirlanji Case: Dalit activists are dissatisfied with the arguments of the judges that the 
SCs and STs (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 does not apply to the Khirlanji case, as there 
was no caste angle to the crime, in their belief. A. P. Lavande J. and P .C. Chavan J. of the 
Nagpur bench of the Bombay High Court, which heard the appeal, said that the much-talked-
about murder of Surekha, wife of Bhaiyalal Bhotmange, his daughter Priyanka and two sons, 
Sudhir and Roshan, who was a visually impaired youth was not premeditated or motivated by 
caste bias, it was a case of "revenge killing". The High Court verdict stated that the incident was 
not caused by hatred, as "[the genocide] accused [non-Dalits] felt they were falsely implicated" by 
Surekha and Priyanka with Siddharth Gajbhiye (Dalit Police) Patman and Bhotmange family 
friends in a case of assault). Hence the finding that it was a clear case of retaliation. 

Siddharth Gajabhiye: The brutal murders on September 29, 2006, were viewed by the 
court as crimes of an incident that occurred 16 days earlier. On September 13, 2006, according 
to the decision, a Mahar, Siddharth Gajabhiye, slapped one of the accused, later Sakru 
Binjeshwar, in a case following a dispute between the two over non-payment of the part of back 
wages. Siddharth owed Sakru. Later, when some people assaulted Siddharth, Surekha and 
Priyanka went to Siddharth's rescue184.  

Despite of the various laws for the protection of the depressed class, discrimination 
against them still prevails in India. This is the bitter truth.  

Vikas Case: In the recent case a 17-year-old Dalit boy name Vikas Jatav was allegedly 
shot dead by four people on the night of 6th June in Amroha district. All the four accused Lala 
Chauhan, Horam Chauhan, Jasveer and Bhushan were charged under IPC Section 302 and the 
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act. Lala and Horam were 
arrested while the rest were on the run. On 31st May a fight had erupted after Vikas went to the 
temple to offer prayer. However, the four accused did not allow him to go inside. The very day a 
complaint was lodged against the four accused but the police failed to take any action against 
them. “If the police had taken some action against the accused my son would have been alive 
today” asserted Om Prakash, father of the deceased. The police stated that the murder was the 
result of a fight between the two accused, and the elder brother of the deceased, over a sum of 
Rs 5,000. According to the family member Vikas was sleeping inside the premises when the four 

                                                             
184 Khairlanji : the crime and punishment, The Hindu, (August 23, 2010, 00:30 IST), 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/Readers-Editor/Khairlanji-the-crime-and-punishment/article16149798.ece. 

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/Readers-Editor/Khairlanji-the-crime-and-punishment/article16149798.ece
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men barged in and opened fire at him. Jatav’s family rushed to rescue him on hearing the 
gunshot and were rushed to the hospital. Vikas was excessively bleeding after being shot and 
sometime later he succumbed to the injuries before he could be taken to the hospital185.  

Tara Chand Case: On April 21, 2010 in Mirchpur village, Haryana mob belonging to 
the Jat community burnt down 18 houses of Dalits, a 70-year-old Tara Chand. and his 18-year-
old physically challenged daughter Suman were two of the victims of the incident. The Mirchpur 
brawl was an outcome of a trivial incident that happened on the evening of 19th June Dalt 
Valmiki community colony of Mirchpur had a 2-year-old dog named Ruby, which allegedly 
barked at some 10 to 15 drunk boys from Jat community returning home through the main 
thoroughfare in the village. There was deliberate targeting of the houses of Valmiki, the attack 
was pre-planned as they already had come well-armed in Valmiki basti with oil cans, lathi and 
stones. Properties of Valmiki were burnt and personal belongings were destroyed. This was a 
caste-based instance they wanted to teach the Dalit community a lesson. At least 254 Valimiki 
families’ fles Mirchpur in the aftermath of the riots. More than eight years later, many of those 
who fled are yet to be found. On December 8, 2010, the Supreme Court transferred the case 
from Haryana to Delhi for a fair trial. The 103 accused people who stood trial, five were 
juveniles and were tried before a Juvenile Justice Board in Hisar On January 9, 2011, the court 
order transfer of all accused to Tihar jail from Hisar jail total 98 accused were transferred. On 4 
September 2011, the court convicted 15 and acquitted the other 82 persons. On October 31, 
2011, three of the convicts got life term, five-year prison was awarded to the other five convicts 
and the remaining seven were released on probation. In 2012, the convicts, victims and the state 
moved Delhi High Court against the conviction and sentencing. The High Court on August 24, 
2018, overturned the acquittal of another 20 persons who were acquitted by the trial court186.  

Rohit Vemula Case: On 17th January 2016, a student of University of Hyderabad by 
the name of Rohith Vemula was found dead. He had committed suicide amidst controversies 
and charges regarding having faked his Caste certificate187. News articles and sources made a 
variety of claims right from accusing him of having faked his certificate, to portraying him as a 
victim to the prevalent caste system in today’s society. The popular belief is that he took 

                                                             
185 17-year-old Dalit youth not allowed to enter temple, shot dead by upper caste men for arguing, Mirror 

Now, (June 09, 2020, 06:16 IST), https://www.timesnownews.com/mirror-now/crime/article/17-year-old-dalit-
youth-not-allowed-to-enter-temple-shot-dead-by-upper-caste-men-for-arguing/603464. 

186 Soibam Rocky Singh, 32 persons convicted in Mirchpur caste violence case, The Hindu, (August 25, 
2018, 01:40 IST),  https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/32-persons-convicted-in-mirchpur-caste-
violence-case/article24775520.ece. 

187 Sudipto Mondal, Rohith Vemula An unfinished portrait, Hindustan Times, 
https://www.hindustantimes.com/static/rohith-vemula-an-unfinished-portrait/. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jat_people
https://www.timesnownews.com/mirror-now/crime/article/17-year-old-dalit-youth-not-allowed-to-enter-temple-shot-dead-by-upper-caste-men-for-arguing/603464
https://www.timesnownews.com/mirror-now/crime/article/17-year-old-dalit-youth-not-allowed-to-enter-temple-shot-dead-by-upper-caste-men-for-arguing/603464
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/32-persons-convicted-in-mirchpur-caste-violence-case/article24775520.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/32-persons-convicted-in-mirchpur-caste-violence-case/article24775520.ece
https://www.hindustantimes.com/static/rohith-vemula-an-unfinished-portrait/
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admission in UoH through SC reservation quota. But sometime during his education, his 
brother’s OBC certificate came to light, casting a doubt on the validity of his SC certificate. 
Though, later it was explained by his mother that due to Rohith’s dad leaving before he was 
born, the mother put her caste (SC) as her newborn’s caste, whereas his elder brother got the 
caste of their father who was an OBC.  While the whole issue did not see any conclusion, it did 
lead to people asking very stinging questions. Even if his caste certificate was fake, was it worth 
his life? And if not, who should be held responsible for the loss of a young life? Where does 
humanity overtake the legality of an issue, if at all?  

Dalit Girl Rape Case: Crime against Women has always been a huge issue for this 
country. Such a heartbreaking story came from Tamil Nadu in 2017, where a Dalit girl had been 
brutally gang-raped and murdered by her boyfriend and his friends188. While local law 
enforcement refused to treat is as a case of violence against Dalits and attributed it to a failing 
relationship, the fact remains that the girl was one and a half months pregnant at the time of the 
incident, which deepens the question whether this was a case of silencing her voice, since she 
was a Dalit.  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

  Identity has always been one of the very significant characteristics of a 
person. Whether it's their gender identity, religious identity or social identity. Hence, protection 
of the rights across the spectrum of such identities is one of the most important aspects of 
ensuring that citizens of a country thrive. Untouchability is an attack on the sovereignty of 
identity. It is a social evil which should be cast out in any form, without any exceptions. 
However, even today, the ever-increasing divide and the unjust differential of power between 
various societal classes have brought a newer, more evolved version of the centuries-old 
problem. While it is true that Untouchability is outlawed, and it may be the case that it is no 
longer practiced anywhere in this country, as long as the sentiment of hatred and divide is in the 
hearts of the young ones, this battle will never be won. Especially today, in 2020, amidst all this 
chaos, it is evident that people are blatantly following the label game, where according to the 

                                                             
188 A Selvaraj, Outrage over rape-murder of dalit girl, Times of India, (February 06, 2017, 10:21 IST), 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/outrage-over-rape-murder-of-dalit-
girl/articleshow/56992181.cms 

 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/outrage-over-rape-murder-of-dalit-girl/articleshow/56992181.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/chennai/outrage-over-rape-murder-of-dalit-girl/articleshow/56992181.cms
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social media, following the right-wing ideology is equivalent of hating the minorities and wanting 
supremacy, and leaning on the left side of the spectrum gets you the label of being an anti-
national and a traitor. Amidst all this sheer hatred, the real issue gets buried deep within layers 
and layers of social media plasters, whitewashes, and other things. There is so much propaganda 
in every forwarded message that becomes really hard to tell the truth from the lies. And in such a 
time, it is becoming progressively easy for the political parties to bank on the issue of Identity. 
Promising higher percentages of reservations is going to get you the win, and dividing the society 
further by inciting caste-based violence is going to polarize the votes, of which you’ll be the 
primary beneficiary. The actual issues and struggles are not getting enough coverage, and they are 
thrown on the seventh page of the newspaper or get reduced to a banner headline on the Prime 
Time Show. Distancing from the issue is a massive disrespect to the struggles of all those who 
bestowed upon us the responsibility of making things better. Almost all the news articles and 
incidents discussed above have a lot more detail and depth which no reporter deemed necessary 
to state. The absolute state of Media is degrading in this country, to a point where everything a 
Dalit does, he or she must be doing it in a Dalit way, because that is the only thing that is worth 
mentioning, according to them. The Indian Constitution guarantees us Right to Equality, and we 
all are equal in the eyes of the law, and someday, we may be equal in the eyes of everyone else 
too, but there will be a long wait before there is an equivalent of Right of Respect in our society. 
When we will be judged by our actions, instead of our surnames and our forefathers’ surnames 
that will be the true sense of equality, and according to me that is when this sin will meet its end. 
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SENTENCING IN INDIA: A Critical 
Insight 

 

Padmini & Anshika Goel* 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
In India, neither the legislature nor the judiciary organ of the state has issued structured sentencing guidelines. 

Several governmental committees have pointed to the requisite to adopt such guidelines to minimize confusion while awarding 
sentences. The expression sentence in law denotes the punishment that is undoubtedly ordained (or could be ordained) by a 
trial court in a criminal procedure. A sentence constitutes the final definite act of a judge-ruled decision as well as the 
symbolic principal act connected to their task. The sentence may usually call for a decree of a capital sentence, imprisonment, 
a fine, and/or alternate punishments against an accused convicted of a crime.  

The Code of Criminal procedure, of 1973 (hereinafter referred to as ‘CrPC’) vests wide discretionary powers with 
the judges once the conviction takes place. The provisions relating to sentencing are contained in the following sections, namely-
S.235, S.248, S.325, S.360, and S.361. The judges back their judgments by sound legal reasoning; however such 
reasoning is not able to meet the needs of the criminal justice delivery system and is leading to an incoherent legal system. 
Sentencing guidelines which reduce this wide gap has become a necessity for India. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The expression sentence in law denotes punishment which is unquestionably ordered 
(or could be ordered) in criminal proceedings by a court of trial189. A sentence is both the 
final definite act of a judge-ruled process and the symbolic principal act linked to their task. 

The sentence can generally call for a decree of a capital sentence, imprisonment, a 
fine and/or alternative punishment against an accused convicted of an offence under the IPC, 
1860. 

Those imprisoned for multiple crimes usually serve a – 

                                                             
189 United States v. Valencia-Mendoza 2003 WI 59. 
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 Concurrent sentence (in which the stretch of imprisonment equals the length of the 
longest sentence where the sentences are completely served together simultaneously),  

 Consecutive sentence (in which the prison period is equal to the total of all terms 
completed sequentially, or one after another). 

 Additional sentences comprise intermediate, which authorizes an inmate to be released 
for about 8 hours per day for work; determinate, which is defined by various days, months, 
or years; and indeterminate or bifurcated, which commands the least possible period to be 
served in an institutional setting such as a prison followed by "street time" (i.e., a period of 
parole, release under supervision or probation) till the complete sentence is concluded. If a 
sentence is reduced to a less jarring punishment, then the sentence is termed to have been 
"mitigated" or "commuted".190  

Rarely (depending on circumstances), murder charges are "mitigated" and lessened 
to manslaughter charges. However, a convicted person may be punished in certain legal systems 
beyond the terms of his/her sentence (e.g., social stigma, loss of governmental relief, or 
collectively, the collateral repercussions of criminal charges). 

 
Statutes usually specify the highest penalties that may be levied on such offences, and 

statutory laws also require minimum and maximum terms of imprisonment to be placed on 
an offender, which is therefore left at the trial court's discretion. 

 

II. PROCESS OF SENTENCING 
 

Usually, the sentence is pronounced after a procedure in which the deciding authority is 
put in a position to evaluate whether the questioned act/omission complies with the legal system 
or not, and ultimately which part of the act/omission might be related with what laws. The 
processes accompanying the sentence can differ according to the respective frameworks and the 
sentence awarded is open to be challenged (by all parties) to a certain degree of appeal. 

The sentence conveyed by the appellate court of the highest admitted degree quickly 
turns into the complete sentence, just as the sentence is given in minor degrees that aren't 
challenged by the convicted (or is not resisted within a given time). The sentence usually has to 
be furnished in the public domain (publication), and in most systems, it has to be accompanied 

                                                             
190  “Sentencing”, Legal Information Institute (LII), Cornell law school, U.S. 2019-02-01. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manslaughter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_stigma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collateral_consequences_of_criminal_charges
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_Information_Institute
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by the reasons for its content (reasoned decisions/ speaking orders) in conformity with the 
Principles of Natural Justice.  

A sentence can be abrogated in certain given situations, which numerous legitimate 
frameworks normally pre-decide. The most regular case is identified with inconsistencies found 
ex-post in the procedure. The most pertinent inconsistency usually occurs in penal situations 
wherein a relevant proof is brought to light after the award of the definitive sentence. 

In many frameworks, the definite sentence is exceptional, in the exact sense that nobody 
can be judged more than once for a similar activity, (the rule of Double Jeopardy) apart, 
clearly, from appeal resistance. 

 

III. PHILOSOPHIES/THEORIES OF PUNISHMENT / 
SENTENCES: 

The sentence imposed depends on the court's philosophical principle and what the legal 
system considers to be the object of punishment. The sentencing purposes are: 

 

A. Retribution  
 

The punishment is inflicted on the reasoning that if proportionate, punishment can very 
well be accepted as a reply that satisfies the aggrieved party, its intimates, and society. The 
predominance of retributive equity in antiquated Jewish and Islamic culture is confirmed by its 
incorporation in the Law of Moses191 which incorporates the disciplines of "life for life, foot for 
foot, hand for hand, an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.” 

 

B. Deterrence 
 

Deterrence is the utilization of punishment in a manner which is considered as a way to 
check individuals from offending or to diminish the likelihood and level of offending.  

To the individual - the individual is stopped through fear of further punishment.  
To the general public - potential wrongdoers are advised as to the likely consequences of 

the punishment. 

                                                             
191 Exodus 21:23-21:27. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retributive_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_for_an_eye
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deterrence_(legal)
http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Exodus+21:23%E2%80%9321:27&version=nrsv
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C. Denunciation  
 

It is the disapproval of a demonstration by the general public that is communicated by 
the award of a sentence. That is one of the sentencing points and a possible reason for enforcing 
a punishment that demonstrates the blameworthiness of the crime. 

 

D. Incapacitation 
 

It is the result of a sentence in preventing (rather than merely deterring) future offenses. 
Long Imprisonment debilitates offenders by physically uprooting them from the community 
against which they have offended or have the potential to offend. 

E. Rehabilitation 
 

It is the reconciliation of a convicted individual into society. The main goal of modern 
penal principles is to the counter ongoing offences, otherwise called criminal recidivism.  

Options in contrast to imprisonment likewise exist, for example, community service, 
probation orders, and others involving direction and aftercare towards the protector. 

 

F. Restorative Justice  
 

It is a strategy to justice which involves a meeting between the aggrieved party and the 
offender, with agents of the larger community. The objective of the meeting is to exchange their 
experiences regarding the incident, to talk about who was harmed and in what manner, and to 
concur on what the wrongdoer can do to restore the misfortune from the offence. This usually 
involves the release of cash from the offender to the aggrieved party, apologies and other 
rectifications, and different activities to repay those aggrieved and to thwart the wrongdoer from 
causing future damage. 
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IV. SENTENCE POLICY 
 

The following statements by the three prominent Indian judges illustrate India's current 
condition of sentencing policy. 

 
“Every saint has a past, every sinner has a future.” Krishna Iyer J.  
 
“Theory of reformation through punishment is grounded on the sublime philosophy that 

every   individual is born good, it is the circumstances that transform him into a criminal.” 
KT Thomas J. 

 
“Reformative theory is certainly important but too much stress to my mind cannot be 

laid down in a way that basic tenets of punishment altogether vanish.” D P Wadhwa J. 
Having presented a case for the requirement of having a sentencing rule and 

policy, it is currently essential to research its contents. Various guidelines and legal opinions 
have been given on what should constitute and would constitute a program of sentencing. 

The 35th Law Commission carries out an exhaustive inquiry into Capital Punishment 
and explores multiple viewpoints dealing with imprisonment focusing all the more on capital 
punishment. The analysis in the report on the codification of the elements that guide the judge's 
circumcision in awarding the death penalty may be applied to the general discussion on 
Certainty and Predictability vs. Judicial Discretion192.  

 
The Indian Penal Code provides us with a comprehensive grouping and degree of 

punishment for the way India is concerned. Various judicial decisions on sentencing have further 
cut this down. However, these court rulings suffer the ill effects of the impediments that 
accompany: 

 

a. Facts particular 
 

While these laws are laid down as Obiter Dicta, the resulting decisions misrepresent the 
application of those laws. Now, as previously explained, the agreed Guideline emulated by the 
courts is about capital punishment. The usage of this test by virtue of the A. Devendran case193 
explains this point. This was an occurrence of the triple manslaughter. However, the Court held 

                                                             
192 Law commission of India (Report No. 35). 
193 A. Devendran v. State of Tamil Nadu, AIR 1998 SC 2821. 
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that in recompensing capital punishment, the trial court was not defended as the accused had no 
planned arrangement to execute any individual, and as the main item was to submit a burglary. 
This case can be compared, and previously discussed by the Gentela Vijayavardhan Rao 
case194. In both cases, the purpose is to loot the victimized individual. It was therefore used as an 
exasperating element for one case, and the other is used as a mitigating element. This shows how 
the same test has been conflictingly connected. 

B. Not took after by lower courts  
 

The ground reality is that the lower courts are not bound by such laws. Reference points 
are generally disregarded or separated from the current situation of actuality to provide the judge 
his space to rule on the case. 

C. More of a legislative job  
 

More fundamentally, it is the activity of the legislature to make rules and of the lawful to 
translate and maintain it. It would unsatisfying or correct to expect and allow the judges to case 
the rules without any other individual's input. 

The last reason why the norms ought not to outline the standards is that they fall by and 
by to the discretion of the judge surrounding them. That would literally be a marginal extension 
of one judge's conviction over all the others. 

 
Factors, which focus culpability, are: 

1. Determinism 
Where outside figures determine things such as self-preservation and coercion. Be that as 

it may, by far most have enough adaptability to center their activities so that at all times this 
won't be great. 

 

2. Social and Familial foundation   
Low family salary, large family, parental culpability, low knowledge and poor parental 

behaviour. 
  

                                                             
194 Gentela Vijayavardhan Rao v. State of Andhra Pradesh AIR 1994 SC 222. 
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3. Occupation, training and monetary arrangement have a real effect on people 
They bring consequences, such as poverty and marginalization, causing offenders to 

advance in society. The chief criticism of this system is that it includes the judge's broad tact in 
deciding the culpability by and through. This maturing once prompts conviction as opposed to 
the discretion. 

 

V. The code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 
 
The Code vests broad discretionary powers with the judges once the conviction is 

determined. The Code deals with sentencing principally in S.235, S.248, S.325, S.360, and 
S.361.  

S.235 forms part of “Chapter 18” dealing with a “proceeding in the Sessions Court.” 
It empowers the judge to render a judgment of acquittal or conviction, and in case conviction 
comes, clause 2 of the provision lays down the procedure to be adhered to in case of sentencing 
a person convicted of a offence under IPC, 1860.  

 
The section bestows a quasi- trial procedure to make sure that the convict is afforded 

reasonable opportunity to present his side of the story and give an opinion on the sentence to be 
awarded to him. The reasons mentioned by the convict may not be pertaining to the crime or be 
legally sound. It is just for the judge to obtain an idea of the social and personal details of the 
convict and to see if none of these will affect the sentence.  Facts such as the convict being the 
sole bread earner for his family might aid in reducing the duration of punishment and the 
severity of conditions in which he might work. This provision simply states that every individual 
shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to talk about the kind of punishment to be awarded 
to him.  

 
The above provision does not cease at permitting the offender to present his case but 

also permits the defense counsel to bring to the knowledge of the judges all possible factors 
which might help mitigate the sentence and if these factors are contested then the prosecution 
and defense counsels must prove their argument. This ordeal must not be looked on as a 
formality but as a serious effort in rendering justice to the persons involved. A sentence not in 
compliance with S.235 (2) might be struck down as violative of the Principle of Audi Alteram 
Partem. However, this procedure is not required in matters where the sentencing is concluded 
according to S.360.  
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S.248 comes under “Chapter 19” of the Code talking about the “Warrants Case.” The 
provisions contained in this section are quite similar to the provisions laid down under S.235. 
However, this section checks that there is no prejudice against the accused.  

 
For this purpose, it dispenses in clause 3 that in the case where the convict refutes 

previous conviction then the judge can basis on the evidence provided determine if there was 
any previous conviction. The judge at any point cannot surpass his powers as provided under the 
code in the name of discretion. In matters where the magistrate perceives that the crime 
committed is of greater magnitude and must be punished in parlance with its seriousness and if it 
falls outside the scope of his jurisdiction to award the punishment then he may forward the case 
to the Chief Judicial Magistrate with the relevant documents along with his rationale..195 

  
The main segment of judicial discretion finds its place in S.360 which provides for “the 

release of the convict on probation.”  
 
The aim of the section is to attempt and reform those criminals in matters where there is 

no serious menace to society. This is implied by the limited scope of the section. The section 
applies only when the following conditions are met:  

- A woman convicted of an offence attracting punishment that is not death penalty or 
life imprisonment.  

- A person below 21 years of age convicted for an offence the punishment of which is 
not death or life imprisonment.  

- A male above 21 years convicted of an offence the punishment of which may be fine or 
imprisonment of not above 7 years. 

In the aforesaid cases when there are no antecedents of previous conviction the court 
can after having due regard to other relevant factors such as age, circumstances while 
committing the crime, character, mental condition, etc. use its prudence and release the convict 
on his signing a bond with or without sureties. 

If a magistrate of the second class who is not authorized by the High Court determines 
that the person tried deserves the invocation of this provision, then he may write his reasons for 
the same and pass on the case to the magistrate of I class. 

In order to facilitate the judge with the complete knowledge of facts, the provision vests 
all rights with the judge to have an inquiry into the details of the case. Also, if the offence 
committed is of such a nature that the punishment for the offence cannot be more than 2 years 
of imprisonment or a simple fine then, having regard to the various factors associated with the 

                                                             
195 The Code of Criminal Procedure, Act No. 2 OF 1974 (s. 325). 
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convict, the court may release him without a sentence at all. The court can re-arrest the convict if 
he fails to comply with all the rules provided at the time of his release. 

For release under these sections, it is essential that either the offender or the surety reside 
or attend regular occupation within the jurisdiction of the court. CrPC through S.361 makes the 
application of S.360 compulsory wherever feasible and in matters where there is non-compliance 
with the provisions, to specify clear grounds for the same. Whenever the punishment awarded is 
below the minimum prescribed under the relevant provisions then in such a situation the judge 
shall give his special rationale for doing so. The omission or lacuna to record the special grounds 
shall be deemed as an inconsistency and may result in setting aside the sentence passed on the 
ground of failure to meet the ends of justice. 

 

VI. THE CODE IN PRACTICE 
 
In India, neither the legislature nor the judiciary has proclaimed 

structured sentencing parameters or guidelines. Several governmental committees have   
pointed   to   the   requisite   to   adopt   such   guidelines in   order   to minimize   uncertainty   
in delivering sentences. The higher courts, acknowledging the absence of such guidelines, have 
provided judicial guidance in the form of principles and factors that courts must take 
into deliberation while employing discretion in sentencing. 

In March 2003, the Committee on Reforms of Criminal Justice System, the 
Malimath Committee, a body constituted by the Ministry of Home Affairs, issued a report that 
underlined the exigency to initiate sentencing guidelines in order to prune the 
uncertainty in awarding sentences, stating, 

 
“The Indian Penal Code prescribes offences and punishments for the same. For   many   offences only the 

maximum punishment   is prescribed and for some offences the minimum is prescribed.   The Judge   has   wide 
discretion in awarding the sentence within the statutory limits. There is now no guidance to the Judge in regard to 
select the most appropriate sentence given the circumstances of the case.   

 
Therefore, each Judge exercises discretion accordingly to his own judgment.  There is, 

therefore, no uniformity.  Some Judges arelenient and some Judges are harsh.  Exercise of unguided discretion is 
not good even if it is the Judge that exercises the discretion.  In some countries guidelines pertaining to sentencing 
options are given in their penal code. There is a need for a law in our country which minimizes the uncertainty in 
matters of awarding sentence. Several factors are taken into consideration while prescribing alternative sentences. 
This involves a thorough examination of the available alternatives of sentences by the “expert statutory body.” 
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However, in expounding India’s sentencing procedure the Apex Court has observed that 
“the impossibility of laying down standards is at the very core of the Criminal law as 
administered in India, which invests the Judges with very wide discretionary powers in the matter 
of fixing the degree of punishment.”  

The Committee recommended further that, in order to bring “predictability in   the   
matter   of   sentencing,” a   statutory   committee   should   be established   “to   lay   guidelines   
on   sentencing under the aegis of a former Judge of Supreme Court or a former Chief Justice of 
a High Court having expertise in matters related with criminal law with other members from the 
prosecution, legal profession, police, social scientist and women representative forming an 
integral part of the committee.” 

In 2008, the Committee on Draft National Policy on Criminal Justice, the Madhava 
Menon Committee, reasserted the need for statutory sentencing guidelines.  

 
In 2008, the Apex Court, in the Prem Sagar case,196 also heeded the absence of 

judiciary-driven guidelines in India’s criminal justice system, expressing, “in our judicial system, 
we have not been able to develop legal principles as regards sentencing.  The superior courts, 
except for making observations with regard to the purpose and object for which punishment is 
imposed upon an offender, had not issued any guidelines.” The Court pointed out that the 
higher courts have come across a large number of matters that “show anomalies as regards the 
policy of sentencing,” adding, “whereas the quantum of punishment for the commission of a 
similar type of offence varies from minimum to maximum, even where the same sentence is 
imposed, the principles applied are found to be different.  Similar discrepancies have been 
noticed in regard to the imposition of fine[s].”  

 
In an excerpt from a news report of October 2010, the Law Minister is quoted saying 

that “the government is looking into establishing a uniform sentencing policy in line with the 
United States and the United Kingdom in order to ensure that judges do not issue 
varied sentences.”197 

 
In 2013, the Apex Court, in the case of Soman198, also scrutinized the want of a 

structured set of guidelines:  
“Giving due punishment to the offender is at the heart of the criminal justice delivery, but in our nation, 

it is the weakest link of the administration of criminal justice.  There are no legislative or judicially evolved 

                                                             
196 State of Punjab v. Prem Sagar & Ors (2008) 7 S.C.C. 550. 
197Zee News, “Govt. for a Uniform Sentencing Policy by Courts” (Oct. 7, 2010) 

http://zeenews.india.com/news/nation/ govt-for-a-uniform-sentencing-policy-by-courts_660232.html. 
198 Soman v. State of Kerala (2013) 11 S.C.C. 382. 

http://zeenews.india.com/news/nation/govt-for-a-uniform-sentencing-policy-by-courts_660232.html
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guidelines to aid the trial court in framing the precise punishment to the accused facing trial before it after he is 
found guilty of the charges.”  

Having deciphered the procedure in the CrPC, its competency can be made out just by 
seeing its application practically speaking. The discretion accommodated under the current 
procedure is steered by ambiguous terms, for example, 'circumstances of the crime' and 'mental 
state and age'. Pleasingly these can be dead set however when will they have an influence on the 
sentence is the inquiry left unresolved by the legislature. 

 
Subsequently, if one judge determines a specific state of affairs as mitigating this would 

not (aside from a pitiful precedential worth) keep an alternate judge from disregarding that angle 
as immaterial (Suresh Chandra Bahri v. State of Bihar)199.This absence of consistency has 
implored a couple of judges to exploit their discretionary powers on the premise of their 
individual prejudices and biases. 

 
Aside from the personal biases and prejudices the thought of what composes justice 

and what is the reason for penance differs from individual to individual. For example, on 
account of the Gentela Vijayavardhan case200, the litigant had with the thought process to rob, 
burnt a bus loaded with passengers, brought about the demise of 23 passengers. The sentence 
imparted by the judges of the lower court was capital punishment for convict A and 10 years of 
rigorous imprisonment for convict B. The respective punishments were contested by the 
convict. The apex court cited from the judgment of the Dhananjoy Chatterjee case201 to 
reinforce its view to endorse the judgment:  

 
“Imposition of appropriate punishment is the manner in which the courts respond to the society's cry for 

justice against the criminals. Justice demands that Courts should impose punishment befitting the crime so that the 
courts reflect public abhorrence of the crime.”  

 
This judgment displays the standards of deterrence and retribution while awarding 

punishment. In any case, this can't be classified as wrong or as ideal for this is a consequence of 
the conviction of the judges. 

 
Also, on account of the Gurdev Singh case,202the court asserted capital punishment 

imposed on the appellant remembering the infuriating circumstances. 

                                                             
199 Suresh Chandra Bahri v. State of Bihar AIR 1994 SC 2420. 
200 Gentela Vijayavardhan Rao v. State of Andhra Pradesh AIR 1996 SC 2791. 
201 Dhananjoy Chatterjee v. State of West Bengal 1994 2 SCC 220. 
202 Gurdev Singh v. State of Punjab AIR 2003 SC 4187. 
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Despite the fact that on the substance of it this may be only brutal retribution for the 
crime committed by the convicts, on a deeper examination one can admit from the judgment 
that the demonstration was absolutely indefensible (unforgivable) for the judges. This can't be 
expressed to be the failure of the judges to feel sympathy. This is simply an expression of their 
values. 

 
Again, in the Mohd. Chaman Case,203the courts have astonishingly diminished the 

sentence of capital punishment to thorough detainment of life because of the conviction that the 
accused is not a threat to the society and thus he shall not be deprived of his life. The accused in 
this case had brutally raped and murdered a one and a half-year-old kid. The lower courts have 
seen the circumstance as the rarest of the rarest cases imposed capital punishment.204 The 
apex Court switched this, as it was not assured that the demonstration was sufficiently meriting 
the death penalty. 

 
It is not maintained that in the above situations and numerous other comparable ones 

the judges are unreasonable or unjust. The focal point set for the appreciation is varieties in the 
thought of justice and this radically sways the societal interest of what the judiciary must do in a 
specific state of affairs. 

There have been jurists like Krishna Iyer who have taken rehabilitation or 
reformation and reclamation to be an alternate level of comprehension. In the renowned 
instance of Mohammad Giasuddin205 he elucidated punishment as follows: 

 
“Dynamic criminologists over the world will concur that the Gandhian determination of offender as 

patients and his origination of prisons as healing facilities - mental and moral - is the way to the pathology of 
delinquency and the remedial part of the punishment.” 

 
 
 

VII. COMPENSATION TO VICTIMS OF CRIME      
 

The hapless victims of crime are utterly overlooked in misled sympathy for the criminal. 
Criminal law, which reflects the social ambitions and norms of the society, is designed to punish 

                                                             
203 Mohd Chaman v. State 2001 CriLJ. 725.  
204 Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab AIR 1980 SC 898,  Machhi Singh v. State of Punjab  (1983) 3 SCC 470. 
205 Mohammad Giasuddin v. State of Andhra Pradesh AIR 1977 SC 1926. 
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as well as to refine the criminals, but it hardly catches any sight of the by -product of crime or 
delinquency _i.e. its victims. In fact, it is a flaw of our criminal jurisprudence that the victims of 
crime don’t attract due heed. The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, sec.357, 357A and the 
Probation of Offenders Act, 1958, sec.5; empowers the courts to provide compensation or 
reparation to the disgruntled victims of crime.   

The 2008 amendments introduced Section 357A under which the Court is entitled to 
usher the State to pay compensation to the victims in such a situation wherein “the 
compensation awarded under Section 357 is not adequate for such rehabilitation, or where the 
case results in acquittal or discharge of the accused/offender and the victim needs to be 
rehabilitated.” Under this section, even if the accused does not face the trial, the victim 
necessarily needs to be reintegrated into society. The victim may seek the State or District Legal 
Services Authority to award him/her compensation.   

Besides the above enactments, the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 
of 2000 provides for the liberation of children who have committed offences on the observation 
of good conduct. These juveniles are placed under the care and protection of any parent, 
guardian or other fit persons, on such parent, guardian or other fit person entering into a bond, 
with or without surety, or any fit institution as the Board may require, for the good behaviour 
and well-being of the juvenile for any period not more than three years.  

The aim of the criminal justice system is to reform and rectify the offender, and to 
ensure the protection of society, and the security of its citizens by taking steps appropriate 
against the offender. It is thus, a corrective measure. This purpose is not fulfilled by 
incarceration and retribution; other alternative actions such as parole, admonition with fine, and 
probation achieve the purpose equally well.  

In the Sarwan Singh case,206 it was stated by the court that in granting compensation 
the court should not just appraise what compensation ought to be awarded to the heirs of the 
deceased and then impose a fine which is higher than the compensation. The court observed 
that the amount of fine should be ascertained on the basis of various factors encompassing the 
nature of the crime, the number of injuries, and the paying potential of the offender. 

In the Ram Pal case,207 the Apex Court concluded that “On appeal, the view taken by 
the trial Court was reversed. It was held that even if the vehicle was going at slow speed 
and uphill, the vehicle could have been stopped and its striking to the girl could have been 
prevented.  

Undoubtedly, the death was because of the vehicle hitting the girl which in the 
circumstances was a clear result of rash and negligent act of driving. Accordingly, the Appellate 

                                                             
206 Sarwan Singh v. State of Punjab (1978) 4 SCC III 
207 State of Himachal Pradesh v.  Ram Pal (2015) 42 SCD 438 
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Court convicted the respondent under Section 279 and 304A, IPC and awarded sentence of 
imprisonment for six months and fine of Rs.1000, in default further imprisonment of one month 
under Section 304A IPC and concurrent imprisonment for three months and fine of Rs.500, in 
default further imprisonment of fifteen days under Section 279 IPC.”  

 
In our perspective, the sentence of a mere fine of Rs.40, 000/ imposed by the High 

Court is inadequate and disproportionate to the offence. We have been enlightened 
that a sum of Rs.3, 60,000 has been awarded as 
compensation by the insurance company to the heirs of the deceased.  

 
            We are also of the view that where the accused is unable to pay the adequate amount of 

compensation or reparation to the victim or his heir, the Court ought to have ordered 
compensation under Section 357A against the State from the funds at disposal under the Victim 
Compensation Scheme formulated under the said section.  

 
 

VIII. THE FACTORS AFFECTING SENTENCING 
 

 
The onus for proper punishment is the way in which the judiciary reacts to the sob for 

justice against the criminals from the general public. Justice remarks that courts should grant 
punishment befitting the wrongdoing so the courts ponder upon the public loathing of the 
wrongdoing. 

The courts must not just consider the privileges of the criminal yet, in addition, 
the dignity of the victims of the wrongdoing and of the general population, when 
contemplating the award of due punishment.  

Hence, absurd compassion to force inadequate sentence would accomplish more 
mischief to the justice framework to sabotage the public trust in the adequacy of law and society. 
It is, thus, the responsibility of each Court to grant legitimate sentence having respect to the type 
and mode in which the wrongdoing was performed or conducted, and so forth.  

The reform on the topic of sentencing policy may also be interpreted in such a manner 
that punishment should always be proportionate/ commensurate to the severity of the offence. 
Religious background, caste, economic or social status or class of the accused or the victim is not 
the relevant factors for determining the duration and severity of punishment. The judge needs to 
choose the punishment subsequent to thinking about all the aggravating and mitigating factors 
and the circumstances under which the offence has been committed. 
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A. AGGRAVATING FACTORS  
 

1. The offences identifying with the commission of grievous wrongdoings like homicide, 
rape, dacoity, robbery, and so on by the accused with an earlier record for a conviction for 
offences carried out by the individual having a significant history of serious assaults and criminal 
convictions.  

2. The offence was committed while the offender was occupied with the commission of 
another grave offence.  

3. The offence was committed with the aim to make a dread psychosis in people in 
general and was committed in a public place by a weapon or gadget which could clearly be 
dangerous to the life or limb of more than one individual. 

4. The offense of homicide was committed for payoff or like offences to get cash or 
financial advantages. 

5. Recruited killings.  
6. The offence was committed ridiculously for need just while including heartless 

treatment and torment to the victim.  
7. The offence was committed by an individual while in legal guardianship.  
8. The homicide or the offence was committed, to forestall an individual legitimately 

doing his obligation like arrest or custody in a place of legal confinement of himself or another. 
For example, homicide is of an individual who had acted in the legal discharge of his obligation 
under Section 43 Code of Criminal Procedure.  

9. At the point when the wrongdoing is gigantic in extent like attempting the murder of 
the whole family or individuals of particular strata.  

10. At the point when the victim is innocent, vulnerable or an individual depends upon 
the trust of relationship and normal practices, similar to a kid, powerless lady, a daughter, or a 
niece staying with a father/uncle and is caused by the wrongdoing by such a trusted person. 

11. At the point when murder is committed for a thought process which confirmations 
complete debasement and unpleasantness.  

12. When there is an inhumane homicide without incitement.  
13. The wrongdoing is committed so ruthlessly that it pricks or stuns not only the judicial 

conscience but even the conscience of the society.  
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B. MITIGATING FACTORS 
 

1. The way and conditions in and under which the offence was committed, for instance, 
outrageous mental or emotional disturbance or extraordinary incitement in contradistinction to 
every one of these circumstances in the ordinary course.  

2. The age of the accused is an important thought however not a determinative factor. 
3. The odds of the accused of not indulging in commission of the wrongdoing again and 

the likelihood of the accused being changed and restored.  
4. The state of the accused shows that he was psychologically backward and this 

deformity disabled his ability to welcome the conditions of his criminal direct.  
5. The conditions which, in the ordinary course of life, would render such conduct 

conceivable and could have the impact of offering ascend to a psychological irregularity in that 
given circumstance like constant badgering or, actually, prompting such a pinnacle of human 
conduct that, in the factual matrix of the case, the accused accepted that he was ethically 
legitimized in committing the offence. 

6. Where the Court upon proper appreciation of evidence is of the opinion that the 
wrongdoing was not carried out in a preordained way and that the death brought about the 
course of the commission of another offence and that there was a chance of it being interpreted 
as an outcome of the commission of the essential wrongdoing.  

7. Where it is absolutely risky to focus on the testimony of a single eyewitness however 
the prosecution has brought home the guilt of the accused. While deciding the inquiries relatable 
to sentencing policy, the Court needs to follow certain standards and those standards are the 
loadstar other than the above contemplations in imposition or in any case of capital punishment. 

In Shailesh Jasvant bhai and another case208, the Hon'ble Apex Court held that "In 
working the sentencing framework, the law should receive the restorative apparatus or 
prevention dependent on the factual matrix. By default adjustment, the sentencing procedure is 
harsh where it ought to be and tempered with leniency where it warrants to be. The facts and 
given circumstances for each situation, the idea of the wrongdoing, the way where it was 
arranged and carried out, the thought process in the commission of the wrongdoing, the conduct 
of the accused, the idea of weapons utilized and all other attending circumstances are important 
facts which would go into the territory of thought." "The behaviour and viewpoint of the 
offender, the age of the victim, and the seriousness of the illegal offence are the most relevant 
factors. 

The court must exercise its judicial discretion in awarding the punishment non-biasedly 
thinking about the factual matrix of the case. The power under the proviso isn't to be utilized in 

                                                             
208Shailesh Jasvant bhai and anr. State of Gujarat and ors. (2006) 2 SCC 359.  
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a routine, casual, and cavalier manner as per the judge’s whims and fancies for the reason that an 
exception clause requires strict compliance. 

 
 

IX. CONCLUSION 
 
In any lawful framework, equity for the individuals from the general public is of prime 

significance. In this area, the protection of rights through fair trials, and an efficient punishment 
mechanism needs to brought up, which can strike a certain kind of balance between the victim(s) 
and the accused. 

The Code vests wide discretionary powers with the judges once the conviction is 
reached. The matters can no longer be resolved by granting the judges such extensive powers 
and leaving the justice system on the impulses and fancies of the judges. Justice requests that 
courts ought to award punishment befitting the wrongdoing with the goal that the courts reflect 
public detestation of the wrongdoing. The courts must not just take into account the privileges 
of the criminal yet, in addition, the privileges of the victims of the wrongdoing and the general 
public everywhere while awarding an appropriate punishment 

 
Hence, undue sympathy to impose inadequate sentence would do more damage to the 

justice system to undermine the public trust in the adequacy of law and society couldn't long 
suffer under such genuine dangers. It is, consequently, the duty of each Court to grant legitimate 
sentences with the assistance of the best possible sentencing policy.   

 
The adjudicators do back their conclusions by rationales, yet such a rationale can't fulfill 

the necessities of the criminal justice delivery framework and is leading to an indistinguishable 
lawful framework. A coherent sentencing policy that lessens this wide scope is the need of the 
hour. Religion, race, caste, financial or economic wellbeing of the accused or victim(s) are not 
the most significant components for deciding the quantum of punishment. The suggestions of 
the Malimath committee must be taken as a benchmark and standard guidelines and policies 
must be formulated. 
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ROLE OF DOWRY AS INDICATORS 
OF SOCIAL CHANGE IN INDIA 

Hrudhyaa Gayathri & Akshara Kannan* 

ABSTRACT 

One of the major Socio-Legal problems in India is the still prevailing practice of the ancient system of dowry practice. This 
practice has added to the vulnerable position of women in the country. Along with the demand for dowry during the time of marriage came 
greed to demand more. This greed resulted in various women being subject to violence which even led to their death. Many legal provisions 
were added and changed in order to safeguard women from the evils of society. Along with the legal changes, positive changes towards the 
eradication of this practice are yet to be seen. A practice once introduced to empower women is now used as a tool to weaken them. India 
is a diverse country which is filled with various traditional practices and culture, it is important to respect every individual’s opinion unless 
it affects the rights of another person. Lawmakers in India have kept in mind and respected the practices of various religions while 
criminalizing the demand for dowry. It is important to eradicate this practice from the country as it weakens the position of women. The 
21st century is a time where every individual is respected and protected without any discrimination. In such a period it is important for the 
society to measure the worth of an individual by their values and knowledge and not determine them by the money that they bring in. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

‘When men are oppressed, it is a tragedy and when women are oppressed it is a tradition’ 

  Marriages in India are a bundle of traditions and deep-rooted cultural practices 
that evolve according to changing social structures. However, one custom that resists change is 
the dowry system. The dowry system is commonly known as a system where the bride’s family 
meets the demands of the groom’s family as consideration for marrying the woman. However, it 
is less known that the concept was coined to empower the independence of women after 
marriage. The system evolved to be a financial burden on the women and her family. In 1956, 
under the Hindu succession act, India granted daughters and sons equivalent legal recognition 
amongst Hindu, Sikh, and Jain families. Yet, the dowry system was being followed as a tradition 
for marriages. The disadvantageous position that the women are placed in society leaves them no 
choice but to depend on men which are the major cause for the prevailing dowry system. Dowry 
is also considered to be a major contributor to violence against women. Though India has been 
making progress in relation to women’s rights, this evitable custom is yet to be completely 
eradicated. 

 

I. THE DOWRY SYSTEM: A HISTORICAL 
PERSPECTIVE 

  The concept of dowry is known to have its roots in the primeval past in India. 
However, the ancient civilizations have not shown traces of this practice. Around the 3rd century 
BC, women were valued highly in civilization. They were considered to be pillars of support, for 
both the society and the family.209 

In that Era, during the marriage, the factor of dowry did not exist as marriages were 
solely based on ‘inner and outer beauty’. Soon after, in the medieval period, the concept of 
dowry evidently came into practice across India. In this period the gifts and cash given by the 
family of the bride and relatives were put for independent use of the bride after marriage. The 
practice was neither misused nor considered to be derogatory. 

                                                             
209 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dowry, accessed on 23-01-2018 at 21:25p.m 
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   The colonial rule in India brought about a new meaning to the custom which was 
previously being practiced. The British rule introduced new systems and laws which mandated 
dowry in every marriage. As the feudal system emerged, women were also deprived of the right 
to hold property. The new system led to the transfer of all the properties held by women to the 
husband’s name resulting in widespread misuse of wealth.210 This was the start of dowry crimes 
prevailing in India even today. 

 The concept of dowry emerged as consideration for marrying women.  A higher 
value of cash and expensive gifts were demanded by the in-law families as dowry. In many cases,  

additional dowry was demanded by the in-law families after marriage. The bride’s family 
was often left with no choice but to meet their demands. The second half of the 19th century saw 
a rapid increase in dowry crimes all over the country. As the crimes came to light, dowry was 
seen as an issue that needed to be addressed.  Various laws were introduced to control the crimes 
which were seldom effective. 

  The 1970s and 1980s saw widespread protests and a rapid increase in the number 
of cases in the country. One such countrywide popular movement against dowry was led by 
‘Savitri Chadda’. Protests were conducted across India including Punjab, Maharashtra, 
Karnataka, Gujarat, and West Bengal. She came to be known as the ‘face of the Anti Dowry 
movement’. Various other protests and crimes also came to light during this period questioning 
the practice of the dowry system. 

1
975 

•         PROGRESSIVE ORGANISATION OF WOMEN- HYDERABAD 
•         Earliest protest against the dowry system 
•          Around 2000 people protested  against the increase in the practice of  

dowry system.211 

                                                             
210 http://www.hitxp.com/articles/history/origin-dowry-system-bride-woman-india-british/, accessed on 

13-102017 via Google.com at 10 p.m. 
 
211 NagpalHimanshi., =The Historical journey of Anti-Dowry laws‘; (2017), www.feminismofindia.com, 

accessed on 23-01-2018 at 01:47 p.m 
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1
979 

•         TARVINDER KAUR CASE- DELHI 
•         Tarvinder Kaur was urged to death through emotional abuse by in-laws 

as they were denied their desired dowry 
•         Organized protests took place in the streets of Delhi 

1
979 

•         KANCHAN CHOPRA – DELHI 
•         Police denied complaint from the bride’s family  
•         Kanchan was found dead the next day.212 

  As time evolved further, the loopholes in the custom were recognized and efforts 
were made to put a stop to it. 

I. A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE: ANTI DOWRY 
LAWS 

  The dowry practice in India is a concept that is deeply rooted in our society and 
has been in practice for many decades. It is a very serious issue as the pressure of demanding 
dowry increases the violence against women. This increase in crime rates calls for the legal 
protection of women against dowry exploitation. In 1961, the Dowry Prohibition Act was passed 
and its aim was to ensure and safeguard women.  Even when this act was in order, the crime 
rates kept increasing. This was due to improper investigation and negligence in the 
implementation of the act. 

  Section 2 of this act defined dowry as any property or expensive security given or 
accepted, expressly or implicitly, by parties entering into marriage or by their families. Section 3 
defines the Penalty for giving or taking dowry as a minimum sentence for a period of 5 years 
plus fine of rupees 15,000 or the amount of value of dowry, whichever is higher. There is often 
no clear distinction between the demand for dowry and the practice of blessing the couple with 
valuable gifts. Therefore, Section 3 exempts all the gifts and presents given at the time of 
marriage without any demand or influence. Section 4 of the act explains that the demand for 

                                                             
212 Ibid. 
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dowry shall be punishable with incarceration for 6 months which may extend up to 2 years plus 
fine which may extend up to Rupees 10,000. The Dowry Prohibition Act considers all 
agreements for giving or taking dowry to be void. 

  With the enforcement of the Dowry Prohibition Act, many changes and 
inclusions were made in various other aspects of Law. 

 In 1983 the Indian penal code was amended to define Criminal offenses of 
dowry-related brutality, dowry death, and suicide incitement. Section 304B of IPC defines and 
criminalizes dowry death with the sentence of at least 7 years in prison which may extend to 
imprisonment for life. Section 498A213 of IPC punishes the cruelty caused to women by a 
husband or his family penalizing with imprisonment for a maximum sentence of 3 years plus 
fine. The crimes committed under these sections are non-bailable and non-compoundable. 

  Until July 2017, it was permissible under law to immediately arrest without any 
investigation and take into custody the parties involved in the commission of dowry related 
violence once the complaint against them was filed by the victim. But this law was widely 
misused by women to blame their in-laws for crimes they did not commit. For instance, the 
popular  Nisha Sharma Dowry case gained significant attention from the press and praised the 
petitioner for being a youth icon for fighting against the dowry system. But soon after 
investigation, it was revealed that the petitioner had fabricated evidence of dowry demand, and 
falsely accused the respondents in order to wriggle out of the wedding due to personal reasons. 
Many such false accusations and misuse of the law, Supreme Court in July 2017 banned the 
immediate arrest of accused persons and allowed them to grant bail on the same day.  

  The Indian Evidence Act of 1872, protects women under Section 113A214 on the 
assumption as to the provocation of suicide by a married woman and in Section 113B on the 
assumption as to death due to dowry. The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 also protects 

                                                             
213 Husband or relative of husband of a woman subjecting her to cruelty.—Whoever, being the husband or 

the relative of the husband of a woman, subjects such woman to cruelty shall be punished with imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine. 

 
214 Presumption as to abetment of suicide by a married woman.—When the question is whether the 

commission of suicide by a woman had been abetted by her husband or any relative of her husband and it is shown 
that she had committed suicide within  the seven years duration of marriage, that is from the date of her marriage 
and that her husband or such relative of her husband had subjected her to cruelty, the Court may presume, having 
regard to all the other circumstances of the case, that such suicide had been abetted by her husband or by such 
relative of her husband. 
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against dowry deaths as it mandates post mortem in cases where the death took place within 
seven years of marriage.  

  There are many laws which criminalize the practice of dowry and the dowry 
related violence, the practice of this custom is still very popular in India. Women are protected 
under law, but the extent of enforcement of these laws is not standardized. In order to 
completely eradicate the practice of dowry, these already existing laws need to be implemented 
more strictly and seriously. 

I. DOWRY AND RELIGION 

 As Mahatma Gandhi rightfully said, “A person who makes dowry a precondition 
for marriage not only shows disrespect towards women but also humiliates his own education”. 
The tradition of dowry is practiced by almost all the religions in India. Though there is plenty of 
variance on this issue, many families practice dowry during the time of marriage due to societal 
pressure and to maintain high status in society. Lawmakers have clearly distinguished the 
exploitation that is caused due to dowry violence while keeping in mind and respecting the 
traditional practices and beliefs of every religious community. 

A. DOWRY IN HINDUISM 

  Marriages in every religion are considered as important social events. Hindu 
marriages are especially elaborate and consist of the performance of various rituals that have 
been in practice for a long time. In order to be on par with the standards and status of society, 
marriages are usually very grand. In a patriarchal society, women are considered burdens for 
various reasons and one such important reason is that the marriage expenses are usually incurred 
by the bride’s side. The cost of such weddings aren’t nominal, therefore parents who give birth 
to female children grow concerned about the wedding expenses. 

  The dowry system originated from the practices of the Hindu community but 
this practice was brought in for the protection of women. In the past, women were denied 
inheritance rights, and only the male children were considered to be rightful heirs of the family 
properties. Dowry was introduced as a tool to help women get a part of their share of the 
property at the time of marriage. This practice which intended to help, protect, and empower 
women was later misused by the groom’s family and resulted in a totally different outcome. 
Religious Hindu scriptures like any other religion portray women as a very powerful, 
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independent being. Therefore, it is clear to us that the practice of dowry was misunderstood by 
society. 

B. DOWRY IN CHRISTIANITY 

  Christians across the world believe that marriage is a holy institution of God. 
Unconditional exchange of vows of love, commitment, and faithfulness are the foundations of 
Christian marriage ceremonies. The Holy Bible condemns the tradition of dowry as it violates 
the primary institution of marriage. It is a known fact that the pressure of dowry can easily turn 
into cases of violence and in such situations, marriages become devoid of love.  Dowry became a 
pressing issue as people started prioritizing monetary gains over love and understanding. 
Marriage becomes a contract of a business deal when the dowry is involved. The community 
believes that the will of God is to not oppress any individual, but the dowry system goes against 
this principle as in most cases the bride’s parents are forced to pay a heavy amount of money for 
the well-being of their daughter after marriage. Dowry is an outright repudiation of Christian 
ideals of marriage. 

  In Biblical times, brides were highly valued and respected. In fact, the groom 
along with his family used to welcome the bride with valuable gifts and presents as a token of 
love, appreciation, and respect. Though this system was adopted from the Hindu community, 
the customary practice of dowry is popular amidst the Christian community as well. Though this 
is an adopted culture, the churches in India have absorbed the tradition of dowry in recent times 
and do not give adequate attention to this issue as it is already deeply rooted. 

C. DOWRY IN ISLAM 

  Marriages in Islam are governed by an unwritten set of rules which are derived 
from the Holy Quran. Muslim marriages are believed to be contractual in nature. Mahr under 
Muslim law is a particular sum of money or property which the wife is entitled to get from her 
husband at the time of marriage. Dower is a prerequisite for Muslim marriages. In Quran Mahr 
or Dower is called Fareedha which means an obligation of Muslim men to pay money to their 
wives. The system of dower is socially and legally accepted. In fact, Section 2 of the Dowry 
Prohibition Act, 1961 exempts the practice of Mahr. Islamic law considers Mahr as a rightful 
tool to empower and uplift the status of women, give them financial stability, ensure the 
independence of the wife, balance inequality, etc. 

  The concept of dowry or Jahez (popularly known in Muslim Community) is a 
recent development that is imitations of Hindu practices. There is no provision or mention of 
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dowry in Muslim law as it is assumed that Muslims do not practice this culture. Jahez is 
considered as a societal and cultural evil as the concept places a wrongful liability on women. 

 Jahez is classified under two heads: 

1.       Jahez-e-Fatimi which has been recognized in Muslim law in recent times. 
Under this concept, the bride and bride’s family arrange for special facilities and give 
presents to the groom out of love and affection. 

2.       This concept is largely practiced in South India where Muslims follow the 
norms of the society on the aspect of dowry and this practice has no relation with Islam. 

Though a large number of Muslims practice dowry, the Quran prohibits grooms from 
demanding dowry from brides. 

D. DOWRY IN SIKHISM 

  Sikh masters were great reformers and considered men and women as equal 
beings. Every individual was treated with respect and dignity irrespective of their gender. Due to 
societal influence, the status of women started deteriorating. As a result, plenty of feminine 
symbols were included in the religious texts in order to uplift and reawaken women. Majority 
Sikhs indulge in the tradition of dowry but the custom of money-grubbing dowry has been 
criticized in the Gurmat, which is the knowledge of Gurbani. According to this text, a person 
who offers or accepts material dowry must be known as Manmukh (someone who is spiritually 
ignorant). The third Guru stated that real dowry was not a mere transfer of material possessions 
but the immense knowledge and values that one inculcates in himself as a permanent asset of 
human beings. 

I. DOWRY CRIMES 

  Social evils such as the dowry system are a bane to the Indian society. Despite 
having various laws to prohibit this practice, it is still being followed in various sections of the 
society. The dowry practice is often followed by violence and crimes due to exploitation. This 
persists up to date in India as the conviction rate is known to be less than 35%. Data also reveals 
that after registration of dowry crimes, police have charge-sheeted around 93.7% of the accused 
of which only 34.7% were convicted. The remaining cases are known to be pending in various 
courts. 
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A. PREDOMINANT CRIMES IN INDIA: 

 Since the dowry system became common, violence was exhibited by the family 
demanding dowry when their desired dowry was denied. Physical aggression and psychological 
abuse and most often murder or abetment of suicide were the offenses predominantly 
committed in India. In most cases, further dowry was demanded after marriage. Families who 
could not afford the demanded dowry often faced a lot of pressure. Due to societal pressure, 
female foeticides were aborted in fear of dowry. Women were seen as a liability in the society. 

  Cruelty was the most basic crime committed by in-law families. This includes 
forcing the bride and the family of the bride to satisfy the desires for properties or expensive 
gifts. For the same, the brides were tortured, harassed, abused verbally sometimes accompanied 
by physical violence. This most often resulted in dowry death where the woman suicides without 
being able to handle the pressure. 

    Domestic violence included abusive and threatening behavior which included physical, 
psychological, financial abuse and sexual aggression, bullying, alienation, and manipulation. In 
2010, Geetha from Delhi was asked to get ` 1 lakh by her husband, Vinod and his family. As she 
did not oblige them, they beat her up and one of her eyes got damaged by a sharp-edged 
weapon.215 

   To prevent domestic violence Protection of Women from Domestic Violence 
Act, 2005 was introduced. The act was less effective when it was initially implemented, as time 
evolved educated women became aware of their protection against dowry violence and slowly 
started fighting against the same.  But the parties to be concerned were the uneducated 
women who were not mindful of their legal protection often became victims of such violence.  

B. DOWRY DEATHS: 

  Dowry turned out to be a bane not only for women but also for their families 
who find it hard to satisfy the demands. In most cases, dowry violence resulted in death which 
added to the family’s burden. Dowry death also called murder is an issue addressed very often 
today. Dowry deaths popularly occur in two cases 

•         When the husband and his family is dissatisfied with the dowry due to which they 
murder the woman 

                                                             
215 Indo Asian News service, 28.08.2010 
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•         When the woman commits suicide as she is unable to withstand the harassment and 
pressure of the in-law family 

  The most brutal cases that have witnessed dowry death include the bride burning 
where the bride is burned alive by the family or by herself due to dowry pressure. One such case 
of dowry-related death:- 

In 2008, Bharati Sharma ended her life by consuming poison as her husband’s family 
threatened her to bring in more dowry by physically assaulting her. The young bride resorted to 
suicide as the in-laws forced her to either bring in additional dowry or to consume poison.216 

Dowry death has been addressed by various laws in India:- 

  Section 304-B of the Indian Penal Code penalizes dowry deaths where the 
demise of the women subject to dowry harassment is not due to normal circumstances within 7 
years of marriage. Dowry death under the Indian Penal Code is triable by any sessions court. 
Section 113-B of the Indian Evidence Act also presumes a death to be a dowry death when the 
woman has been subject to cruelty in relation to dowry recently before her death. Dowry death is 
not inevitable in India. By creating awareness among the people this customary practice can be 
avoided to a large extent. These laws have been enforced strictly in recent scenarios. 

•         In the case of Satyanandam v/s Public Prosecutor, High Court of A.P.,2004 the court 
decided that the accused can be convicted of dowry death until he is proved to be 
innocent.217 

•         The court in State of Andhra Pradesh V.Ram Gopal Asawa & Another court took the 
view that there should be a remotely comparable and live link between all the 
implications of brutality depending on the demand for dowry and the death in the 
issue.218 

The practice of dowry deaths and murders though continues to exist in many 
unchecked regions of India and further adds to the concerns of enforcement. 

  
                                                             
216 News in Daily Excelsior, 7 May 2008, entitled “Dowry claims life of young house-wife” 
217 High Court of A.P.,2004 
 
218 AIR 2004 SCC 470 
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I. CONCLUSION 
 

  Indians are no strangers to the execution of the dowry system and the crimes 
related to the same. Living in the 21st century where women are fighting for equal societal rights 
as their male counterparts, the practice of dowry does not accelerate this process. Dowry which 
was initially practiced to empower women is now used to deteriorate them. Being modern in 
one’s mind is as important as being modern in other aspects of life. It is high time society 
recognizes the dowry system being practiced today as an evil system which adds to the constant 
battles that women fight and overcome. The struggle between India’s patricentric practices and 
modernism can be seen in the fight against dowry violence. The mindset of the majority of 
people who still consider the customary implementation of dowry as a tool to maintain their 
social status and dominance needs to be changed. Women all over India are slowly starting to 
recognize their rights. The stringent enforcement of laws that are drafted to protect women is 
necessary to completely eradicate the dowry system in India. 
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RETHINKING OF THE NEED OF 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN INDIA 

Aakash  Waghmode * 

 
Abstract  

 
In the contemporary era, having enough legislations already right in place the problems of increasing crime is at an alarming 

rate, so to say because of the punishment for the Crimes does not have a reformative approach and hence aren’t sufficient. The punishment 
should be severed to reduce the existing crime rate. All punishments are primarily based on the same aim of giving a penalty to the 
offender and to protect the society from mischievous elements by Dissuading alleged criminals and preventing actual criminals from 
committing more crimes to eradicate evils and to reform criminals and turn them into law-abiding citizens. In India punishment is in the 
form of Capital Punishment, Imprisonment, Fine, etc. This paper defines Capital Punishment and goes on to study capital punishment 
in India, later discusses the Constitutionality of the Death Penalty in India, and the Criminological approach in India. The research 
paper discusses the Pardoning powers of the President in capital punishment cases and thereupon gives a brief, about the recommendations 
and the issues discussed by the commission about the methods of execution of Corporal Punishment and the differences in the judicial 
opinions amongst the judges of the Supreme Court. The researcher has also discussed the landmark Judgements of the country and then 
the prevailing laws of capital punishment in India along with their relevant sections. The research paper also shows the statistics about the 
mercy petition decided by India. The researcher also discusses the developments in the International Human Rights framework, the views 
about the abolitionist, and the Retentionist countries of the world about Capital Punishment and the country's respective case laws. At 
last, the paper concludes by stating the evidence as to why Capital Punishment in India should not be abolished.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Considering the Halocene Epoch, India is one of the fastest developing countries in the 

world but amidst all of this, the country still faces an escalated growth in the crime rates from 
time to time. In India, the system of punishments is based on the motive of the offenders to give 
penalties to the wrongdoer. The two main basic purposes for punishing an offender is that the 
wrongdoer should suffer and the other, it should deter the other offenders from doing any 
wrong of the similar nature. There are different kinds of punishments in India based on the 
brutality and the seriousness of the offense such as-  

 Death,  

 Imprisonment for life, 

  Rigorous or simple imprisonment, 

  Forfeiture of property, 

  Fine.219 

Reviving Ancient philosophical trends of punishment, Penal sanctions were 
characterized by severity and harshness in different legal systems. The corporal punishment of 
death was established in the Code of Hammurabi in about 18th century B.C for more than 25 
different offenses, and it was part of the Hittite Code in the 14th century B.C, Draconian Code 
7th century B.C, and Twelve Tables in 5th century B.C.220 

 The death system was terrifying during Roman Empire, as it was executed by barbaric 
means of Scourging or Beating to Death, Torture, Exposure, Deception, Crucifixion, Exposing 
to wild animals, Vivicombustion or were burnt alive. However, decapitation was a common 
method of execution and standard for all members of lower classes of the society, while the 
same penalty was imposed on persons found guilty of “Parricidium” and “Vivicombustion” and 
was applied in Arson, State Enemy and Slave related cases.221 

                                                             
219Section 53 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. 
220 Michigan State University and Death Penalty Information Center (2006) Death Penalty: History. USA. 
221Richard AB (1996) Crime & Punishment in ancient Rome.Routledge, London, UK, pp. 242. 
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In this research, the researcher focuses on capital punishment or the death penalty. The 
capital punishment debate is one of the engendered considerable debate about its morality and 
on the typical behavior of the criminals. The following are the three heads of argument:- 

 Moral  
 Utilitarian  
 Practical  

Supporters of the moral argument state that people who commit heinous crimes which 
are proportionate to them being punished by capital punishment have forfeited their human 
right of living and existing as a human being. Furthermore, they go on to say that corporal 
punishment is a form of retribution, expressing and reinforcing the moral outrage of not only 
the people who have an interest in the victim’s life but also of the other law-abiding citizens in 
general. By contrast, people who follow the writings of CesareBeccaria’s published volume of 
criminal justice 1764, in which the writer states that legitimizing the behavior that the law seeks 
to repress by such killing capital punishment is counterproductive in the message which it leaves. 
A few abolitionist claim that capital punishment violates the human rights guaranteed by the very 
constitution and is considered to be degrading. 

 
Supporters of the utilitarian argument state that capital punishment has its unique potent 

deterrent effect on potentially violent offenders foe whom the mere threat of imprisonment is 
not a cause of sufficient restrain. In contrast to this opponents point out to research which 
demonstrates capital punishment is not a more appropriate preventive measure than the 
punishment for life imprisonment. 

 
In practical arguments there also have been several ongoing disputes as to the 

administration of justice in regards to capital punishment. Those who support the same belief 
that it is feasible to format outlaws and procedures and the truly deserving ones are executed. 
Contrary view on this states that any attempt to single out certain kinds of crime as deserving of 
death will be inevitably discriminatory and arbitrary.222 

 
Capital punishment is a legal penalty in India.223The word Capital Punishment has a Latin Origin 

which means regarding the head. The word capital punishment is also known as the Death penalty, in which the 
offender is sentenced to death by the court having authority for the conviction of the particular criminal offense. 
There are many national movements and non-governmental organization which fight against capital punishment 
stating it as immoral and violative of the fundamental rights. The death sentence is given only when the court which 
has sovereign Jurisdiction comes out with the inference that life imprisonment is not sufficient based on the facts 
and heinousness of the particular case. The researcher aims to study the following through the paper -: 

                                                             
222CeseareBeccaria, Journal on Crimes and Punishments, 1764, Chapter 10th, pg 193. 
223Majumder Sanjay, India and the death penalty, BBC news 4th August 2005. 
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 To study about capital punishment in India. 
 To study the constitutionality of the death penalty in India. 
 To study the criminological approach in India.  

 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

In this particular research, the researcher has referred to the doctrinal type of research, this 
particular research type is also recognized as traditional research. Doctrinal research is further 
divided into two subtypes that are empirical and qualitative which has been used. The following 
research is based on the information previously made available and analyzed those facts to make 
an evolution of this particular research. The research involves secondary data such as Journal, 
Law magazines, Books, Articles, Research Papers, etc. 

 

III. CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN INDIA 
 

In the Indian scenario, under Article 72 of the Indian Constitution, the President has the 
authority to grant mercy in cases of capital punishment. The pardoning powers of the president 
include – 

 Pardon –It means the removal of both sentences and the guilty verdict and sets the 
accused free. 

 Commutation –It represents the one form of punishment being replaced with the 
lighter form.  

 Remission –It signifies a reduction in the duration of sentence without modification in 
the character of the punishment. 

 Respite – it means granting a lesser punishment in place of the originally awarded 
sentence. 

 Reprieve – It signifies a hold on the enforcement of a sentence for a temporary period, 
its main idea is to ensure the person convicted to have a chance to pursue the President's 
pardon or plea bargain.224 

                                                             
224 M Laximikant :Indian Polity for Civil Services Examination, 4th edition, Chapter 17th, pg -17.13. 
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In India the capital sentence is given to the convicts of the heinous offences such as 
Rape, Criminal conspiracy, Murder, Waging War against the government, Abetment of Mutiny, 
Dacoity with Murder, and Terrorism.225 In India Article 21 of the Indian Constitution provides 
for “Life and Personal Liberty” which states no individual shall be refused of his life or 
individual liberty except according to the procedure established by law.226 

In 1967 the Law commission was seen releasing its 35th Law commission Report having 
recommendations that the Death penalty should be retained stating that – 

Having regards to the circumstances existing in India, having a variety in the cultural background of the 
people and having a disparity in the levels of Morals and Education, to the gigantic geographical area and the 
greatest need to enforce the law and order in the country in the existing situation, India cannot incur the risk of 
experimenting confiscation of Death penalty.227 

To add more to this the commission also stated that by following the capital punishment 
objective the commission’s most important object is also followed.228 In the 35th Law 
commission Report the commission made some recommendations on the prevailing ancillary 
issues and thereby considered right to Appeal in S.C in capital punishment cases where the 
punishment was imposed or confirmed by the High Court of the concerned states.229 The 41st 
Report of the Code 1898 reiterated that the concerned court should specify its justifications 
whenever it refuses one of the two sentences in the situation of corporal Punishment Case.230 In 
the year 2003 the commission again released its 187th Report for the Mode of enforcing of Death 
and such incidental matters, it was observed that the commission Suo Motto took up this matter 
because of the advances in the fields of Science, Medicine and Technology. In this report the 
question of the prohibition of death penalty remained unanswered and the commission restricted 
itself to 3 issues which are – 

 Method of enforcing of Death Sentence  

 Process of Eliminations of the Differences in Judicial opinions among the Judges of the 
S.C while passing a Judgment 

                                                             
225 Lexis Nexis :Indian Penal Code, 1860, page- 39,40,101,129,134. 
226 Article 21- Protection of Life and Personal Liberty – Part 3 – Fundamental Rights (12-35) of the Indian 

Constitution 
227 Law Commission Report Of India, 35th Report, 1967, Para 293, http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-

50/Report 35 Vol 1 and 3. Pdf (law viewed by researcher on 17.01.20) 
228Law commission Of India, 35th Report 1967, para 295, available at 

http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report 35 Vol 1 and 3.Pdf (last viewed by researcher on 17.01.20) 
229AlokNathDutta V/s State of West Bengal, 2007, 12 SCC 230; 
SwamyShraddhananda v/s State of Karnataka, 2008, 13 SCC 767 
230 Law commission Of India, 41st  Report 1969,  at para 26.9, http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-

50/Report41, Pdf (last viewed on 18.01.20) 

http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report
http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report
http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report
http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report41
http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report41
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 And the Curative Petition 231 

After observing the Practicality of these Issues in everyday life, the Law Commission 
recommended allowing for the Lethal Injection as mode of Execution in addition to Hanging, 
and furthermore, it states that in cases of Capital Punishment a bench of at-least 5 Judges is 
heard. Constitutionality of thecorporal punishment was first challenged in the Apex court in the 
case of Jagmohan Singh V. State of U.P232 In this case, the Petitioners contended that corporal 
punishment is violative of the Articles 14, 19, 21 of the Indian Constitution. The Second 
argument put forward was that it violates all freedoms guaranteed under Art 19(1)(a) to (g) and 
hence was unreasonable and not in the interest of Public. The petitioners also put forward the 
U.S Supreme Court case of Furman V/s Georgia233 which stated that which considered the 
penalty of death to be unconstitutional. To this, the Bench held that Corporal punishment is un-
violative of the Indian Constitution and also held that if the powers and vide discretion was 
given to the Judges in the Death Matters, it will be merely impossible to say that it discriminates 
since facts and circumstances differ in each case and aren’t synonymous.234 In the case of 
Bachan Singh V/s. State Of Punjab235 the Supreme Court arrived at the principle that capital 
punishment should be given only in extremely Rare Cases and hence thereby prevails in the 
nation.   

IV. CONSTITUTIONALITY OF DEATH PENALTY 

IN INDIA – 
 
 In the year 1991 in the case of ShashiNayar V/s UOI236the capital punishment was 

again challenged in the Supreme Court and similar reasons as stated in Bacchan Singh were 
placed in front of the Bench, to this the court rejected the petition and stated that it was not a 
right time to re-consider Capital Punishment in India. The Plea which contended that Death 
Penalty was Barbarous and inhumane were also rejected by the respective courts.237 

                                                             
231 Law Commission Of India, 187th Report, 2003, at page 7, 

http://lawcommissionofindia,nic.in/reports/187th%20report.pdf (last viewed by researcher on 18.01.20) 
232(1972) 1 SCC 20. 
233 408 U.S. 238 (1972) 
234Jagmohan Singh V/s State Of U.P (1973) 1 SCC at para 27. 
235(1980) (2 SCC 684) 
236(2) 103 1992 SCC (1) 96 JT 1991 (4) 196 1991 SCALE (2)919 ACT 
237(1992) 1 SCC 96 at Para 7. 

http://lawcommissionofindia,nic.in/reports/187th%20report.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Reports
https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/408/238/
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V. MANDATORY DEATH SENTENCE 
 
In the case of Mithu V/s State of Punjab238the Supreme court was faced with the 

compulsory sentence of capital punishment enacted by the s.303 of IPC. The court held it to be 
unconstitutional stating that a law mandated death sentence fails to consider the facts and 
circumstances of each case which comes to the court, which facts are thereby important to 
determine the question of each individual case.  In short mandatory death sentence for the 
offenders was struck down. 

VI. METHOD OF EXECUTION  
 

In the instance of ParmanandKatara V/s UOI239the court in this case accepted the petitioner’s 

argument stating that allowing a body to continue hanging beyond the time of death was violative of the integrity of 
an individual and thus unconstitutional. 

VII. DELAY AND THE DEATH PENALTY  
 

In the case of T.V Vattheeswaran V/s State Of Tamil Nadu240it was held that the Lagging 

in implementation of Death Sentence beyond two years will constitute the breach of the procedure guaranteed 

under Art 21 of the Indian Constitution.241 
In the case of Sher Singh V/s State Of Punjab242the court stated that delay could be a basis for 

invoking Art 21 but there was no clearly defined rule which could be applied that entitled the prisoner in quashing 

the death sentence. 243 
 In another case of Triveniben V/s. State of Gujarat,244the courts considered the 

aforementioned question and stated that only Executive delay is the delays in discarding of Mercy petitions and the 

delay’s occurring at the instances of the Executive and not the Judiciary delay.245 
In the case of StatrughanChauhan V/s. UOI 246 in this case, the courtrecommended the 

criteria for protecting the rights of Death row convicts, which also included comprised reiterating the 

                                                             
2381983 AIR 473, 1983 SCR (2) 690 
239 1989 AIR 2039, 1989 SCR (3) 997 
240(1983) 2 SCC 68 (4) 
241(1983) 2 SCC 68. 
2421983 AIR 465, 1983 SCR (2) 582 
243(1983) 2 SCC 344. 
2441989 AIR 1335, 1989 SCR (1) 509 
245Triveniben V/s. State of Gujarat, (1989) 1 SCC 678 at para 23. 
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unlawfulness of solitary or single- cell imprisonment pursuant to the denial of the Mercy Plea by the president and a 

maximum of 14 day period between the denial of the Mercy petition and it's implementation.247This was recently 
observed in the case of 2012 Delhi Gang Rape case as the date for implementation of capital punishment changed 

from 22nd January 2020 to 1st of Februaryv2020.248 
Recently Supreme Court was also seen upholding constitutionality of Section 364 (a) of 

IPC which allows Death Sentence for Kidnapping with Ransom. In the case of Vikram Singh 
V/s UOI249 in this case the Supreme courts acknowledged that the punishments given by the 
court should be in proportion to the Sufficient gravity and nature of the Offenses, however it also held that 
S.364(a) cannot be held in disproportion as to the complexity of the offence to call the same 

unconstitutional.250 

VIII. LAWS ON DEATH PENALTY IN INDIA 
 

1. CAPITAL OFFENCES IN IPC  

                                                                                                                                                                                             
246Writ Petition 55 of 2013. 
247StatrughanChauhan V/s UOI (2014) 3 SCC at para 241. 
248 Delhi Classification Of Prisons Rule, 1988 
249AIR 1954 P H 145 
250Vikram Singh @ Vicky and another V/s. UOI, criminal appeal no. 824 of the Supreme Court of India 

decided on August 21st, 2015, at para 49. 

S
R NO. 

SECTION 
NUMBER  

DESCRIPITION  

1 SECTION  121 Treason, for raging war against the 
government of India. 

2 SECTION 132 Abetment of mutiny actually committed. 

3 SECTION 194 Perjury resulting in the conviction and 
death of an innocent person. 

4 SECTION 195 (A)  Threatening or inducing any person to 
give false evidence resulting into the conviction 
and the death of an innocent person.  
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2. CAPITAL OFFENCES UNDER OTHER EXISTING LAWS 

 

S
R NO. 

SECTIONS  ACT 

1 Section 34,37,38(1) The Air Force Act, 1950. 

2 Section (1)(i) Andra Pradesh Control of Organized 
Crimes Act, 2001.    

3 Section 10(b)(i) and 
Section 16(1)(a) 

Unlawful Activities Prevention Act,1967. 

4 Section 
34,35,36,37,38,43, 

44,49,56(2),59  

The Navy Act, 1957. 

 

IX. MERCY PETITION DECIDED BY THE 
PRESIDENT OF INDIA 

 

Y
EAR 

NUMBER OF MERCY 
PETITONS ACCEPTED  

NO. OF MERCY 
PETITIONS ACCEPTED  

TO
TAL  

19
50-72 

180 1 181 

5 SECTION 302  Murder 

6 SECTION 307(2) Abetment of suicide by a minor, insane 
person or intoxicated person. 

7 SECTION 364(A) Kidnapping for ransom. 

8 SECTION 376(A) Rape and injury which causes Death or 
leaves the women in a persistent vegetative state  
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19
72-87 

3 0 3 

19
87-92 

5 45 50 

19
92-97 

0 18 18 

19
97-02 

0 0 0 

20
02-07 

1 1 2 

20
07-12 

36 36 72 

T
OTAL 

225 101 326 

 

XI. DEVELOPMENT IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
HUMAN RIGHTS FRAMEWORK 

 

Capital punishment in human rights treaties is treated as one of the aspects of the right 
to life as contained in ICCPR. When the 2nd optional protocol to the ICCPR came into force it 
was for the first time in the history that an instrument of legal nature aimed at abolishing the 
death penalty. The ICCPR does not prohibit the use of Capital punishment but Art 6 contains some 
of the important safeguards which ought to be implemented bythe signatories to uphold the penalty of 

death. The United Nations Human Rights Committee discussed Art 6 of the ICCPR in detail in 
1982. The committee asserted that while ICCPR does not majorly requires prohibition of the Death 

Penalty but it was considered desirable and each such step could be considered asan advancement in 

the pursuit of the right to life.251 

                                                             
251 Human Rights Committee, General Comment NO 6 (1982) at para 6, compilation of the General 

comments and general recommendations adopted by the Human Rights Treaty Bodies, U.N. Doc. 
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The committee also stated that Death Penalty should only consider it as an exceptional 
measure as it reiterated some of the important safeguards such that punishment for death can only be 

enforced according to the statue that is in effect at the time of the execution and the right to be heard by an 

independent tribunal.252 The second additional procedureto the ICCPR is the one aiming toward the 
prohibition of Death Penalty which came into effect in 1991 and has 81 state parties and 3 
signatories.  

XII. ABOLITIONIST AND RATIONALIST 
COUNTRIES 

 

Considering the other countries of the world there are many countries which have 
abolished Death penalty or the Capital Punishment in their territorial Jurisdictions. In this 
particular type of research paper the researcher has made an attempt to explain the international 
status of the world on the aforementioned topic. The following are the ways in which the death 
penalty status is classified – 

 Retentionist.  

 Abolitionist De Facto.253 

 Abolitionist for all crimes.  

 Abolitionist for ordinary crimes.254 

The countries which follow Death penalty including India are Indonesia, China, and 
USA, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Nigeria, etc. 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
HRI\GEN\1\Rev.1 at 6 (1994)-“the Art also generally refers to abolition in terms which strongly condemn paras 
2(2 and 6 ) that abolition is desirable. 

252 Human Rights Committee, General comment NO 6(19820 at para 7, compilation of the General 
comments and general recommendations adopted by the Human Rights Treaty Bodies, U.N. Doc. 
HR\GEN\1\Rev.1 at 6, 1994. 

253 This refers to the state where the death penalty remains lawful and where Death sentences may still be 
pronounced but where executions haven’t taken place for 10 years or states that haven’t carried out executions 
within the preceding 10 years but that have made a commitment through the establishment of an international 
moratorium ,E/2015/49 at page 4. 

254 This means that Death penalty has been abolished for all ordinary offences committed in peacetime 
such as those contained in the criminal code or those recognized in common law(for example, Murder, Rape, 
Robbery with violence). The death penalty is retained for exceptional circumstances, such as military offences in 
time of war or crimes against the state such as treason, terrorism, or armed insurrection. Capital Punishment and 
implementation of safeguards guaranteeing protection of the rights of those facing Death Penalty, Report of the 
Secretary General, E/2015/49 at page 4. 
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 USA –  
In 1947 in the case of Francis V/s. Reswebber – In this case, it was stated that re-

execution after a failed attempt does not attempt to cruelty or double-jeopardy neither 
violated the Human Rights of an individual.  

In another case of Ropper V/s. Siemmens it was held by the supreme court of the 
United States that death penalty cannot be executed in cases where the individual is a 
Juvenile which leads to unconstitutionality in such a case.255 

 Indonesia –  
In the case of Rodrigo Gulartea Brazilian Drug peddler was executed in Indonesia 

by the firing squad for Drug-Trafficking in the country on the basis of Prima Facie case.256 

 Saudi Arabia –  
In this particular case MurtajaQureiris was arrested for the allegationsagainst him 

were of joining a terrorist organization, possessing an illegal weapon, and later the minor was 
executed as an when he turned major.257 

 Iran –  
In a case of southern Iran two minors were arrested and later executed by the Iran 

government on several occasions of Rape, authorities had arrested them when both the 
cousins were 15 years in age and were detained in the juvenile detention center. In this, the 
officials waited for the boys to turn 18 and were then executed.258 

Following chart shows the countries which have abolished Capital Punishment 
and which still have not – (LAW COMMISION REPORT). 

 
Description -  

Number of Countries - 

Abolished Death Penalty for all Crimes 97 

Abolished Death Penalty for Ordinary 
Crimes  

8 

                                                             
255Uniform Law Commission of the United Sates of America on Death Penalty, 

https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-home?CommunityKey=155faf5d-03c2-4027-99ba-
ee4c99019d6c. 

256 Judicial Commission of Indonesia on Death Penalty, https://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-
news/article/indonesia-attorney-general-affirms-need-for-death-penalty/. 

257 Global Legal Monitor, http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/topic/capital-punishment/. 
258 Raising the Death Penalty Bar in Iran, https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/08/15/iran-raising-death-

penalty-bar 

https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-home?CommunityKey=155faf5d-03c2-4027-99ba-ee4c99019d6c
https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/community-home?CommunityKey=155faf5d-03c2-4027-99ba-ee4c99019d6c
https://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/indonesia-attorney-general-affirms-need-for-death-penalty/
https://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/indonesia-attorney-general-affirms-need-for-death-penalty/
http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/topic/capital-punishment/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/08/15/iran-raising-death-penalty-bar
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/08/15/iran-raising-death-penalty-bar
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Abolished Death Penalty in Practice  35 

Retentionist Countries  58 

 

XIII. CONCLUSION 
 

In India, the death penalty has been in place right from the evolution of mankind that is 
the  Human Civilization of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro. When we look at our statistics of Crime 
and the abovementioned information we see that Capital Punishment has proved to be a 
deterrent for offenders and has helped to reduce crimes at an alarming rate. 

To say in the researcher’s opinion despite economic development improvement in the 
education levels there is an increase in crime rate and overall cultural deterioration. The threat of 
terrorism is much more on today than the previous times. It of total disgrace to the people 
saying Capital Punishment is indulging in revenge killing or primitive or barbaric. To give a 
logical example when a Death Penalty is awarded following the due process of law, there are 
proper checks and balances in the legal system. When the punishment is awarded by the Sessions 
Judge it must be verified by the concerned High Court of the state where the accused person 
gets a chance to present their defense if they think the lower court has caused the miscarriage of 
Justice. The accused person gets another opportunity through an appeal pertaining to the 
Supreme Court u/s 374 of the Criminal Procedure Code.  

After this the accused goes on with the review petition and the Curative petition before 
the Supreme Court, aforementioned is the opportunity given to the accused and after this, if the 
Apex Court Confirm the Verdict the case surely adheres to the ‘Rarest of the Rare Principal’. 
Adding more to this the convict gets an opportunity of Mercy Petition before the President. 
Therefore when all such higher authorities reach the inference that the convict should be 
penalized it can so by and far cannot be termed as a Revenge killing. The superpower of the 
world United States still has capital punishment right in place therefore India being a Developing 
country should not make a hasty decision of abolishing it.  

As the need for the Modern Era and of the modern Penology demand’s that there 
should be punishment dwindled with a chance of reformation. India has a vigorous judiciary 
being respected in every corner of the world, hence we ought to have faith in our judiciary and 
that the power to exercise Capital Punishment will only be in such deserving cases for which law 
is well laid down. 
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For the aforementioned reasons discussed the researchers feel that abolition of Capital 
Punishment is the ultimate goal to be achieved internationally, the time is not yet ripe to abolish 
it at this juncture and phase.   
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OVERVIEW OF INDEMNITY AND 
GUARANTEE AND 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM 

        Anubhav Shukla* 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of creating a contract of indemnity is to protect the interest of the involved parties against 
unanticipated laws. The contract thus can be considered as an incentive to form a contract. The contract of indemnity comes 
under the special contracts list which is exclusively discussed in chapter -8 of the Indian Contracts Act, 1872. It is studied 
with the contract of guarantee. Contract of Indemnity has much real-life relevance. It is widely used and also is a topic in the 
contracts act that is extensively debated due to its several ambiguous points. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A guarantee can be considered many things, as an assurance that something will be 
performed in that particular manner.  According to Black's dictionary, it is an assurance that will 
be duly performed. It generally falls under the cases in which a loan or employment is required. 
The contract of guarantee is covered under the umbrella of Indian Contract Act 1872 and it has 
three parties in it, in which the surety is that person who gives the guarantee and for her gave he 
is known as Principal   debtor and the person he gives the guarantee is known as the Creditor. 
The surety is the person who will be responsible for paying the debts is principal debtor fails or 
any default occurs. Thus we can say that contact of guarantee in the Indian Contract Act 1872 is 
a tool which is given to creditor as a security. 

This write up will deal with the idea to understand the basics of indemnity and guarantee 
of the contract. Section 126 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 says that contract of guarantee is a 
contract to perform the promise or discharge the liability of a third person in case of his default. 

 

II. CHAPTER-1 
 

1. INDEMNITY 
 

Indemnify is defined as, ‘to protect someone or something against possible damage or loss 
by paying an indemnity to cover the costs’259 and indemnity as, 'formal or specialized protection 
against possible damage or loss, especially a promise of payment, or the money paid if there is 
such damage or loss'260 

The Indian contract act of 1872, a contract of indemnity is defined as, 'A contract by 
which one party promises to save the other from loss caused to him by the conduct of the 
promise himself, or by the conduct of any other person, is called a " contract of indemnity"261 

                                                             
259 Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary,  792, McIntosh Colin, 4, 2013 
260 Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary,  792, McIntosh Colin, 4, 2013 
261The Indians Contracts Act, 39, 1872. 
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This section has mainly two points of views when it comes to the scope of the word 
indemnity, English and an Indian point of view.  The English law addresses a scope to the word 
indemnity much wider and spread meaning than the definition given in the Indian Contract Act, 
1872.  It includes promises to save the promise harmless from the loss caused by accidents or 
events which do not or may not depend on the conduct of any person; in the latter case, a 
promise of indemnity may be inferred as a   fact from the nature of the transaction262 

The text of the act leaves certain facts and points undefined and in a state of ambiguity. At 
one time the English Common Law had the view that the person who gives the indemnity could 
not be called on till the person for whose protection indemnity is given, indemnified or the 
indemnity holder, had occurred actual loss. But by present equitable principles, "to indemnify 
does not merely mean to reimburse in respect of the money paid, but to save from loss in 
respect of the liability against which the indemnity has been given…if it be held that payment is 
a condition precedent to recovery, the contract may be of little value to the person to be 
indemnified, who may be unable to meet the claim in the first instance'263 

The Indian view however on this different or at least more evolved than the English view 
on the commencement and extent of the indemnifier's liability. Bombay High Court held that, if 
it's shown that an absolute liability has been incurred by the indemnity holder and if the contract 
of indemnity covers this absolute liability and the indemnity holder proves so, then the 
indemnity holder can sue the indemnifier for specific performance of the contract of indemnity 
even before he incurs the damage or loss.264 This so because of the fact the law of indemnity in 
the Contracts Act is not exhaustive.  

The high court of Calcutta265a also shares the same view. In Osman Jamal and Sons Ltd 
v.Gopal Purushottam,266 the plaintiff, the company in liquidation, were commission agents in the 
sale and purchase of certain goods for the defendant firm and was agreed to be indemnified 
against all losses that occurred in this transaction.  In this capacity, the plaintiff bought the goods 
under question from the vendor.  Later the defendants refused to pay for or to take up the 
delivery of the goods. As a result, the vendor resold the goods at a loss and he sought to recover 
this loss from the plaintiff company. Thus, the plaintiff company approached the court seeking 
to recover the amount that has to be paid to the vendor from the defendant pointing out the 
indemnity offered by the contract between the plaintiff and the defendant. It was held by the 
court that the official liquidator could recover the amount from the defendant even though they 
had not paid it to the vendor.  

                                                             
262. Dugdale v. Levering,  LR 10 CP 196, 1875 
263Liverpool Mortgage Insurance Co’s  case 2 Ch  617, 638, 1914 
264 Khetrapal v. Madhukar Pictures AIR 1956  Bom  106. 
265Khetrapal v. Madhukar Pictures AIR 1956  Bom  106 
266Osman Jamal  and Son v. Gopal Purushottam, AIR Cal  208,    1929 
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These decisions reflect the opinion of L.J. Buckley, “Indemnity is not necessarily given 
by repayment after payment. Indemnity requires that the party to be indemnified shall never be 
called upon to pay….”267 

The Indian Contract Act, 1872 awards certain rights to the indemnity holder when sued. 
This is provided for in section 125 of the Act- 

"The promise in a contract of indemnity, acting within the scope of his authority, is 
entitled to recover from the promise- 

1. All damages which he may be compelled to pay in any suit  in respect of any matter  to 
which the promise to indemnify applies; 

2. all costs which he may be compelled to pay in any such suit if, in bringing or defending 
it, he did not contravene the orders of the promisor, and acted as it would have been prudent for 
him to act in the absence of any contract of indemnity, or if the promisor authorized him to 
bring or defend the suit; 

3. all sums which he may have paid under the terms of any contract of any such suit, if 
the compromise was not contrary to the orders   of the promisor, and was one which would 
have been   prudent for the promise to make in the absence of any contract of indemnity, or if 
the promisor authorized him to compromise the suit.”268 

"Acting within the scope of his authority" is a very essential clause to be kept in mind 
while putting this class to an application, as all the rights that are provided for the indemnity 
holder in this section directly revolves around this. This further gravely emphasized by the 
subsections of this section. 

Subsection- 

 One requires that the damages the person has to pay must be related to the promise that 

is the basis for the relationship between the indemnifier and the indemnity holder. 

  Two and three require that the indemnity holder must have been either authorized or 

not going against the orders of the indemnifier or acting as a prudent man would in the 

absence of such orders while bringing, defending or compromising such a suit.  

Unless and until these essentials are fulfilled the indemnity holder cannot be said to be 
entitled to recover the aforementioned all damages, costs and sums which he had had to pay 
in such a suit from the indemnifier. 

The Indian Contracts Act does not provide the rights of the promisor. This does not 
mean that he/ she does not have any. He does have rights and it is analogous to the rights of 
surety declared in Section 141 of the Indian Contracts Act.269 

                                                             
2672 KB 705 at 715, 1911 
268The Indians Contracts Act, 39-40, 1872 
269 Maharana Shri  Jasvatsingji Fatesingji v.  The Secretary of State of India, 14 Bom  299,  303, 1889 
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III. CHAPTER-2 
 
 

2. CONTRACT OF GUARANTEE: 
 

The contract of guarantee under the Indian Contract Act, 1872 Section 126 clearly 

states that"it is a contract to perform the promise or discharge the liability of a third person if 

there is a default". 

For Example- A and B enters a shop and A says to X to give what B asks and if B will 

not be able to pay then I will pay on behalf of B. It is a contract of guarantee. 

This contract can be both oral as well as written. It is also a tripartite contract which 

means it has three parties making a contract with each other. These three parties are- 

1. Principal Debtor- This is the person who borrows the sum of money from a creditor 

and if he is unable to pay then the liability of surety arises. 

2. Creditor- He is the one who lends his money or valuable to the principal debtor and 

stands in a position to get it back he is the person to whom the guarantee is given. 

3. Surety- He is the person who acts as a guarantor for principle debtor and in case of 

any default or principal debtor was unable to pay then he will be liable to pay to 

Creditor. 

ILLUSTRATION- 

A advances a loan to B OF INR 5000. C who is the friend of B promises A if 

B fails to pay it back I will pay you back. In this following case, A is creditor, B is 

Principal Debtor and C is Surety. Thus this is a perfect example of a guarantee. 
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3. TYPES OF GUARANTEE: 
 

Within the contract of guarantee, they are two types of Guarantee they are two 

types guarantee- 

(1) Specific Guarantee- As the name suggests it implies to the single debt or single 

transaction. It came to end as the debt is paid or discharged. 

(2) Continuing Guarantee-This type of guarantee refers to a series of transaction over 

a period of time. 

ILLUSTRATION – A gives guaranteed to B a shopkeeper, to amount of 

3000 for any things he supplies to C as C required. C supplies things of value 

1000 and B pays next time he supplies him a thing of value 2000 but he fails to do 

so. Thus A will be liable for this as he had given him the continuing guarantee. 

The special thing about this contract is that does not limit to one 

transaction it can be up to any number of transaction and can make surety liable if 

principal debtor fails to repay. 

 

 

Some of the main features of contract of guarantee are- 

(1)  Principal debt – As we know it is a tripartite contract which involves three parties 

to form a contract. An independent debt is necessary which principal debtor 

borrowed from Creditor. There will be no contract of guarantee and no surety 

without any debt.  

(2) Consideration – One of the most important features of the contract of guarantee is 

a consideration, it is for the benefit of the principal debt and it can be in any form. 

Section 127 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 states "that anything is done or any 
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promise made for the benefit of the principal debtor may be the sufficient 

consideration for the surety for giving the guarantee". 

(3) Concealment- There should be nothing to be done without the knowledge of the 

surety if the principal debtor makes some changes in contract without telling the 

surety then there will be no liability of surety. 

 Section 142 state this feature very clearly that any guarantee which 

obtained under misrepresentation will be invalid.  

 Section 143 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 states that if any guarantee 

obtained by the creditor by the means of the concealment or by keeping 

silence then it will be invalid. 

(4) Writing not necessary – According to section 126 of the Indian Contract Act, it 

specifies that contract of Guarantee is can be in both the forms oral or written. 

5. SURETY’S LIABILITY: 
 

(1) Co-extensive- One of the principles governing surety's liability is that its liability is co-

extensive as that of the principal debtor which can understand the liability of both go 

hand in hand. As soon as surety comes in the frame he will be on the same position as 

that of the principal debtor and if any fault on the side of the debtor surety will have to 

pay the amount. Section 128 of the Indian contract act specifies that liability of the surety 

is co-extensive. 

(2) Condition Precedent- Section 144 of the Indian contract act 1872, states that when a 

person gives a guarantee on a contract that he cannot act until a third person joined them 

as a co-surety. Meaning thereby if there is a condition precedent he will not be liable until 

the condition is fulfilled. 
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(3) The creditor can go to the surety without exhausting all the remedies of the debtor. Suit 

against the surety without doing it on the debtor is also maintainable. The surety can 

restrict his liability in the contract, he can do it by fixing the sum of amount, in such case, 

he will be liable for only that amount which was fixed by him, not to the whole. 

6. DISCHARGE OF SURETY'S LIABILITY: 
 

(1) Revocation of continuing guarantee- Section 130 of the Indian contract act 

states that surety can revoke his guarantee. He can do it by notifying the creditor but this 

applies only to the future transactions. 

However, the surety may be liable to the transaction on which he has entered earlier. 

(2) By the death of surety-  Section 131- If a surety dies while being a surety in any 

transaction then he will be terminated unless he if they have been a part of the 

transaction already taken place then their legal heirs will be liable. 

(3) By any variance- The contract of guarantee is taken place only with good faith. If by 

any means creditor makes any change with the principal debtor without informing the 

surety as stated by Section 133 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872. 

(4) Discharge of surety by the release of the principal debtor-  If there is any contract 

between the principal debtor and the creditor which agree that he will not sue the 

debtor. This will result in the surety to free from liability. 

This contains three modes- 

  Composition 

 To give time and 

 Not to sue a debtor 
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Composition- If both creditor and principal debtor composition and without informing 

the surety, the surety will be discharged. Simply this results in the variance of contract thus 

surety will be discharged. 

Promise to give time- According to the agreement when there is a fixed time. It is the 

violation of creditor's duties if he gives time to the debtor which is against the rights of 

Surety. Although giving him time is against the true spirit of contract/. 

(5) By impairing surety right- Creditors should not do anything which would affect 

the right of surety. According to section 139, the creditor should not be acting in a 

way which should be inconsistent with that of surety right. 

IV. CHAPTER-3 
 

7. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GUARANTEE AND 
INDEMNITY: 

 

 

                  GUARANTEE                       INDEMNITY 

Contract of guarantee involves 
three  

Parties; the surety, the debtor, 
the creditor. 

Contract of Indemnity only 
involves two  

parties; indemnifier and  
the indemnity holder/ 

indemnifier 

Three contracts are made;  
1. between creditor and debtor 
2.between creditor and surety 
3.between debtor and surety 

through  
which the principal debtor  asks 

Only one contract formed 
between the 

 indemnity holder and the 
indemnifier 
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the surety to  
act so270 

It is formed as a security of the 
creditor for the  

performance and/or for the 
liability or for 

the  
loss that may be incurred. 

It is just reimbursement for the 
loss 

It is a consequential contract that 
happens after 

The original contract t is entered 
into.  

Guarantor's liability is only 
secondary  

and thus principle debtor and 
guarantor is not 

liable.271 

Contract of indemnity is an 
original and direct contract. It forms a 
primary liability for the indemnifier 
that arises even though the promise 
has no real enforceable rights under 
the principal contract.272 

 Contract of guarantee cannot 
exist without the principal debtor, a third 
person, and the obligation and liability of 
the surety are completely dependent on 
this third person's default.  

A promise that is to be 
independently and primarily liable 
does not constitute a guarantee but it 
can be an indemnity.273 

 In the contract of guarantee, the 
debtor is primarily liable and the surety 
assumes a secondary liability to answer 
the debtor's liability.  

The indemnifier assumes a 
primary liability in a contract for 
indemnity. 

                                                             
270 Ramachandra v Shapurji, 42 Bom LR 550, 1940 
271 Eldridge and Morris v Taylor,   2 KB  416,1931 
272 Yeoman Credit Ltd v. Woodcock, 1 WLR 455, 1961 
273 Guild and Co v Conrad, 2 qb 885:63 LJQB 721, 1894   
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There is an existing debt or duty in a 
contract for guarantee and the performance of 
this duty is guaranteed by the surety. 

The only contingency that the 
indemnifier takes to indemnify is the 
possibility or risk of any loss happening.274 
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TRIPLE TALAQ AND A LIGHT ON 

ITS JUDGEMENT 

Anubhav Shukla* 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
“Of all the lawful acts the most detestable to God is divorce.” 

–Prophet Muhammad 

[This a genuine saying recorded by Abdullah ibn Umar, an exceptionally regarded friend of the prophet in a 
definitive treatise "Separation (Kitab Al-Talaq)" of Sunan Abu-Dawud (Ref. 63-2173) 

The Quran says: 
“When you divorce women and they complete their term (Iddat), do not prevent them from marrying their husbands 

if they mutually agree on equitable terms” (Q2:232)275 
On 22 August 2017, the Supreme Court of India declared instant triple talaq[ talaq-e-biddat] unconstitutional 

in the monumental judgmental of ShayaraBano v. Union of India.The case has scrutinized the protected legitimacy of specific 
acts of Muslim individual law, for example, triple talaq, polygamy, nikahhalala, and some more.It has made political 
discussion across both urban and rustic classes in India and rested in the conflict of the strict and political components of the 
Uniform Civil Code. While All India Muslim Personal Law Board [AIMPLB] has blamed the secular authorities for 
interfering with the religious law. Talaq-e-bidat is pronounced by husband unilaterally by saying talaq thrice.The training 
ensures presumably that triple talaq disregards ladies' entitlement to pick, the privilege to fairness and opportunity, including 
opportunity inside marriage. It gives fumes of patriarchy where women are considered as the property of men due to which 
several times their dignity and right of life come at stake. thus, triple talaq is unconstitutional and our articles present an 
analysis of the case given by 5 judges bench of Supreme Court. The prime question raised by us in this article is whether the 
practices like triple talaq are safeguarded under Article 25 [1] of the constitution which gives fundamental right to profess 
religion.  Secondly, whether the practice also violates human rights, the third problem is the violation of article 44 i.e. 
Uniform Civil Code as these laws are public law and hence UCC touches subjectivity in ShayaraBano v. Union of India 

and thus the practice puts a question on constitutionality. 
 

                                                             
* University of Petroleum & Energy Studies 
275 Holy book Quran 
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The word talaq is an Arabic word which simply means “undoing of or release from 
knot” usually used by the jurist to release a woman from the marital relationship. In Islam, it is 
governed by Muslim personal law. The process of separation may either be on the wish of a 
husband or by the wife.  The divorce becomes operational as soon as it’s pronounced. The wife 
doesn't need to be presented at the time of pronouncement. The absolute power has been given 
to men so that he can pronounce it without giving a proper reason, on his own, or even in the 
state of intoxication. 276 

Referring to the Sunni law divorce can be both oral and written, no specific formula is 
required, nor did any witness. It’s totally up to the desire of the man to end the marriage. 
ConcerningShiya law two witnesses are compulsory and the reason for the divorce should also 
be unambiguous. 

Categories under Muslim Law for divorce- 

● Extra-Judicial Divorce 

● Judicial Divorce 

Extra-Judicial – It is by the mutual agreement between the husband and wife. Here, the 
wife and husband have different-different rights. However, the wife stands at a lower level at this 
pedestal. It can be exercisedinthree ways. They are as follows- 

● By husband- talaqila and zihar. 

● By woman- lian and talaq-i-tafweez. 

● By mutual agreement- khula and mubrat. 
 

 
In Hanafi, no kind of special form but in IthnaAsharilaw strict rule has been used. No 

sort of doubt or intention should be there to dissolve the marriage; the word should be clear 
without any ambiguity. Two male witnesses who should be Muslim and talaq should be 
pronounced in Arabic orally this is the condition which is mandatory in IthnaAshari. The talaq 
can be revocable or irrevocable but the irrevocable one leads to the undesirable results. The law 
recognizes talaq-al-Sunna and talaq-al-bida. The talaq-al-Sunna further has been divided into 
ahsan, the most approved one, and hasan which is also an approved form. Talaq-al-bida may be 
further divided into three declarations at a single time (triple talaq).277 

● Talaq-i-Sunnat– It should be in respect to acts prescribed by dictates of Prophet 
Mohmmad. 

                                                             
276Muslim Personal Law Shariat Application Act,1973] 
 
277Muslim Personal Law[Shariat Application Act,1973] 
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The ahsantalaq- It should be singly pronounced within the period of tuhr (between two 
menstruations). The mode in which one should convey or utter during tuhr is oral and does not 
requiretalaq in writing. It does not apply to a woman who has passeda period of menopause or 
stoppage of menstruation. This form of divorce should not go forward and should immediately 
be stopped any time before the period of iddat and this is the advantage of this one that divorce 
which was made in haste or without proper thinking can be saved.278 

The hasantalaq- The process followed in this talaq is that the husband has to pronounce 
the formula for talaq three times during three continuing tuhrs. If the wife has passed the 
menopause it should be pronounced at the gap of 30 days. After the last pronouncement, it 
became irrevocable and final. The thing to be noted is that all the three pronouncements within 
that period and without any intercourse during tuhr. We can understand this with the help of an 
example- 

X a wife, which is going through her period of purity and having no sexual intercourse at 
this particular time her husband can announce talaq as the first pronouncement, the same he has 
to do in the two consecutive tuhr periods without any sexual intercourse. 

● Talaaq-i-biddat-   some other method used by man to repudiate his marriage. This type 
of method is not practiced by Shias; in this method, man does not perform sexual 
intercourse during the period of tuhr in this triple declaration made either in one 
sentence or in three.   

● Ila- In this type of method the Muslim man takes an oath to not have any sexual 
intercourse with a woman along with this oath; there should be no consummation within 
4 months. This is an irrevocable method if the husband successfully cohabitated for 4 
months this method is also called a constructive method. 

● Zihar- During this method, the husband starts toconsider his wife as a member of his 
prohibited relationship like mother and sister. He must from that today onwards should 
start to consider his wife as a sister or mother and should not cohabit with his wife up to 
4 months. Once the period gets expired of that above said period Zihar is complete.279 

 
Divorce in Islam by the woman 

● Talaaq-i-tafweez- This is also called a delegated divorce. Man is free to delegate his 
power to his wife and it can be permanently or temporarily. The permanent one is 
revocable while the other one is irrevocable.  

                                                             
278 2003 SCC 486 SC 963 
279Muslim Personal LawShariat Application Act,1973] 
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● Lian- Whenever a man alleges false charges of adultery or unchastely against her wife, 
and then the wife has the right to ask for a divorce. This mode of divorce is known as 
Lian. 

Divorce By mutual agreement 

● Khula- when a woman does not want to live with her husband, she has a right to ask for 
a divorce. If it is dissolved by the mutual agreement it is called Khula. 

 

● Mubarat- It is also like the dissolution of a contract, in this both the sides want 
separation it is also a mutual discharge from marriage. Separation can be from anyone 
either from a husband or wife. It becomes an irrevocable divorce as soon as Mubarat is 
accepted.280 

II. HISTORICAL BACKDROP OF TRIPLE TALAQ 

The act of talaq-e-biddat is said to have been in practice since the time of Caliph Umar, 
over 1400 years back. The Supreme Court depicted it as "plainly subjective" and said that it 
permits a man to "separate marriage unconventionally and whimsically". 

In 1929, Egypt was the principal nation to receive a cutting edge point of view held by 
the researcher IbnTaimmiyah (1268-1328) and scholar Ibn al Qiyam (1292-1350), on individual 
laws of marriage and family. Both IbnTaimmiyah and Ibn al Qiyam announced that rehashing 
"Talaq" multiple times would just be considered as the initial phase in the general three-advance 

procedure of separation. 281 

In 1943, MaulanaAbulAlaMaududi, the subcontinent's driving ideologue, additionally 

opined against prompt Talaq—or Talaq-e-Bidʿah: "[Triple divorce] that it is a development and a 
transgression prompting numerous legitimate entanglements. On the off chance that if 
individuals realized that triple separation is unnecessary and even a solitary Talaq would break 
down the marriage leaving space for renouncement during the following three months and 
remarriage from there on, consequently, incalculable families could have been spared from 
disturbance." 

A few educational understandings of separation inside Islam don't bolster the thought of 
triple talaq in its present structure. It is restricted or not rehearsed in numerous Muslim nations, 

                                                             
280 2003 SCC 490 SC 491 SC 965 
281 https://www.lawctopus.com/ 
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including Algeria, Tunisia, Malaysia, Iran, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Tunisia, Algeria, Iraq, 
Indonesia, and Bangladesh.  

A. History of Triple Talaq in India 

Muslim family undertakings in India are represented by the Muslim Personal Law 
(Shariat) Application Act, 1937 (regularly called the "Muslim Personal Law"). It was one of the 
main demonstrations to be passed after the Government of India Act 1935 which get 
operational and presenting commonplace self-sufficiency and a type of diarchy at the 
administrative level. It supplanted the purported "Somewhat English Mohammedan Law" which 
was already implied on many Muslims, got its official entry of implementation on India's 

Muslims. 

The sharia is not entirely clear by the ulama (class of Muslim legitimate researchers). The 
ulama of Hanafi Sunnis thought about this type of separation official, gave the proclamation was 
made before Muslim observers, and later affirmed by a sharia court. Be that as it may, the ulama 
of Ahl-i Hadith, Twelver, and Musta'li influences didn't view it as legitimate. Researcher 
AparnaRao states that, in 2003, there was a functioning discussion among the ulama. 

In customary Islamic law, triple talaq is viewed as an objected, yet legitimately substantial, 
type of divorce. Changing social conditions, the world has prompted expanding disappointment 
with the conventional Islamic law of separation since the mid-twentieth century and different 
changes have been attempted in various countries. Contrary to practices practiced in most 
Muslim-dominant part nations, Muslim couples in India are not required to enlist their marriage 
with common authorities. Muslim relationships in India are viewed as a private issue, except if 
the couple chose to enlist their marriage under the Special Marriage Act of 1954. 

 

B. Landmark Cases 
 
 

1. Mohd. Ahmed Khan V/S Shah Bano Begum 
 

Mohd. Ahmad Khan/Shah Bano Begum - (Air 1985 Scr (3) 844) - Triple Talaq 
Landmark Case 
Bench Of Judges: Y.VChandrachud, D.A Desai, O.Chinnappa Reddy, E.S Venkataramiah, 
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RangnathMisra 
 

In April 1978, a 62-year-old Muslim woman, Shah Bano, filed a petition in court 
demanding her maintenance from her divorced husband Mohammed Ahmad Khan, a renowned 
lawyer in Indore, in the state of Madhya Pradesh.Khan had given her unalterable talaq earlier in 
November 1977. They were hitched in 1932 and had five kids — three children with two little 
girls. Shah Bano's better half had requested that her transition to an independently fabricated 
habitation three years prior, after a drawn-out time of her living with Khan and his subsequent 
spouse.  

Shah Bano went to the court and documented a case for support to herself and her five 
children under Section 123 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. The section sets up a 
legitimate commitment on a man to accommodate his significant other during the marriage and 
after separation as well on the off chance that she can't fight for herself. Notwithstanding, Khan 
challenged the case because the Muslim Personal Law in India required the spouse to just give 
support to the iddat period after separation. Iddat isholding up sum a woman ought to see when 
the passing of her significant other or separation before she will wed another man. The length of 
the iddat amount is specific. The amount is typically for 3 months. Just in case the lady is 
pregnant, the amount carries on till the accouchement. 
 
Khan’s argument was supported by All Asian nation Muslim Personal Law Board they 
contended that courts cannot take the freedom of intrusive in those matters since it violates The 
Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937. The board aforesaid that consistent with 
the Act, the courts were to grant selections on matters of divorce, maintenance and alternative 
family problems supported Shariat. 
After careful arguments, the choice was gone along the Supreme Court of the Asian nation in 
1985. On the question of whether or not CrPC, 1973, that applies to all or any Indian voters 
despite their faith, may apply during this case. 
Then magistrate of Asian nation Y.V. Chandrachud upheld the choice of the court that gave 
orders for maintenance to Shah Bano underneath CrPC. For its half, the apex court doubled the 
upkeep total. 
 
The case was considered as a milestone because it was a step before the final follow of deciding 
cases on the premise of interpretation of personal law and additionally dwelt on the necessity to 
implement the Uniform Civil Code. It additionally took note of various personal laws and 
therefore, ought to recognize and address the difficulty of gender equality and perseverance in 
matters of non-secular principles. 
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Judgment 
 

Justice Y.V. Chandrachud aforesaid in his decision: “Section 125 was enacted to supply a 
fast and outline remedy to a category of persons World Health Organization area unit unable to 
keep up themselves. What distinction wouldn't it then create on what's the faith professed by the 
neglected woman, kid, or parent? Neglect by someone of sufficient means that to keep up these 
and therefore the inability of those persons to keep up themselves area unit the target criteria 
that confirm the pertinency of Section 125. Such provisions, that area unit primarily of a 
prophylactic nature, cut across the barriers of faith. The liability obligatory by Section 125 to 
keep up shut relatives World Health Organization area unit poor is supported upon the 
individual’s obligation to the society to stop homelessness and poverty. That's the ethical edict 
the law and morality can’t be clubbed with faith.” 
 
The following events were unfavorable to an excellent extent with the then Rajiv Gandhi 
Congress government in 1984, passing the Muslim girls (Protection on Divorce Act), and 1986. 
This law turned the decision of ShahBano case and aforesaid the upkeep amount will solely be 
created answerable for the iddat amount. The new law aforesaid that if a lady wasn’t able to offer 
for herself, the adjudicator had the facility to direct the Wakf Board for providing the aggrieved 
lady means that of sustenance and for her dependent kids too. 
 
Shah Bano’s lawyerDanialLatifi had challenged the Act’s Constitutional validity. The apex court, 
though upholding the validity of the new law, aforesaid the liability can’t be restricted to the 
amount of iddat. One in all the key points of connectedness within the finding of fact that set it 
excluding previous cases was the popularity of women’s claim for treatment with equality and 
dignity, significantly in cases of a wedding. 

 

2. ShayaraBano and Ors. v. Union of India and others, Writ Petition (C) 
No. 118 of 2016 

ShayaraBano was married for 15 years. In 2016, her husband divorced her through talaq–
e-bidat (triple talaq).This is an Islamic practice that licenses men to divorce his wife self-assertively 
by articulating the word 'talaq' (Arabic for separate) multiple times without a moment's delay in 
oral, composed, or, all the more as of late, electronic structure. M/sBano contended under the 
watchful eye of the Supreme Court of India that three practices – triple talaq, polygamy, and 
NikahHalala (the work on expecting ladies to wed and separation another man with the goal that 
her past spouse can re-wed her after triple talaq) – were unconstitutional. Specifically, she 
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claimed that they violated several fundamental rights under the Constitution of India 
(Constitution) namely, Articles 14 (equality before the law), 15(1) (prohibition of discrimination 
which includes on the floor of gender), 21 (proper to lifestyles) and 25 (freedom of religion). Her 
petition highlighted that elimination of these practices will enhance the dignity of women. 
Further, it asserted that failure to dispose of de jure (formal) and de facto (substantive) 
discrimination towards girls consisting of with the aid of non-State actors, either at once or 
indirectly, violates not simplest the most primary human rights of ladies however additionally 
violates their civil, economic, social and cultural rights as envisaged in global treaties and 
covenants. 
In this case, the Court focused completely on the practice of triple talaq. In August 2017, the 
Court, by way of a majority of 3:2, done away the exercise of triple talaq. Of the justices who 
voted against the exercise, two held it to be unconstitutional at the same time as the third relied 
on case precedents to reiterate that such practice is impermissible in Islamic law. 
The majority judgment held triple talaq to be unconstitutional as a violation of Article 14 
examines with Article 13(1). In this regard, the Court held that the practice has been sanctioned 
as a reminder of personal regulation by the Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 
1937. The Court clarified that “…an action that is arbitrary ought to necessarily contain negation 
of equality” and determined, as triple talaq gives that “…the marital tie can be broken 
capriciously without any attempt of reconciliation”, this arbitrariness violates Article 14. The 
Court concluded that the 1937 Act is void to the quantity that it recognizes and enforces triple 
talaq, on the premise that as according to Article 13(1) all legal guidelines in force at once before 
the graduation of the existing Constitution (which incorporates the 1937 Act) shall be void in so 
far as they're inconsistent with the fundamental rights set out inside the Constitution. The Court 
additionally has taken into consideration whether triple talaq is protected under Article 25 but, 
following an evaluation of applicable precedents and Islamic scholarship, concluded that it's not 
an important exercise in Islam law.282 

Judgment 

The Supreme Court held this judgment on August 22, 2017, in 3:2 dominant parts 
holding the act of Triple Talaaq illegal. The lion's share judgment was composed by Justice 
Nariman for himself and the sake of Justice Lalit, while Justice Joseph agreed by the larger part. 
The Chief Justice Kehar wrote minority judgment for him and in the interest of Justice Nazeer. 
While the dominant part upon long conversation reasoned that Triple Talaq isn't a basic strict 
practice however minority seats saw this training as a fundamental strict practice.  

                                                             
282 https://www.escr-net.org 
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Under Article 25 of the Constitution, the state can't remove the fundamental strict act of 
an individual. Hence, if a training that is self-assertive and not a basic strict practice it will be hit 
by the special case set down u/a 25. In this manner, the entire issue was whether the training is a 
fundamental strict act of Islam.  

In this manner, according to the dominant part, it was held that the Triple Talaq or 
Talaq-e-biddat isn't secured by the special case set down in Article 25 for example the court 
found the said practice not a fundamental component of the Islamic religion. The court 
defended its perspective as even though it is polished by the Hanafi School it is viewed as 
corrupt practice in it. Triple Talaq is against the essential principles of the Quran and whatever is 
against Quoranis as opposed to Shariat law accordingly, what is terrible in philosophy can't be 
acceptable in law. The lion's share seat depended on its previous choice ShamimAra which held 
that this act of Triple Talaq is against both philosophy and law and because it is trailed by an 
enormous number of individuals it can't be approved. Therefore, such a practice is 

unconstitutional and should be set aside.283 

Article 25 conveys the privilege of each individual to unreservedly rehearse and spread 
any religion of decision and such practice is just limited with regards to the accompanying special 

cases: 

1. Public Order 
2. Health 
3. Morality 
4. Other Related Provisions consisting Part III of the Indian Constitution 1949 

Even though the said practice has no significance to the initial three exemptions however 
the said practice is definitely against different arrangements of Part III namely Article 14.The 
said practice abuses the Fundamental Right of correspondence since it is against the privileges of 
ladies as they have nothing to do with the presentation of separation not like in all different 
religions. Justice Nariman& Justice Lalitwere of the view and held that the impugned practice is a 
tool by which marital tie can be broken on whims of Husband without any attempt of 
reconciliation to save it.This type of Talaq, hence, abuses Article 14 and subject to be struck 
down by the courts.284 

                                                             
283 http://lawtimesjournal.in 
284 https://www.livelaw.in/ 
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III. TRIPLE TALAQ AND GENDER EQUALITY 
 
Over the decade woman of India has begun raising their voices against the injustices they 

have faced. There are many examples of Muslim women fighting for triple talaq, women fighting 
for their rights for entry in Sabarimala Temple. 

“Triple talaq is a major example of how unequal power relations perpetuate gender 
inequality” It is true that in Muslim law has given more power to men than women when it 
comes to the divorce. Triple talaq was banned by most of Islamic countries like Pakistan; Saudi 
Arabia as they consider it one of the worst forms of divorce in which uttering of words by man 
could result in the dissolution of marriage. And women can’t do anything, it was seen that how 
man has begun misusing this practice. They began to use it with social media platforms like 
Whatsapp by sending talaq three times that too without any proper reasons. Ravi Shankar 
Prasad, Law Minister of India in his speech said that when people are jailed for dowry under the 
Domestic Violence Act so what’s the problem with penalizing this he also added that this bill 
stands for NariSamman(woman dignity). 

India has the world’s third-highest Muslim population in the world which is governed by 
sharia law. To date, 90 million Muslim women face the threat of sudden divorce. There are 
thousands of cases that got the media headline as men practicing triple talaq via WhatsApp or by 
text messages. 95% of divorced Muslim females never got maintenance revealed by a survey 
organized by Bhartiya Muslim MahilaAndolan. 285 

Triple talaq or instant talaq had been termed as unconstitutional by the supreme court of 
India, decide by a constitutional bench of 5 judges and it gave the judgment on 3: 2 where three 
judges were in the favours of it while two did not agree with this. The decision was welcomed by 
the right groups and feminist groups. Not only this many Muslim organizations also applauded 
the decision. The Bhartiya Muslim MahilaAndolan said they have been fighting against this evil 
which takes the shelter under the name of religion this law will provide relief to thousands of 
women. Many activists from the women's rights group told that Muslim organizations should 
not bring religion as a defense for their debates, as it is a matter of human rights. No civilized 
society will ever accept triple talaq she added later.286 

However, many torchbearers of Islam have been forcing it down; we all know that they 
are doing it for their own sake since these people are politicians who wanted to support this for 
their vote bank. Even in the verdict given by Justice Nariman and Justice U.U. Lalit they referred 

                                                             
285ZakiaSoman, Passage of Triple Talaq Victory of Muslim Women Fight For Gender Justice, Outlook( 

Apr, 18,2020) 
https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/india-news-opinion-passage-of-triple-talaq-bill-victory-of-

muslim-womens-fight-for-gender-justice/335216 
286idib 
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that this instant talaq was violative of Article 14.287 So, it’s good for Muslim women that law 
which makes them weak in front of man has been abolished by the apex court. 

 

IV. NIKAH-HALALA 
 
It is a practice in which Muslim women are required to remarry and consummate 

marriage with another man to return to their first husband. It is nothing but a so-called futile 
process that questions a woman's dignity. Islam denotes that a Muslim man is at the liberty to 
divorce and remarry the same women twice. It is a practice to punish the husband for divorcing 
the wife at the spur of a moment by allowing women to consummate with other men. 

It is a settled principle that patriarchy cannot prevail over human rights. The practice is 
calling Nikah-Halala legitimately hiding the persona of rape in the name of religion.  

 

A. Does the Quran sanction it? 
 
No, his practice is not backed by the Quran. Halala means what Allah has called law-

abiding in his book Quran. The 230 verse itself says that it never meant to make the process 
commercialized Nikah-Halala. It is a fallback part of the mechanism which was meant to protect 
women if she married 2nd time. Quran itself says there should be proper time before 
pronouncing a word talaq which should be a rational one for the husband to ponder over his 
decision once again.  

But, in triple talaq a husband by saying talaq thrice in one go, and later if he realizes he 
wants to reconcile the women are made to remarry and consummate with another man. It meant 
it became difficult for men to get back his wife; this practice cannot be planned and her husband 
with an understanding of divorce afterward will not be valid. It will be considered an illegitimate 
relationship with the 2nd husband. The free will of women is often ignored because women 
might be subjugated by Maulvis in the name of religion. 

 

B. Triple Talaq Negates Nikah-Halala 
 
All India Muslim Law Personal Board [AIMLPB] in the case of ShayaraBanu V Union 

of India288 2017 said Halala is misunderstood. It said the procedure will only be followed once a 
woman divorces her 1st husband via triple talaq. In the other 9 forms where the separation of 
marriage Halala was not conditioned, it was not considered preconditioned for women to marry 

                                                             
287ShayaraBanovs U.O.I 2017 SCC SC 963 
288 2017 SCC 277 SC 963 
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former husbands. However, it is for the court to declare triple talaq to be void. As of in today era 
we see 20 nations have declared the practice to be void which includes- 

India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Cyprus, Turkey, Algeria, Iran, Tunisia, Sri Lanka, 
Jordan, Indonesia, UAE, Sudan, Qatar, Sudan, Morocco, Egypt, Iraq, Brunei, Malaysia. 

Halala Fixing 
Maulana is a perfect legatee of service i.e. by offering his service to couples, offers the 

Nikah-Halala as a deal.  They even charge 25,000-2.5 lakh for participating in Nikah-Halala they 
ostensibly violated basic fundamental right enshrined in the constitution in Article 14, 15, and 
21289. Further, Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code talks about consent but which often 
remains absent from the women’s side in the practice ofNikahHalala.Therefore, will also 
consider as criminal activity. The reasonable classification of the practice which justifies as 
human need under the Section 2 Shira Application Act290 must be struck down.  

 

C. Bhartiya Muslim MahelaAndolan [ BMMA] 2017, Draft Bill291 

 
1. The parties who came to a consensus to dissolve the marriage either before or after coming 

in force either before coming in force either of one who intends to marry should wait for a 
fresh period. 

2. No women can force threats and coerce through undergoing consummate and subsequent 
dissolution before remarrying with men whom she earlier remarried but dissolved. 

3. Any male person who compels a woman by coercing, threatening, or doing fraud to dissolve 
the marriage for the sake of remarryingto her earlier husband the marriage shall be 
punishable with imprisonment of 6 months or fine. 

4. Any woman who solemnizes or acts knowingly to remarry, consummate, and dissolves the 
marriage to remarry to her earlier husband the marriage shall be punishable with 
imprisonment of 3 months or fine. 

5. Any offence shall be punishable under the said act will be consideredbailable though non-

cognizable within the meaning of CPC.292 

D. The question over the Practice of Nikah- Halala 
 
1. NikahHalala is not written or sanctioned in the Quran so why do we follow it? 

                                                             
289 The Indian Constitution 1949 
290 Muslim Personal Law Shariat Application Act 1973 
291 The Muslim Family Law 1961 
292 The Code of Civil Procedure 1973 
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2. Public morality is blemishedin Infront of constitutional morality to justify the need for 
arbitrary practice which violates human rights? 

3. The landmark ruling in the case of Section 377293 and Sabarimala294 temple issue irrespective 
of faith ruled that women's dignity cannot be overruled against any procedural law. The 
validity derives from Section 2 of the Muslim Personal Law Application Act 1937 gives 
validity to NikahHalala's right to remarry but a violation of 14, 15 21295? 

 
 

V. THE MUSLIM WOMEN (PROTECTION OF 
RIGHTS ON MARRIAGE) ACT, 2019 

The new enactment which makes the act of moment’s separation through 'triple talaq' 
among Muslims a culpable offense with 3-year detainment was tested in the Supreme Court 
andthe Delhi High Court on Friday. 

The appeal in the summit court was moved by a Kerala-based Muslim association, while 
the one in the Delhi High Court was documented by a supporter - both asserting that 'The 
Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Act, 2019' abuses the crucial privileges of 
Muslim spouses. 'Samastha Kerala JamiathulUlema', a strict association, of Sunni Muslim 
researchers and ministers in Kerala, and the Delhi-based supporter Shahid Ali have guaranteed 
that the Act is violative of Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution,therefore, should be struck 
down. Both the petitions were documented a day after President Ram NathKovind offered 
consent to the new enactment. "The Act has presented reformatory enactment, explicit to a class 
of people dependent on strict personality”. The act is causing grave public mischief, which, if 
unchecked, may lead to polarization and disharmony in society," the plea filed in the apex court 
said. 

Assuring itself to be the biggest Muslim association in Kerala as far as the quantity of 
supporters concerns, the body has presented that the enactment is class explicit to Muslims and 
the plan behind the Act isn't the nullification of triple talaq but to punish the Muslim husbands. 
As “Section 4 forces the greatest sentence of 3 years detainment when a Muslim spouse 

articulates Triple Talaq. The offense is cognizable and non-bailable according to Section 7. 

                                                             
293JoharNavtej v Union of India [2018] 10 SCC 
294 2018 SCC 1690 
295 The Constitution of India 1949 
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VI. REASONING BEHIND RELATING 
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF TRIPLE TALAQ 

 

A. Are Personal Law Well Judged? 
 

1. In ShayaraBanu V Union of India,296 the court does not deal with issues concerning 
personal laws. 

2. The court by the notion of essential religious practice besides interfering with the personal 
laws attempts to design religious specific personal laws as per the idea of judges. 

In the above-mentioned case, the court set aside the practice of triple talaq which used 
by Muslim husbands to break the marital ties with a wife. The judgment received much 
appreciation from women activists calling the process towards gender equality. Although the 
main objective remains whether the process is constitutional and is protected under the ambit of 
personal law it has some serious implications issues for which reform must be brought about. 
The central government move of bringing the bill in parliament The Muslim Women [ 
Protection Of Right on Marriage] Bill 2019 is a sheer call towards Anti- Muslim approach. If 
the government is concern why did it not create a process of reconciliation giving Muslim 
activists question the very objective of the bill. 

 

B. Revisiting The Verdict 
 

In ShayaraBanu V Union 297of India case ratio decidendi came up as 3:2  
 
The majority- Justice RohintonNariman, Justice UU Lalit, Justice Kurian Joseph 
Dissenting opinion- CJI J.S.Khehar, Justice Nazeer 
 
First, Justice Nariman and Justice Lalit questioned whether Muslim Personal law 

[Sharia] Application Act 1937 could enforce triple talaq as a rule followed in court? Second, 
whether the precedent crosses the line enshrined under 13[1] of the Indian constitution. 

They said after treating the said act like all other acts and putting it before the 
constitution it is found that it is violative of Article 14. They further stated that only the essential 

                                                             
296idib 
297idib 
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parts of the said personal law enjoy protection under Article 25 of the Indian constitution. The 
concluded by saying that the act violates the public order. 

 
CJI Khehar and Justice Nazeer [Dissenting opinion] believed that this sinful 

practice is valid from the perspective of Sunni Muslims of Hanafi Sect since it is the practice of 
1400 years. It is an essential part of Sunni Muslims of the Hanafi sect. They believe the act will 
be violative of personal law. 

Kurian Joseph sees the question only from a legal perspective. He stated From 
ShaminAra v State of U.P,298triple talaq lacks legal sanctity. He further observed that The issue 
was that whether the judge’s plea of the previous divorce taken in written judgment even he does 
not communicate with his wife it can be treated as the pronouncement of talaq by Muslim 
husband to wife whether the same dissolve the marriage. 

. 
Justice Joseph believed that triple talaq did not possess legal backing thus practice was 

not integral to Sunni Muslims and practice is against Quranic injunction thus practice becoming 
bad in theology. 

Overall, the reasoning says the practice is unintelligible rather than oppositional. Further 
considering the approach of the bench vis-à-vis the statutory issue of the subject is regulated by 
the 1937 Act. The said act did not confer any statutory issue. The 1937 act was to away with 
customary practice and usage that crept into the Muslim Personal contrary to Sharia Act 

 
 

VII. PERSONAL LAW AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM 
IN INDIA 

 
As far as the question of the constitutionality of a law is concerned certain requirements 

must be met by law to call it constitutional. 
 

Article 13[1] otherwise rendering the process as void. Along with this Article, 372[1] 
says all laws so enforced in the territory of India immediately before the commencement 
of the constitution shall continue in force therein altered, repealed, or amended by the 
competent legislature. 

 

A. Play Safe Approach 

                                                             
298 (2002) 7 SCC 518 : AIR 2002 SC 3551 (1) 
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 Initially the Indian court wary the domain of personal laws and adopted a safe approach 
holding that the personal laws cannot be checked on the cornerstone of fundamental rights. 

InState of Bombay V NarasuAppa Mali299 
 
The petitioner challenging the Bombay Prohibition Muslim Marriage 1946 which 

prohibit a Hindu for bigamy and allowing Muslim this is a violation of fundamental right. 
In DwarikaBai v. Nainan Mathew300, 
In this case, the petitioner challenged the concept of Section 10 of the Indian Divorce 

Act 1869 which allowed a husband to divorce if he proofs adultery only while on the other hand 
women need to prove cruelty or dissertation in addition to adultery. 

Part III does not touch upon the personal laws of the said party. In applying personal 
laws, it is important to derive from recognized and authoritative sources from Hindu personal 
laws except for law altered usage or custom. 

 

B. Activist Approach 
 

The court adopted a more activist approach that enabled us to strike down any provision 
which is violativeof the Constitution. 

In DanialLatifi v Union of India301, 
The petitioner challenged the very nature of the Muslim Women Protection of Right on 

Divorce Act 1986 under Section 125 of CPC providing maintenance to wife including divorce by 
their former husband was made inapplicable to divorced Muslim women. It was brought under 
Section 3 [1] [a] of 1986 Act a Muslim husband becomes potentially liable for greater 
maintenance than under Section 125 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

 

XI. CONCLUSION 
 
As of now from this study, we understood what triple talaq, its practice is. There is no 

doubt that the very act not being in the Quran violates the right to an opinion, the right to 
equality, and freedom of marriage. It gives fumes of rigid male society enjoying domination over 

                                                             
299 AIR 1952 Bom 84, (1951) 53 BOMLR 779, ILR 1951 Bom 775 
300 AIR 1953 Mad 792 
301 (2001) 7 SCC 740 : 2001 (45) ALR 426 (SC). 
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women who are usually subject to man. Women, due to this practice are subject to whims and 
fancies of her husband thus making the practice unconstitutional. 

 
Further, lawmaking in a multicultural society like India ought to be difficult; there are 

many factors which we need to be taken under the considerations to make any policies. 
Therefore,  some essential changes should be made from the view of today’s society in acts 
relating to women so we women get more equal rights for example barring certain exceptions 
within personal law the legislative tendency should be on the criminalization of human conduct 
pertaining to triple talaq. As Muslim Personal Law except for the Shariat Application Act 1937, 
Dissolution of marriage Act, it remains uncodified. One of the major concerns that remain in 
reforms is to include Triple talaq as a heinous crime under section 375(2) of the Indian Penal 
Code. 

The application of law seems logical but mass awareness needs to be put because still at 
present some women are illiterate living in backward areas having no sound knowledge of 
changes law are often subjugated. The effect needs to be garnished at the basic human 
psychology where we all need to understand and stand for human rights of each other so that 
any Muslim women don’t fear facing triple talaq for sake of children, family, money or more 
importantly for sake of her. 

This body is made to reproduce and not for prostitution or fulfilling one’s satisfaction so 
let come together to make a peaceful world to live for human. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The sole aim of this article is to do the complete analysis of a dignity of homosexuals in India. The article completely tries to 

give the finishing touch to topics of homosexuality and its status in society their legal status and try to deal with the topic of homosexuals 

with the help of case laws, finally the article completely tries to study the case which changes life and give dignity to the status of 

homosexuals. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Sexual interest is attraction to individuals from one's own sex. India join US, 

Australia and 24 other countries where constitution bench of the supreme court held that 

Homosexuality is not criminalized. A historic move of five-judge, unanimously, decriminalized 

part of the 158 years old colonial law that is section 377 of Indian Penal Code, which 

criminalizes consensual unnatural sex. Despite decriminalizing it, still in India, Homosexuality is 

considered as taboo for a large portion of Indian society. 

 

A. LEGALSTATUSOF HOMOSEXUALSIN INDIA 
 

Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code (1860) which deals with the offence of 

homosexuality. Section 377 deals with unnatural offence, it runs as follows- “Whoever willfully 

has licentious intercourse against the request for nature with any man, lady or creature, will be 

rebuffed with detainment forever, or with detainment of either depiction for a term, which may 

reach out to ten years, and will likewise be at risk to fine.” 

 

Explanation 

Infiltration is adequate to establish the licentious intercourse important to the 

offense depicted in this segment. The word sodomy means the sexual intercourse either by a 

man or by a woman carried out in a way with a beast.Voluntarily having licentious intercourse 

against the request for nature with any man, lady or creature is known as unnatural offence. 

Explanation to the section provides that the penetration is suffient to constitute the 
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offence.Original outflow isn't important. In case of unnatural offence, consent of the victim is 

immaterial. 

Homosexuality is completely normal and it is choice of an individual, they too 

have right to live with dignity, we cannot discriminate them as just because their sexual 

preference is different. 

In case of Khandu vs. Emperor302, accused had carnal intercourse by placing his 

penis into the nostril of a bullock. He was convicted under this section. 

In case of Charanjit Singh vs. State of Himachal Pradesh303, the accused 

committed the offence of sodomy on Ramesh Chand. They were going to particular destination 

in a truck and made halt at some place during the night. The accused made indecent overtures to 

Ramesh Chand, he kissed him and put his hand on the thigh and had carnal intercourse with 

him, even though he objected. The Session Court convicted the accused for the offence of 

sodomy. The High Court also upheld the findings of the Sessions Court, what's more, was 

condemned to experience thorough detainment for a time of one year and to pay a fine of 

Rs.500. 

In case of State of Karnataka v. Gowrishankara Swamy304, the characteristic of 

the Siddagana mutt al kyatasandra, Tumkar locale, Sri Gowrishankara Swamy was seen as liable 

of homosexuality on a 13years old understudy remaining in the mutt for instruction and dwelling 

and was sentenced under segment 377 IPC to 10 years thorough detainment and fine of Rs 25 

lakh fine. 

 

                                                             
302Khandu v Emperor AIR Lahore, AIR1934. LAH261 
303 Charanjeet Singh and ors v State of Himachal Pradesh 1986Cr. L.J.173 
304State of Karnataka v. Gowrishankara Swamy Times of India, Lucknow, 3 Feb 2004. 
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1. THE VARIOUS TYPES OF RIGHTS VIOLATES OF HOMOSEXUALITY 
PEOPLE  
 

Article 14 of the Indian constitution which says that the state will not deny to any 

individual correspondence under the watchful eye of law or the equivalent insurance of the laws 

inside the domain of India. This provision confers rights on all persons includes legal persons, 

statutory corporation, companies or any other type of legal person but still the rights of 

homosexuals violates under article 14. 

Violation of Article 15 under the Constitution of India,gives that, the state will 

not oppress any resident on grounds as it were on race, caste, sex or place of birth .The two 

crucial words are ‘discrimination’ and ‘only’ .The word discrimination means to cause an 

unfriendly differentiation as to or to recognize horribly from others. The use of the word only 

indicates that segregation on different grounds isn't precluded, and by discriminating 

homosexuals on the only basis of sex is unreasonable and violation under Article 15. 

Violation of Article 16 by discriminating on gender-based discrimination is 

prohibited, and no discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation. 

Violation of Article 19(a), Right to Freedom of Speech and Expression –It infers 

that each resident has the privilege to communicate his perspectives, suppositions, conviction 

and feelings uninhibitedly by overhearing people's conversations, printing, envisioning, or in 

some other way under this article privacy, gender identity, integrity of homosexuals that is 

violated. 

Violation of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution which declares that no 

individual will be denied of his life or individual freedom with the exception of as indicated by 

technique set up by law. 
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II. STATUS OF HOMOSEXUALS AFTER 
LANDMARK CASES 

 

In 2009 the NAZ FOUNDATION case, the Delhi High Court declared the part 

of section 377,‘unconstitutional’ which criminalizes Homosexuals, the points are raised; 

It violates RIGHT TO LIVE WITH DIGNITY AND PRIVACY. It violates 

RIGHT TO EQUALITY BEFORE LAW because it discriminates homosexuals as a class which 

is unreasonable discrimination and also criminalizes their consensual sex.High Courtfocused on 

the significance of maintaining the estimations of fairness resistance and comprehensiveness in 

Indian culture. 

IN CASE OF NLSA Vs. UNION OF INDIA OF 2014 

In this case305, the loophole in society raise questions towards our every existence 

law focuses only on two gender, that is on male or female and the transgender are ignored. The 

rights of transgender are not protected. Because of this reason, the transgender community 

discriminates, for dealing with this loophole, the honorable Supreme court recognizes various 

rights; 

After this case Transgender gets the legally right of 

RIGHTS TO SELF-IDENTIFY THEIR GENDER. 

EQUAL TREATMENT OF ALL PEOPLE. 

LEGAL RECOGNITION OF GENDER IDENTIFY AS TRANSGENDER. 

Inthecase PUTTASWAMY306 2007, Court held that sexual orientation is an 

essential attribute of privacy which is protected by many articles like Article 14,15and 21. 

                                                             
305National Legal Ser.Auth vs Union of India & Ors. on 15 April, 2014 
306 Justice K.S. Puttaswamy and Anr.v. Union of India and ors.(civil)NO 494 of 2012 
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III. CASE WHICH DECRIMINALIZES 
HOMOSEXUAL 

 

NAVTEJ SINGH JOHAR V. UNION OF INDIA.307 

This case changes the history and gives right to live with dignity to homosexuals, 

as in this case Honorable Supreme Court decriminalizes the homosexuals, the points discuss in 

this case are; After this case India joins 125 nations where homosexuality is legal as Supreme 

Court decriminalizes it. 

The Supreme Court decriminalized consensual intercourse between persons of 

the same sex and read down section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, thus providing a huge boost 

to the LGBTQ community of India. 

The court recognized sexual orientation as natural and inherent natural wonders, 

and not a matter of decision. The standard was first sanctioned in 1861 under the British 

guideline, past to that there was no law administering sex in India. What the decision implies is 

that the LGBT people group would have the option to enjoy consensual sex uninhibitedly. There 

is a special case however; the Supreme Court has legitimately ensured creatures under against 

endeavors by people who engage in sexual relations with them, that will even now stay under the 

domain of wrongdoing. 

The devastation of individual character would equivalent to the devastating of 

nobility, which epitomizes security; decision mindsets need to change to acknowledge particular 

personalities of person, who must be regarded for who they are most certainly not. The sexual 

direction of every person in the general public must be ensured on an even stage, for the 

privilege to security and the assurance of sexual direction lies at the center of the essential rights 

ensured by Article 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution. 

                                                             
307 Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India W.P.no 76 of 2016 
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Article 21 – right to life is most fundamental to existence. 

The Supreme has said that the word ‘life’, does not mean mere animal existence 

but a life where an individual could exercise his ability to live a dignified life. In Bandhu Mukti 

Morcha v. Union of India the honorable court held, “There are minimum human requirements 

which exist in order to enable a person to live with human dignity, and no states have right to 

take away action which will deprive a person of the enjoyment of this basic essential.” 

Privacy health and a dignified life are basic essentials of a person’s life 

obstructing and person's sexual direction is encroachment of his entitlement to security along 

these lines influencing his entitlement to stately life. Further criminalization of area 377, has 

likewise blocked access to well-being administrations of LGBT people group. Over all, the area 

abuses the essential highlights of the constitution; for example- equity, freedom and equity.  

No doubt marriage is a sacred institution and therefore it cannot be limited to 

opposite sex couples. It’s more about the love and togetherness which can also be shared by 

couples of same sex. In fact, restricting this establishment to sex and reproduction will belittle 

the idea of marriage. Further, the contention that homosexuality is a psychological issue is 

questioned by different well-being associations. The American Psychiatric Association expelled 

homosexuality from its rundown of mental issues in 1973, World Health Organization went with 

the same pattern in 1990. Then Delhi High Court judgment decriminalizing homosexuality in 

2009 the Indian journal. 

 

EFFECT ON LGBTCOMMUNITY 

The police to pester, coerce and shakedown gay men and kept them from 

looking for lawful security from viciousness, for dread that they would themselves be punished 

for homosexuality. The disgrace and partiality made and sustained a culture of quiet around 

homosexuality and brought about forswearing and dismissal at home alongside separation in 
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work environments and open spaces. Also, the LGBT people group can't move toward a police 

headquarters if there is any instance of rape and assault on them. Criminalization has additionally 

prompted forswearing of wellbeing offices to homosexuals. 

 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 

In a significant development, the congress members Shashi Throor introduced 

private members bill in Lok Sabha to decriminalize homosexuality, various provision of the draft 

bill are; 

Decriminalize, sex in private between consenting grown-ups, regardless of their 

sexuality or sex. It limits the pertinence of the area to non-consensual intercourse.  

Age of consent being above 18 years of age. 

The bill drops the phraseagainst the order of nature. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

One has to understand that the light cannot be achieved only through legal 

amendments. It should be accompanied by awareness campaigns to educate; parents, teachers 

and friend, to adopt a healthy and supportive attitude towards homosexuals. Homosexuals are 

also human being like every one of us, so why can’t we accept them as they are in society and 

give them the right what they deserve, like- right to live with dignity, right to privacy, right to 

marriage whom they want to. Society needs to grow up and try to accept the things as they are, 

without interfering to anyone’s life, because everyone has right to live their life as they want to. If 

we simply look into issue at it is, when we say sexuality, it is something which nature has put in 

us, we can’t deny by putting our sexuality under the carpet. It is completely normal if somebody 
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has a certain kind of sexual preference which is nothing to do with reproductive process such it 

is, their personal preference.Because every individual has right to do whatever hell they want to 

do with their body, as it’s their body but if it is harmful like you cut your hand or nose. When 

you are not causing harm in that way, then it’s completely your business as long as you do it in 

private, what the person does in their private space is nobody’s business and government need 

not to enter people’s bedroom, and nothing as it is against religion.  The common character of 

an individual ought to be blessed to receive be significant to his being what nature gives is 

regular. That is called nature inside. Along these lines, that piece of the character of an individual 

must be regarded and not loathed or looked downward on. The said inborn nature and the 

related common motivations in such manner are to be acknowledged. 
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